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Foreword
The need for early identification of symptoms of mental illness presents a problem for which no satisfactory solution has as yet been formulated. The solution, however, wi7L1 most likely be found through
research studies that are designed to delve deeply into the backgrounds
of experience and into the behavior characteristics displayed by indivividuals prior to the time they became mentally ill. The study reported
in this bulletin is one of the types of studies which may be used for this
purpose.

This study was devoted to exploring the backgrounds of former stu-

dents of California high schools who at the time of the study were
patients in a veterans hospital for mental illness. The exploration was,

however, limited to the patients' high school records of academie
achievement and to the behavior characteristics they displayed as high
school students. The purpose of the study was to find, if possible, in the
patients' high school backgrounds anything that might have been symptomatic of oncoming mental illness. Obviously, the identification of
such symptoms w'iuld provide some of the informatiryn needed:, a basis
for a program designed to prevent mental illness.

This study makes a significant contribution to our understanding of
the difference between students who later became mentally ill and class-_

mates who did not. It causes us to ponder the question of what steps
might be taken and when they should be taken to prevent mental illness. Perhaps a realistic answer can be given to this question within the
near future. The facts presented can be of great interest and assistance
to school adminstrators, guidance counselors, and teachers in the high
schools, as well as to psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and
public health personnel as they attempt to assist the schools to deal in
practical ways with the problems involved in educating all children
and youth so that they may enjoy a full measure of healthful living.
I wish to thank the teachers, pupil-personnel staffs, and administrators of the participating high schools for their help and co-operation in
making the study. Their willingness to assist in every way made the
study possible.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Preface
planned, begun, and
The process by which this research study was
warrants greater concarried on for a period of two and one-half years
involved
sideration than has been given it in this bulletin. This study
federal,
an integral working relationship between two agenciesone
sick,
the other state; one dealing with treating and rehabilitating the
of indithe other, with the education and well-being of a vast number
agenciesthe California
viduals. In making this study, each of these
HosState Department of Education and the Veterans Administration
out within a research
pital in Menlo Park-Palo Altohad to carry
designed, and exeframework a role that was co-operatively planned,
cuted.

translating the idea into a
In developing the research idea and
agencies envisioned the possibility that the findings

1,

It

research plan, both
in mental hoscould be of some immediate assistance in the work done
research plan which could
pitals, schools, or both. They agreed upon a
framework of each agency, with
be carried out within the operational
little change in work pattern. The
some additional staff time but with
selection of the group in accordVeterans Hospital personnel made the
Department of Education
ance with agreed-upon criteria; the Statepatients
from the schools the
personnel collected information about the
The research study was
patients had attended as high school students.
of the teachers
designed to minimize or to avoid, if possible, the biases about the pagiving information
and school administrators who were
recording the information.
tients as well as of the interviewers who werebackward" kind of process,
The research design involves the "looking
possible to use in some research
often the only procedure realistically
studies.
some doubt in the
In the planning stages of this study there was
research staff and the
minds of the State Department of Education
staff that personnel in the
Veterans Administration Hospital research
high school as
schools would know or remember students who had left
promising preliminary findings,
many as five years ago. One of the
individual studied
however, was that, almost without exception, each
by someone in the school he had attended.
was known and remembered
Education Research, and
Henry W. Magnuson, Chief, Bureau of Research, assisted in the
Peter 3. Tashnovian, Consultant in Education Tashnovian served as
planning and development of the study. Mr.

liaison between the, department and hospital staffs and assisted in the
statistical analysis of the data.

Educators and mental health personnel will find this bulletin an
interesting, informative, and provocative report of a study of a major
social and educational problem.
GEORGE E. HOGAN

JAY DAVIS CONNER

Deputy Superintendent of Public
Instruction; and Chief, Division
of Departmental Administration

Associate Superintendent of
Public Instruction; and c'k-tf,
Division of Instruction
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INTRODUCTION
DANLEL &Am, M.D., Director,
California State Department of Mental Hygiene

Schizophrenia is responsible for a great part of the patient population
in the large mental hospitals throughout the country, both in state hospitals and in those of the Veterans Administration. This disease was at
first known as dementia praecox because it was thought to occur predominantly among young mein, and women. However, it has since been
found that persons of middle age and even persons of advanced age are
also sometimes afflicted.
Today schizophrenia is subject to study from many different fronts.
Its treatment is essentially empirical. There has been recorded a number of "spontaneous cures," if one could use that deli ;nation, for patients who have been in mental hospitals for a number of years. Upon
later examination, such patients were found to be essentially free of
the disease process though still bearing some of the signs of their past
experiences. In the cases of persons who left the hospital in a reasonable
length of time without specific forms of treatment, it is very difficult to
designate the single most meaningful therapeutic intervention. In some
cases institutionalization itself may have been beneficial; in others, damaging in its over-all effect.
What causes schizophrenia continues to be one of the great enigmas
of medicine. Many believe the cause to be a constitutional defect of
a genetic nature. Others are of the opinion that certain people have
schizophrenia because the required balance of the various physiological,
biochemical, and endocrinological forces has not been achieved. Still
others think that the cause of the disease is primarily psychogenic. But
there exists no proof of any clear-cut etiological agent or series of
agents. On one pz.,int, however, there is no disagreement : that regardless
of the fundamental cause, persons who have the disease are extremely
vulnerable when faced with obstacles in the path of life or when confronted with situations involving stress.
The diagnosis of schizophrenia offers serious hazards. Over a period
of time there have been those who have maintained that "schizophrenia" is a distinct disease ; others, in recent times, have suggested that
"schizophrenia" should be used as a term to cover a combination of
symptoms or syndromes and that the term "schizoid" is more useful
than is "schizophrenic." There is general agreement that the sympto(1)
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matology of schizophrenia may be somewhat similar, as far as individual

symptoms are concerned, to the symptomatology of other conditions,
including more benign conditions. For example, in this study the individuals in the group of boys who were later diagnosed as schizophrenic
were found to have some of the following characteristics while in high
rehool: poor over-all school adjustment, lack of ability for leadership,
meager participation in group activities, lack of interest in girls, apathy,
depression, carelessness, and perfectionism. Such traits may be found in
many individuals under various conditions. Where a preponderance of
these characteristics occurs in any one person, it should be necessary
to look for a more serious underlying condition. However, socially
approved attitudes in one part of the country are frequently unlike
those in another part, and the attitudes of one group within a community unlike those of another group in the same community. The interpretation of desirable traits, therefore, must be made in the light of
what types of responses a person may comfortably exhibit.
The authors of this research study have made a contribution to the
literature on schizophrenia in their attempt to assist in case-finding
and in prediction. The research design avoids the pitfalls exhibited by
a number of other research attempts in this field. Since these findings
are consistent with the subjective impressions of most psychiatrists in
individual cases, it is likely that findings thus made will ultimately be
used in completing the data required to secure a true picture or diagnosis of schizophrenia.

%

There remains, of course, the discovery of ways of utilizing such infor-

mation to good advantage. In what ways will we alter our approach
toward those individuals whom we may be able to identify as serious
candidates for schizophrenia / These "future schizophrenics" might be
considered to be a somewhat select cross section of those heading into
this disease, in that they were able to attend high school and, in some
instances, to achieve a moderately successful school career even though
it seemed unlikely that either was possible. In addition, these boys were
found suitable to enter the armed forces, and it was during their military service or shortly afterward that they broke down. However, some

amount of stress and vulnerability to stress was apparently necessary
before they broke down into an overt schizophrenic condition.
This study calls attention to the very important role which education
can play in the field of mental and emotional health. It is not surprising that this is an important role since in the formative time of life
children spend a great deal of each day in school over an appreciable
span of years.

I
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The early identification of boys and girls who will likely become

mentally or emotionally ill at some stage in their lives is a responsibility
that merits thoughtful consideration, especially by the schools. Another
is the identification of stressful situations in children and adolescents
who have exhibited no overt pathology in their growth and develop-

ment up to a point but who, at this point, begin to show signs that
they are reaching their limits of tolerance. It is this possibility that
seems to be of greater importance than the function of early case-

finding or even of discovering those who are going to break down later.
adolescent, which
The symptomatology of the "schizophrenic-prone"
not far from the mathas been emphasized in this study, is, of course,
situations in essentially
ter of uncovering more knowledge about stress
normal people.
school systems may be cited
Two examples of activities carried out in
primary prevention. The first of
as encouraging endeavors in the field of
these had to do with the development, iii the schools of certain counties
in Pennsylvania, of tests that were administered to all children of preschool age to determine the degree of success they were likely to have
in their first year of school. The parents of the children who were
regarded as probable failures in their first school year were advised
between six months
not to enroll their children in school until they wen
The parents of the
and a year beyond the regular age of enrollment.
children who were regarded as good risks were advised to enroll their
children in school as soon as they were at the enrollment age. The results
proved to be highly significant. Most parents who kept their children
back when advised to do so and allowed them to enter school as suggested found that the children were essentially successful and started
advised to hold
out their school careers promisingly. Parents who were
their children hack but refused to follow this advice and entered them
in school were nearly all disappointed, in that the children lived up
to the prediction of school failure and school difficulty; consequently,
the children in this group started their school careers under serious
handicaps. The children in the group who entered on schedule did very
well.

The necessity to assist children to get a good start in school and to
develop the desired momentum during their first year is extremely
important. Children are thus given the best possible opportunity to
enjoy success and, in turn, the school is freed of unnecessary burdens
caused by failures and behavior problems. It should be pointed out,
however, that this effort to distinguish between those who would do well
and those who would not do well in the first year of school is somewhat

4
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different from attempting to discover those who need special care and
attempting to find for them that special care or treatment.
The second example is one in which the signs of stress were observable
among high school boys in terms of lassitude, loss of interest in school,
occasional truancy, and sometimes more serious antisocial delinquent
acts. A plan for helping these boys was devised. It consisted of an approach wherein groups were formed and placed under the direction
of leaders who were not professionally trained mental health workers.
The leaders were capable adults who were able to win and hold the
respect and admiration of the students. These leaders did not attempt
to get at serious underlying personality difficulties, but they did try to
utilize all that was still of value in each boy's personality makeup. This

leadership role was in some iutances filled by athletic coaches; in

others, by teachers who demonstrated the necessary qualities, such as
the ability to work with boys in a group without being carried away by
the techniques of group work. It was comforting to learn that a group
of some 15 boys brought together in their second year of high school
were able to meet their problems and do profitable work together, and
that mos' of these boys graduated from the high school on schedule.
it is worth emphasizing that both these examples indicate that certain
important steps can be taken by schools to help exceptional children
make successful school adjustments and that these steps may be taken
without psychiatric assistance.
This study has revealed certain ways in which schools may help
students to enjoy mental and emotional health. Obviously more information is needed for this purpose. Such information will have to be
made available by studies that are now in process and that will be
launched at future dates. The importance of studies of this type, therefore, should be readily apparent.

CHAPTER I

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
What --ere patients hospitalized for severe mental and emotional
illnesses ...ke when they were high school students? What, if anything,
in their school records indicated a greater-than-average possibility that
they would be hospitalized for mental illness ? If there were such indications, could measures have been taken to reduce the possibility of
hospitalization and treatment The research project reported in this
publication was planned and conducted to determine what answers
might be secured for these questions.

When the hospital records of a sample group of patients in the
Veterans Administration Hospital at Palo Alto, California, were examined, it was found that a majority of the patients had attended
California high schools. It was agreed that by combining the resources
and efforts of the veterans hospital staff and those of the staff of the
State Department of Education, some information about the behavior
of the patients while they were attending high school might be learned

and such information might be useful in developing preventive measures
for mental illness. If even a small beginning could be made in identifying behavioral characteristics of boys who were vulnerable to mental
and emotional illnesses, perhaps steps could be taken to help them
overcome their weaknesses or at least to avoid falling prey to them.
During preliminary discussions, it was suggested that earlier re-

search studies in this area of behavior be examined and the results

analyzed. It soon became evident, however, that only small and sporadic
beginnings had been made in this direction. Further investigation revealed that the research that had been done to find means of preventing or reducing emotional and mental disturbances in human beings
was limited in many ways, especially in extent and quality. In the

opinion of the project personnel, inactivity or avoidance of activity in
the field of prevention of mental and emotional disorders could not be
construed as an oversight or omission on the part of society. The conclusion reached was that the lack of preventive action in the field of
mental and emotional disturbances has stemmed from lack of interest
in and knowledge about this field, and that basic to both these lacks has
been society's complex and contradictory relationships to persons with
mental and emotional illnesses.
(5)
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In order that one might understand the particular relevance of this
study to the broader problem of prevention, it would be helpful if the
relationships of modern society to mental and emotional illness could
be identified and understood in terms of past relationships. It should
therefore be worth while to trace, in brief, some of the attitudes shown
and practices followed by society in its past relationships to persons
who were mentally and emotionally ill. In so doing, one may see how
far man has progressed along this road and how far man has yet to go;
and one may comprehend the difficulties that are encountered in launching, maintaining, and improving programs of preventive action.

THE HISTORICAL RECORD
Prevention of mental and emotional illnesses is a Johnny-come-lately
in the minds of men. The history of man's relationship to the problem
of mental and emotional illnesses has not been resplendent with deeds
of kindness, humane treatment, or attempts to understand the true
nature of the problem. In the past there appeared to be much in man
himself that militated against a scientific acceptance or understanding
of mental and emotional illnesses. Zilboorg has noted the following :
Scoffingly, and with not a little anxiety, we still admonish the neurotic or the
psychotic to "pull himself together" as if he were physically falling apart and could

prevent it. Or we tell him to use his will power to give up his 'notions," as if

mental sickness were not an affliction but a perversion freely chown and willfully
adopted by the patient. (84, p. 25)1

The history of what has been done about mental and emotional disabilities includes many horrendous examples of man's inhumanity to man.
A series of books capped by the famous and infamous Malleus Maleficanon (The Witches' Hammer), published at the end of the fifteenth
century, provided guidelines and incentives for the identification and
punishment of persons who were thought to be witches, were said to be
possessed of the devil, and were therefore burned to death. The demonologists were excellent observers ; they collected detailed information and
wrote accurate clinical descriptions of the behavior of such witches.
Their descriptions leave no doubt that the number of mentally ill in
those days was enormous and that the severity of mental illness was
extreme. The halucinatory and delusionary states that are characteristic of the most serious illness known to us as dementia praecox or
schizophrenia were treated in the manner of blood and fire. Deutsch
observes that between the middle of the fifteenth century and the end
of the seventeenth century, approximately 100,000 persons were conservatively estimated to have been executed as witches. (9, p. 18.)
1Throughout this bulletin, the italicized numbers enclosed in parentheses refer to

the numbered items in the bibliography beginning on page 53.

t
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clinical testimony to the
The records of witch trials also bear mute
fact that a large per cent of those burned and mutilated were persons
communities arose witch finders
afflicted with schizophrenia. In many
"profession"
who fed on and were fed by the anxieties of the times. The reward. In
prestige and financial
of witch &dim:: became one of great
imposing title of WitchfmderEngland, Mathew Hopkins, who had the
and had burned at the stake 100 witches between

General, "found"
1645 and 1647.

various signs or stigmata were
In the process of locating witches,
in identification was
employed as diagnostic aids. Particular stress
Many witch hunters emplaced on the presence of skin anesthesias.
prickers whose function it was
ployed special assistants known as
These stigmata
to prick a suspected witch and find insensitive zones.
two centuries 'later to be
diaboli were described clinically and found
emotional illness called hysteria. It
the same as the signs found in the
accorded
to consider the difference in treatment
is sobering, however,
those with hysteria and those with stigmata diaboli.

disturbed individuals
The fate of those mentally and emotionally
witches was no
who managed to escape persecution or execution as Many of them
better than that of those who were pronounced witches. only served
and this condition
lost all vestiges of human appearance,
toward them and to widen the gap

to increase community anxiety
between them and the community.
sick persons eventually
Fear and neglect of mentally and emotionally
which was the idea of the
gave way to more humanitarian ideas, among
refuge for the
"asylum." In the nineteenth century these places of
worst kind. In the Paris Salmentally ill were actually prisons of the
patients were shackled to floors
petriere, an institution for women, the
carried whips and clubs and used
and walls with irons ; attendants
adjudged incurable, any attempt
them freely. Since insane persons were
was considered an insane act.
to administer treatment to such persons
physician, appointed as superintendIn 1792, Philippe Pinel, a Paris
"unchaining of the beasts" and the
ent of the asylum, proposed the
"Pinel
inauguration of a system of therapy. Fleury's famous painting,
man's relationship
a la Salpotriere," depicts this dramatic moment in
persons. Almost at the
toward mentally and emotionally disturbed
presented to a gathering of
same time in England, William Tuke
"retreat," a place in which the
Yorkshire Friends a proposal for a
environment, employment, exerunhappy might find a refuge, a family
as guests rather than
cise conducive to mental health, and treatment
built oil the York Retreat idea were later
as inmates. Institutions
developed in New York by the Quaker Society.

i
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The second quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed the begin-

ning and rapid growth of state mental hospitalsefforts that were
aided and abetted by such stalwart and energetic persons as Dorothea
Lynde Dix. This remarkable woman, "whose moral and mental stamina
stood out in sharp contrast to her frail physical health, like a Diesel
engine operating in a canoe" (9, p. 170), brought more state hospitals

into being than had existed in the United States up to that time.
Dorothea Lynde Dix was a symbol of an epoch of "moral reform." The

changes that Miss Dix and the climate of opinion supported in the
early and middle years of the nineteenth century "found its fundamental impetus not so much in a search for scientific knowledge as in
a vague, sentimental attitude toward mankind heavily tinged with an

impersonal, religious sense of duty." (9, p. 186) Such sentimental
humanitarianism, coupled with a lack of scientific understanding of
human personality and its needs, led to the idea of the large, relatively isolated institution known as the mental hospital.
The custodial hospital idea dominated the thinking of both lay and
professional workers well into the twentieth century; the prevailing
opinion was that mental illness could be magically cured, controlled, or
managed by isolation, care, and routine. However, in 1894, Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell, invited to address the Fiftieth Annual Meeting of Hospital

Superintendents, described quite boldly the shortcomings of these
mental hospitals. "Your hospitals," he told the medical superintendents, "are not our he ,pitals; your ways are not our ways. You live out
of range of critical shotand show too many signs of contented calm
born o.2 isolation from the active living sti.uggle for intellectual light
and air in which the rest of us live." (9, p. 315) Built in isolation and
left in isolation, such hospitals lacked help, direction, research, and
recreation. Although some professional persons were openly and forcefully decrying the large hospital idea, the general public did not seem
to be ready to go beyond this in their thinking. Part of the problem at
this time was the belief that mental and emotional illnesses were caused
in part by immoral behavior freely chosen by the individual.
In the late nineteenth century the emphasis on "moral" causes of
emotional problems began to shift to genetic and physiological causes.
At about this time Sigmund Freud began his work as a neurologist

and presented a number of papers on the physiological aspects of
mental disturbances. In 1895, however, Freud described a case of
hysteria in which the causes appeared to be emotional conflicts. A few

years later, Clifford Beers published his experiences as a patient in
mental hospitals in A Mind that Pound Itself. In this publication he
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also outlined a plan for encouraging and carrying on research into the

causes, nature, and treatment of mental disorders and for creating
services directed toward the prevention of mental maladies. The
scientific findings of Freud and others, along with the work of Beers
and his colleagues, were met with apathy and skepticism. A reviewer of

Beers' book in The Nation declared, "One is bound to face the fact
that insanity is in the majority of eases an unpreventable and incurable
disease and nothing short of Utopia itself can make it very much less
so." (9, p. 315).
"It is one of the grotesque ironies of history," says Deutsch, "that

wars with their frightful carnage in lives lost and wrecked do tend
to give impetus to various health movements." (9, p. 464) World Wars
I and II both led to increases in knowledge and understanding of the
problem of mental and emotional disturbances. World War II especially
accentuated the vulnerability of America's fighting forces to emotional
disability; of 4,800,000 men age eighteen to thirty-seven who had been
rejected for military service up to August 1, 1945, a total of 1,091,000
were turned down for neuropsychiatric disorders. Sometime between
World Wars 1 and II, behavior theories based on unconscious processes
in personality were gaining a modicum of acceptance by the mental
health professions and were being utilized in psychotherapy and as a
basis for understanding neuroses and psychoses. Such theories regarding man's behavior placed primary emphasis on psychological factors
as causative agents in mental disturbances. Personality adjustment and
maladjustment were being better understood as a result of children's
relationships to parents, sibling; and self.
Psychodynamic theories of personality development had gained some
limited acceptance at the time of World War II. Such theories, however,

have had a history of doubt, open rejection, and blatant hostility.
Deutsch states the following:
Seldom in the past century has any doctrine encountered so antagonistic a reception as psychoanalysis received. There were elements in the new theory that were

so diametrically opposed to prevailing ideas, popular and scientific, that an
avalanche of criticism could easily have been prophesied for it. The notion that
the more important processes of man go on outside the field of consciousness was

so novel when it was first expressed by Freud that it evoked incredulity. (9, p.
489)

In addition, Freud's uncovering of sex 2 and the role of sexual factors
As is often the case, the reaction to an emotionalized word such as "sex" can be
highly selective and evoke bitter hostility rather than rational thought. Freud postulated that in childhood certain zones of the body were endowed with heightened
pleasure gratificatton for the child and that, linked to these zones, wapsychoanalytic
sexual energy callt.d libido. A child sucking his thumb, according to
theory, is obtaining a kind of childish sexual pleasure. In the novel and creative
theory of sexuality which Freud set loose upon the Victorian Age, the word "sex"
was a sufficient stimulus to open Pandora's box.
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in infancy and childhood as highly significant to the mental health of
adults was puzzling and immoral to many.
The gradual acceptance of psychoanalytic concepts by mental health
workers probably had much to do with the professional growth and
utilization of social workers in the 1920's and the initiation and development of the child guidance movement both in schools and in clinics.
In recent years there have been encouraging advances in treatment
methods, hospital care, availability of psychiatric clinics, and a more
positive and understanding attitude toward emotional problems. Historically, however, one can note only a vague beginning in research and
community action to reduce the costs and social effects of mental and
emotional disorders.

This brief historical recapitulation of man's relationship to mental
and emotional illnesses illustrates the tremendous fear and resistance
that society has displayed toward accepting emotional illnesses as understandable human phenomena. In the past, human beings have reacted

to the mentally and emotionally ill with denial, awe, fear, brutality,
sorcery, neglect, isolation, and classification. The acceptance of emotional disorders on a medical-social basis is a recent development; efforts
and programs that can effectively prevent such disorders and do so on
a wide scale are yet to be considered.

CHANGING ATTITUDES

The wall of separateness or "otherness" that was erected between
the emotionally ill and normal society seems to have been an attempt
by man to deal with the fear and anxiety aroused in him by his sick
peers. To accept the fact that schizophrenia was a human experience
and, therefore, could occur in any human being was difficult to contemplate. The unbelievable brutality of some human beings toward the
mentally and emotionally ill exemplified how fearful such contemplation could become. Later, as the climate of opinion changed, neglect

and isolation supplanted to some extent outright brutality. Whether
such fear and anxiety exhibited itself in brutality, neglect, or isolation,
the significant effect was an avoidance of any human contact or relationship with emotionally sick persons by the community at large.
It is axiomatic that one cannot fully understand when one is frightened. The anxiety and fear produced in man by mental and emotional
illnesses was so great that until the beginning of the twentieth century
there seemed to be an almost desperate, panic-stricken resistance to
understanding such disorders. The severely ill or psychotic person was
especially difficult to comprehend. Most persons found it difficult to

(
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acknowledge that the "crazy" behavior of such a sick person repre-

I
,

sented a human and therefore understandable experience. However, as
progress in the medical and social sciences interacted with the humanitarian and moral reforms of the nineteenth century, attitudes toward
the mentally and emotionally ill gradually changed to one of paternalistic benevolence. The provision of large hospitals in geographically
isolated areas reflected a kinder but still nonaccepting attitude toward
persons with mental and emotional illnesses. In the latter part of the
century, the science of neurology made some progress in understanding
and treating mental and emotional disturbances resulting from brain
or central nervous system impairment. Syphilitic paresis and pellagra
psychosis were found to be treatable on the one hand by drugs and on
the other by diet. However, this search for physical and physiological
causes of mental and emotional illnesses followed a logical path away

from any major interest in or concern with the patient as a person.
It was considered that diseases of the mind were, after all, like other
diseases, and that a certain detachment and objectivity were necessary
for effective diagnosis and assistance.

At approximately the same time, Freud pursued the notion that
many of the so-called neuroses of man were caused by social experiences.

As a result, he began to pay attention to what the patient said in an
effort to understand the meaning of the patient's experience. Freud
and subsequent workers in this field found that many of man's emotional illnesses could be treated psycho;.ogically and that personality
could be best understood as a dynamic interplay of man's biological
heritage with his social experiences.
The creation of theories of personality development that related the
biology of man to man's social experiences is primarily a twentiethcentury phenomenon. The acceptance of social experience as a significant factor in personality formation has led to further studies in ways

p

in which man mediates his social experiences in developing a selfconcept; how stresses and strain in the biological and social environment make mediation difficult; how the organism attempts to deal with
inordinate stresses; and what the human organism needs in order to
be successful in growing up psychologically.
The need for preventive action in the field of mental and emotional
health has become a major concern of the twentieth century. Fein (10)
conservatively estimated that the economic loss to the nation as a result

of such disorders was 3 billion dollars aanually. Glazer (14) pointed
out that hospital admissions were rising, especially in groups of persons
over fifty years of age. As medical advances increase the longevity of
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the population, psychological and social advances will be needed to
enable men to enhance and maintain their emotional health over longer
periods of life. Such research will need to find ways of increasing man's
over-all emotional robustness and discovering ways of psychologically
"immunizing" the more vulnerable members of society. Such research,

however, has often lacked enthusiasm and support for many of the
reasons discussed in this historical introduction. However, as the problem becomes greater, the need for prevention becomes self-evident. Often
the next question is "Where does one start?"

THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL
The present concern of the public school for the education of almost
every child has inherent in it vast potential for preventing or reducing
the number of persons with minor, moderate, or serious emotional disturbance& Children attend school for a greater part of a day for 10 to
12 years of the most formative period of life. They are observed by
teachers and principals who have had professional education in the
growth and development of children; and they are seen in a variety
of school situations, under stress and ease, in play and work, with

other children and with adults. There is a continuity to the observations through cumulative records and professional communication.
The mentally healthy behavior which most children exhibit forms an
observational setting unequaled in any other institution. The teacher
is used to, and expects, a wide variety of normal behavior; he is sensitive to and can learn to recognize early the signs in children who may
need some help with emotional problems. It is no distortion of the
school's role to pay attention to such factors since these may be the
major Lames of the inability of the child to learn or to make the school
adjustments necessary for him to learn.
All the boys who later became patients in the Veterans Administration Hospital at Palo Alto went to school. Along with future engineers,
physicists, and teachers, they attended classes and assemblies. What
action may have been taken to head off their later emotional disabilities
is at present a matter of conjecture. The fact remains, that such action
cannot begin to be contemplated until something is known about recot.,
nizing early signs of emotional disturbances among children and youth.
Scientific inquiry into ways of preventing or reducing mental and
emotional disorders may entail a realistic appraisal of community and
professional support for such research and action. Any society that
values scientific inquiry into space travel and kitchen comfort may
need to consider ways of promoting research in the vast unexplored
areas of man's emotional health.

CHAPTER II

SCHIZOPHRENIA-CHARACTERISTICS, CAUSES,
AND INCIDENCE
Schizophrenia is a constellation of behavior disturbances often
marked by severe distortion of reality, a withdrawal from interest in
or contact with people, auditory and visual hallucinations and disturbances of thinking. Schizophrenia is not presently regarded as a
disease similar to smallpox or tuberculosis. it is seen as the end result
of many different kinds of organic and soc;'al causes. For the sake of
accuracy, schizophrenia should be referrer: to as the group of schizophrenias. Despite the complexity of the etiology, when schizophrenia
occurs, it represents the most severe, puzzling, and difficult to treat of
all mental and emotional disturbances.
Schizophrenia can be regarded as a major distortion of the external
world and of the symbols by which the external world is defined. It is
commonly referred to as a psychosis, not as a neurosis or psychoneurosis.

A psychosis is the most severe type of mental disorder in that all or
almost all forms of adaptation are disrupted and disorganization of the
personality is extensive. In most eases of psychoses, the individual with
the disability does not have insight into his difficulty. In cases of neuroses or psychoneuroses, the disorder is not as disruptive; the individual possesses some insight into his difficulty and is able to verbalize it
to some extent.
Some types of schizophrenia seem to result predominantly from
organic, physiological conditions; others seem to result from adverse
social and psychological factors. However, the social factors in the
etiology of schizophrenia are those which are of most concern to educators and mental health workers. The relevant social forces in schizophrenia would include the family environment and the structure of the
community; community factors would be significant for the mental
health of the family constellation as well as for that of the individual
schizophrenic. If there is serious social disorganization in a community,
one would postulate that this would affect the family structure so
that it would be more difficult for a poorly organized family to mainthin itself as a cohesive unit. To an already disintegrating family unit,
often be the straw that
a lack of community services or support may
completely destroys the camel.
A diagnosis of schizophrenia must take into account the individual
at a given time, in a given situation, in a given social structure, For

(18)
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example, an individual characterized as schizophrenic who is hallucinat-

ing and acting inappropriately in the ward of s mental hospital may
react with great appropriateness and speed to an emergency such as a
fire in the ward. He may be quite helpful to the other patients and to
himself in affording a quick exit to all the people concerned. Another
example would be a schizophrenic who is barely able to participate and
function in the community because of his bizarre mannerisms but who
can function fairly well in playing the piano with a nightclub band
or in working on a job that requires little or no social interaction. Certain factors in the social interaction of some schizophrenics may enable

them to suppress their symptomatology for a time if they can find a
favorable social setting. The type of job in which the individual is
engaged may also enable him to hide his symptomatology for a period
of time. The factors involved in being able to cover symptoms are many
and complex. In the example of the fire on the ward, the obvious fright
of the staff and patients may lessen ff.. fright of this particular patient

and decrease his feelings of fear toward his "tormenting attendants."
The fact that much more attention is paid to him in this emergency than
in normal circumstances may also contribute significantly to a temporary transformation. For the patient in the second example, crowd
approval plus the influence of the jazz music may be important factors
along with many others in alleviating the gross aspects of his schizophrenic illness.

There are other reasons for formulating a dynamic definition of
schizophrenia rather than a static one. There are, for example, "ambulatory schizophrenics" who can maintain themselves for a complete
lifetime catside of a hospital if they are able to manipulate the environmental situation sufficiently so that their manifest disturbance does not
cause social disapproval or alarm. Some of these persons can maintain
their functioning in a semireclusive existence and pursue occupations
that permit such relationship. Even more dramatically, there are those
who can function with some effectiveness as parents, teachers, or pupils
and live a markedly isolated existence in a thriving school environ-

ment or community. Such individuals are able to keep out of close
relationships with other persons and are thus able to keep the visible
schizophrenic symptoms down to a minimum.

In consideration, then, of the dynamic aspects of schizophrenia, the
prominent symptoms of this illness, as listed by the World Health Organization (33) in 1957, sre as follows :
1. An unmistakable a-.d marked personality change that usually can
be seen more easily when it occurs in a short period of time. How-
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ever, the change can also be noted as occurring over a longer
period of time.

2. Withdrawal from outside personal and emotional contacts and a
preference for activities which the person can do alone

3. Disturbances of thinking accompanied by bizarre statements,
made-up words, gross syntactical, grammatical, and linguistic
errors. Incapacity to pursue a sustained train of thought and the

use of private symbols are also common. The disturbances in thinking and the consequent befuddlement of communication make the
the schizophrenic person unintelligible to most persons. However,
the behavior and communication are understandable to those who
have full access to the psychopathology of the individual patient's
history and dynamics.

4. Emotional disturbances that affect relationships with other people

and that are accompanied by shallowness of feeling or inappropriate or disproportionate feelings

5. Disturbances of perception such as hallucinations. Auditory hallucinations are most common; visual ones are not nearly as
common.

6. Bizarre physical behavior such as peculiarities of posture, gesture,
and movement

Arieti (2) describes schizophrenics as showing severe distortion of

the intellectual processes, a withdrawal from action or interest in action,
a loss of ability to socialize, loss of the ability to use symbols accurately,
and a loss of appropriate emotion. Also included in the behavioral

mannerisms of the schizophrenic are social ineptness, an inability to
concentrate on necessary work, perverse sexual tendencies, attitudes of
omnipotence, and a preoccupation with one's inner thoughts and feelings. Often them is developed a feeling of separateness or depersonalization of self, and this feeling results in the ability of an individual
to establish boundaries between self and "not-self." All or only several
of these symptoms may be present in a full-blown schizophrenic; at
times only one of these symptoms may be perceived. The degree, extent,
and course of schizophrenia can vary tremendously from an entirely
debilitating process that starts early in a person's teens and follows a
downhill course to that or:. a person who may go through a schizophrenic episode for a few days and may never again manifest any
overt active schizophrenic symptomatology.
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condition of
The scientific search to understand and control this
malfunctioning has led to some agreement that schizophrenias result
individual's life history, coupled
from a combination of stresses in an
to schizophrenic
with a greater-than-average degree of susceptibility
have
disorder. Present knowledge indicates that the schizophrenias
of severe personmany and varied etiologies, with a shared final path
ality or ego disturbance.
The concept of ego processes in personality development has proven
schizophremost useful in providing hypotheses about the meaning of
to
nia. This ego process (or ego) is that aspect of personality, related
and modifier of stimuli
the perceptual system, which acts as interpreter
environfrom the inner environment (the organism) and the external
and
ment. In its mediation or interpretation of stimuli from within
without, its job is to bring about mrnimum comfort and enhancement
unconscious level;
of the organism. Ego functioning is generally at an
autonomic, nonrational level,
the adaptation processes often go on at an
experiences that enhance seL.
Ego processes direct the organism to
organism as well as avoidance
These processes seek pleasure for the
the
of pain. If an individual is faced with serious emotional conflict,
by not permitting the conflict
ego processes may protect the organism
mechanisms are called
to ck me to a level of awareness. Such protective
result of
defenses. An individual may develop intense hostility as a
feelings toward a parent or sibling; however, much or all of this may
of such hostility
be repressed by the ego processes since an awarenessEgo
processes that
may make the organism uncomfortable and anxious.
and
function as a result of early, unresolved emotional needs constrict
permit the organism to employ
riet behavior. Mature ego processes
the solution of problems. Ego
sound judgment and rational thinking in
needs often
processes that function at the behest of unresolved infantile
productive wort:, learning, and formprevent the organism from doing
Such ego processes may
ing close affective relationships with others.
-world, other persons,
distort the individual's perception of the outer
extent. In some cases, the ego
and himself to some extent or to a great
conflicts that comprocesses may be highly disorganized by emotional
pletely overwhelm the person.
that
Sound personality development is reflected in ego processes
enable the organism to love and to work. Ego disturbances in schizophrenia are of the most severe, regressive type. These include loss of
in thought processes, loose and nonability to test reality, disturbances
sensical types of associations, reality distortion, magical thinking, feelsuch as "who am I,"
ings of estrangement manifested by questions
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hallucinations, inappropriate behavior and postures, disproportionate
excitement, and an inability to cope with the slings and arrows of life.
The project described in this report assumes that schizophrenias in
man are related to disturbances in the ego process and that these disturbances occur over a period of time. In most cases, therefore, the
stress and strain on the ego processes of persons vulnerable to schizophrenias ought to be visible at specific points in their school life. There
is evidence that abnormal personality development in children and
adolescents can be adequately sensed or detected by teachers. The vantage point of the teacher is, perhaps, maximized by continuous interaction with children in a variety of stress situations over a period of
time. Visibility of abnormal personality factors is also maximized for
the teacher by his experiences with the normal reactions and normal
feelings of children and youth in a variety of normal situations.
The identification or detection of children and adolescents wit'i developing emotional problems increases the possibility of economical and

successful preventive intervention. Although prevention of disorders
such as schizophrenia is still a matter of faith and research, scientific
study of the longitudinal development of this disorder may help yield
possibilities for effective action.
Schizophrenia is one of the most serious illnesses that afflict human
beings. It maintains a course of illness, often chronic, that affects patient, family, and community. Since this is a disease that usually occurs
with greater frequency in the late teens or in the late twenties and
thirties than it does in other periods of life, it can be disastrous to
careers, professional studies, and young families. Schizophrenia is one
of the major causes of serious, prolonged disability; schizophrenics now
occupy more than half the beds in mental hospitals.
Symptoms are usually present for some time before the overt schizophrenic breakdown occurs. Although a person may have an acute change
in character with the onset of the disease, it usually becomes apparent,
when his past history is analyzed, that the illness has been developing
all along even though people close to the patient may not have been
paying much attention to these gradually developing symptoms.
Schizophrenia is an illness about which adequate data on incidence
is difficult to obtain. The World Health Organization estimated that
the proportion of persons who are genetically capable of schizophrenic
responses is between 1.2 and 5 per cent. Every child born today stands
at least a 1 per cent risk of developing schizophrenia should he survive
to fifty-five years of age. There is evidence that the incidence of manifest schizophrenia rises with the social disorganization of a community.
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Also, populations undergoing rapid cultural changes experience a
higher incidence of manifest schizophrenia than populations wherein
cultural changes are gradual. Schizophrenia occurs in all known cultures. In general, the incidence of schizophrenia is determined on the
basis of the number of hospitalized cases. It should be noted, therefore,

that the data used in determining the incidence are limited to some
extent by the availability of hospital facilities for the treatment of
schizophrenia.

Often a prevalance figure is employed to predict how many in a
given population during their lifetime may be expected to have schizophrenia. This often produces the rather frightening, sepulchral figure

of "1 in 10." Lemkau and Crocetti (18) estimate the incidence of
schizophrenia in Western European culture to be not less than 50 nor
more than 250 per 100,000 population. Tietze (28), however, using the
prevalence technique cited in the foregoing, derived a figure of 16 per
1,000. He reasoned that at any given time only a portion of the schizophrenic population is hospitalized and that only a small number of
schizophrenics could avoid hospitalization during their lifetimes. He
concluded the life expectancy figure to represent a truer incidence than
the gross incidence per population. Further studies (18) indicate that
Tietze's estimates were low due to biases found in the screening services that were employed in returning younger patients to the community. Accordingly, the incidence of schizophrenia based on life
expectancy figures is now placed at 18 per 1,000 children horn.

CHAPTER HI

PREVIOUS RESEARCH FINDINGS AND PROBLEMS
In the past three decades there has been increasing interest in and
research on the relationship of childhood adjustment to adult psychiatric status. In most studies, groups of individuals who were first
studied in a clinic or in a clinical setting when they were children were
followed up and studied at later periods in their lives. Studies such as
those by Birren (6), Bowman (8), Frazee (11), Kasanin and V+20 (16),
'O'Neal and Robins (24), and Wittman and Steinberg (31) contributed
corroborative findings on the personality characteristics of children and
youth who later became psychotic.
Birren (6) scanned the records of 16,000 persons admitted to Cook
County Hospital between January 1, 1949 and December 30, 1952 and
identified a group of 38 schizophrenics who had been seen and studied
by the Chicago Public Schools Bureau of Child Guidance. His control

i

group consisted of 53 boys with behavior problems who had been studied

r

by the Bureau but who did not become schizophrenic. He found that
the preschizophrenics displayed a larger number of symptoms that
could be classed as "withdrawn" than did the nonschizophrenics. The
average IQ for the former group was 88.7 as compared to the average
of 97.7 for the control group. He found no school leaders in the former
group but nine in the control. Birren's study supports the theory that
the shut-in type of personality is particularly susceptible to schizophrenia; in addition, listlessness, seclusiveness, school retardation, and
poor peer relationships were found to be characteristic of the preschizophrenic group.
In a study by Wittman and Steinberg (31), 59 cases were picked
from the files of Cook County Psychopathic and Elgin hospitals. A
total of 200 children picked at random from the files of the Bureau
of Child Guidance, Chicago Public Schools, was used as a control
group. The investigators found that more than 50 per cent of the
schizophrenic patients when examined as children had been described
by the school psychologists as having a "shut-in" personality. Some
of the expressions used by psychologists in describing the results of
tests administered to the preschizophrenics were "dreamy, listless,
disinterested, abstracted, poor attention, lack of concentration, oversensitive, lacking in initiative, does not seem to try very hard, apathetic,
withdrawn, slow but with good intelligence, indecisive and lethargic,
rather hazy, applies self poorly, and lacks interest."
( 19 )
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Frazee (11) studied 23 male children who later became schizophrenic and compared them to 23 who did not. Both groups were
selected from the files of a child guidance clinic and, therefore, repre-

sented children who had been referred for special help. She found
little difference between the groups in the variety of problems presented. The same number of children in both groups manifested exaggerated, destructive aggressions and agitated, excitable behavior. An
equal number of children from both groups had manifested behavior
problems in school; however, the preschizophrenics displayed a larger
number of symptoms and difficulties than did the nonschizophrenics.
Twice as many preschizophrenics seemed to have had a gradual onset

of problem behavior than the control children, and this finding supported the theory that the development of schizophrenia is a slow and
insidious process. Frazee concluded as follows :
This study supports the theories in the literature concerning the "shut-in" type
of personality as particularly susceptible to schizophrenia. The largest symptomatic difference between the groups was in the higher proportion of patients in
the study group with symptoms of withdrawal shyness, listlessness, excessive

daydreaming, and seclusiveness. Despite periods of activity, these children revealed

little in the way of healthy object identifications and closeness of relationships.
More children in the study group manifested sleep disturbances and feeding difficulties, suggesting greater early deprivation and frustration. Further evidence of
withdrawal was seen in the school behavior of the study group. A larger number
were retarded in school, daydreamed excessively, and isolated themselves from
other children (none in the study group interacted normally with other children).
It is evident that the emotional conflicts of the children in the study group were
of such severity as to be manifest in school and community situations. (11, pp.
148-49)

In a 1932 study of the early life of the schizophrenic, Bowman (8)
found that as children schizophrenics tend to have fewer friendships

than do normal children and that the number of friendships tends
to decrease as they grow older. There was a strong tendency in children who later became schizophrenic to indulge in solitary recreations,
and this tendency increased in adult life. These children also tended
to be less self-assertive than normal children, and less interested in or
amused by humor. Bowman also found that during the childhood period
of the schizophrenic group there were fewer cases who daydreamed a
great deal as compared to the normal children. The schizophrenic patients, as a group, showed. less output of energy; the control group had
more individuals who were variable in this respect. The schizophrenic
group included persons who were extremely ambitious as well as some
who had little ambition. Their work ability was slightly superior to the
normal; they tended to smoke and drink less than the normal group.
Bowman sums up as follows:
The schizophrenic tends . . . to have few friends, to indulge in solitary amusementzt, to be a follower, to feel superior, to be close-mouthed and uncommunicative.
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more unseclusive, has fewer friends, becomes
becomes
more
compared
with
As he grows up he
much more sensitive as
increase in
communicative, utilizes humor less, becomes
sensitivity.
There
is
an
his childish
normal. He shows less
the normal since he does not lose

equals that of the
his tendency to daydreaming so that it
sportsmanship. (8, p. 497)

introverted or
Almost all research has indicated that the socially
type of personality found in preschizshut-in personality is the common
of other types of personalities
ophrenics, but that there are a number
of the latter are described as indiwho also became schizophrenic. Some
of
who alternate between periods
viduals with "stormy" personalities
and calmness. Certain others
rage and attack and periods of passivity
which all their energy seems to
personality
in
success-oriented
have a
goals. Such individuals are
of
certain
the
achievement
be focused on
but are markedly affected by small
professionally
successful
usually
failures. (19)
found social introversion and the
The majority of researchers have
features of the preschizo"shut-in per -lity" as the predominant comprehensive
or complete
from being a
however,
is
far
phrenic. This,
compared a group of children who
(23)
and
Robins
picture. O'Neal
later diagnosed schizophrenic
had been studied at a clinic and who were
adults had no psychiatric disease. The
clinic
group
who
as
with another
to have manifested more sympthe
preschizophrenics
authors found
of disturbed functioning
have
had
more
areas
kinds
and
to
toms of all
finding, however, was that the preOne
striking
than the miler group.
greater amount of antisocial bedemonstrated
a
schizophrenic group
and Soroker (21), in their
Michael,
Morris,
the
other.
havior than did
withdrawn children seen at a child guidance
of
shy,
follow-up study
overt
these children were relatively free of
that
as
adults
clinic, found
incidence of schizoand, in fact, showed less
emotional
illness
ambimental or
the clinic who were judged to be
children
seen
at
phrenia than
verts or extroverts.
methodological problems and diffiimportant
number
of
There are a
attempts to c&impare the emoencountered
when
one
culties that are
to his previous adjustment. Most reof
an
adult
tional adjustment
follow up known groups of children. One
searchers have attempted to
research lies in the unavailability
of the difficulties of such follow-up
studies
of the group studied; and in some
mobile
members
of the more
number. A follow-up study (26)
such individuals constitute a sizeable
municipal psychiatric clinic and of a
of persons seen as children in a
showed that the geographic mobility of
30
years
later
control group
that of the control group. Not
significantly
exceeded
the patient group
often from town to town
only did persons seen in the clinic move more
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than did members of the control group, but also they tended to change
their address within a city more often. The investigators concluded
that children who are sufficiently disturbed to be referred to a child
guidance clinic become adults who are highly mobile. Another limitation
of this type of research study is that the status of the follow-up group
is often evaluated on the basis of a single criterion such as difficulty

with the law. Evaluative studies of adult behavior and personality

characteristics of children seen in clinics need to consider the varieties
of expression by which emotional difficulties can be manifested.
Age and circumstances play a large part in determining how the
vulnerability of an individual to emotional problems will be expressed.
Researchers who have attempted to assess the total psychiatric health
of the follow-up group in their studies have had to make this assessment
in short time periods and with limited staffs. In some cases, such as in
the Kasanin and Veo study (16), the respondents knew that the persons
about whom they were reporting had been or were patients in a mental
hospital. Indeed, it is difficult to mask the intent or nature or retrospective or follow-up studies in an effort to avoid biasing the perceptions
of respondents.
Another and perhaps the most basic criticism of previous research

t

studies on preschizophrenic personality is that the majority of the
studies utilized a population of schizophrenics whose prepsychotic adjustment was such that they had been referred to a psychiatric clinic
or agency.
In the present study it was possible to eliminate, or at least diminish,
some of the methodological problems and biases that have been described. The research project was in the fortunate position of being
able to start with a group of schizophrenic patients and collect high
school behavioral information on them and on randomly selected classmates, regardless of whether or not they had been previously referred
to a psychiatric agency. Also, in the present investigation, much effort
went into disguising the purpose of the study; only in two cases did
respondents indicate they knew that one of the boys had been hospitalized. Much effort, too, went into concealing the identity of the hospitalized boy from the interviewer to minimize his perceptual biases.
Another major difficulty in this type of longitudinal follow-up and
evaluative research lies in the difficulty of obtaining an adequate control
or comparison group. This was mentioned by Bowman 26 years ago
with the following admonition :
There are almost insurmountable difficulties in obtaining suitable control
material. Ideally, one would wish for a group showing the same distribution of
sex, age, race, intelligence, social status, etc., as found in the group of psychotic

/
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relatives, friends,
cases. The same method of obtaining material i.e. interviewing
might
theoretically be
employers, and othersshould be utilized. Such a study
in the subway and
random
on
the
streets,
in
stores,
made by picking persons at
Practically, it
similar places and securing their consent to such investigation.
would seem impossible to carry out. (8, p. 488)

In the 0 'Neal and Robins study (23, 24), the controls were a group
of students picked purely on the basis of having no major difficulties
at school. This might be regarded as a "good boys" group compared
to those referred to the clinic.
Many studies do not include any relevant comparison group. Such
be of
a group may add little in some cases; in others it may prove to

;

.

major importance. For example, Witmer and Tufts, in their evaluation,
concluded as follows: "The chief importance of the Cambridge -S omervile Youth Study, so far as evaluation is concerned, is its use cf a control group for checking results. Had this been lacking, much greater
(29,
claims for the effectiveness of the program might have been made."
p. 30) With the exception of the 0 'Neal and Robins study, control
groups, where present, have been drawn from children who were referred to a child guidance clinic. This practice is of inestimable help
in understanding differences among the various groups of children
referred to a clinic; but it may be of minimal assistance in identifying,
in the history of the child or in that of his follow-up adult counterpart,
behavior that is significantly different from the behavior of a randomly
selected individual.
Every once in a while a control group inadequate for some purposes
provides an unexpected bonus for another. For example, in the 0 'Neal
disability in a group
and Robins study (23), the degree of emotional
of individuals who, as children, had been referred to a psychiatric
clinic and who were seen 30 years later was compared with that of a
group of normal controls. The investigators found that, in most instances, the problems for which the children had been seen in the clinic
were not outgrown. Psychotherapy had not been given to these children
for one reason or another. It cannot be said what effect therapy might
have had on them; but it can be said that a large proportion did not
the 30outgrow their childhood problems. The bonus, however, was
year follow-up of the normal control group, who were selected solely
on the basis of having no striking difficulties in school. This group was
found to have no major personality disturbances or mental illnesses.
O'Neal and Robins concluded from these facts that "the simple criteria
used to choose the cc:aim' subjectsno excessive absences, no full grade
repeated, no disciplinary action recorded, and an IQ of 80 or better
have yielded a strikingly healthy group." (23, p. 389)
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be predicted
In summary, there is evidence that adult adjustment can
the
to some extent from childhood behavior and vice versa. However,
operational problems posed by follow-up research may often be too
burdensome and too difficult to overcome. One advantage of retrospec-

tive research is that of having the psychiatric status of the group
problems of this type

clearly established. Some of the methodological
of research are undoubtedly complex and full of unscientific pitfalls.
attempted to overThe present research study adopted procedures that
results. Such
come or reduce the possibilities of bias or predisposition of
procedures are discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER IV

ME RESEARCH PROCESS
4

The present investigation has attempted to resolve some of the prob.
lems inherent in follow-up research by identifying the follow-up group
first and working backwards. It was considered best, for example, to
begin with a group that had as much in common with respect to degree
and kind of illness as could be psychiatrically ascertained. To this end,
a group of hospitalized mental patients was selected, all of whom had
been studied by the staff and diagnosed as schizophrenic. The idea of
getting everything and anything about the lives of these patients (and
a control group) was abandoned; instead a good, clear -cut slice of the
individual's life at some relevant point in his development was sought.
To obtain this cross-sectional slice, the high school and the high school
adolescent were chosen and the individual's record, grades, extracurricular interests, and teachers' and counselors' perception of him
were studied. The final choice of this time period fc r retrospective
viewing was made after preliminary investigation demonstrated that
most of the faculty of the average high school could well remember
students who had attended within the past five years. Another reason
for choosing the high school period was that evidence of demonstrable
differences at this time in the life of the presehizophrenie and other
youth could perhaps lend itself to preventive efforts. The question the
research project hoped to answer was the following: To what extent
are the high school records and staff perception of an adolescent who
later becomes schizophrenic significantly different from those of other
high school students?
As the research plan developed, it was acknowledged by the research
staff that to get valid information on students one should not divulge
the exact nature of the study to the respondents, and that the results
might be less biased if the interviewer were not cognizant which of the
boys was hospitalized. To adhere to these policies, those carrying out

the study procedure had to combine the subtlety of the Office of
Strategic Services with the guile of a confidence man. Fortunately,
the two agencies undertaking the research project were able to proceed
in this manner and accomplish the work of the project without disproportionate effort or time. One had access to patients; the other to
high school records and staff.
2-98503
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The process of the research might best be described by permitting the
reader to don a cloak of invisibility and accompany two investigators
from the staff of the California State Department of Education as they
visit a high school. The two investigators have staff positions with

research responsibilities and are no strange-es to 1 pst of the schools
and administrators in the state.
The investigators are first observed ascending the stairs of a high
school and entering the principal's office. After the customary greeting, the principal, referring to a letter on his desk, says, "Your letter
mentions that you are trying to find out something about the characteristics of high school students and how they are--related--to-their later
occupational success. We are very interested in this problem, too. I often
wonder about some of our graduates and how they're getting along.
We hear about some, but most we never see again. But tell me, how are
you going to do this?" The investigators then explain that this high
school and the others in the study are selected at random from the
higu schools in the state. After the high school is selected, the students
to be studied are randomly selected from a class yearbook. All available
information regarding each student is then sought from faculty and
other staff who might have known th3 students. Copies of transcripts,
cumulative records, grades, extracurricular activities, and standardized
test scores are also obtained. Other agencies are then responsible for the
follow-up work.

After this explanation the investigators select a year at random from
a group of possible years and obtain the appropriate class yearbook
from the principal. Investigator A selects two boys at random from the
yearbook. With the help of the principal and other members of the
administrative staff, interviews are scheduled with teachers or counselors who have known both boys. Such interviews are conducted by
Investigator B. Investigator A, in the meanwhile, records all information in the files or cumulative records about each boy. The interviews
and the compilation of data from the records are usually completed
within a few hours. From September, 1956, to October, 1958, approximately 50 such visits were made, and information was obtained on 88
students.
In order for one to understand fully what went on in the foregoing
scene, he would need a little help from a time machine. This wouN take
him back to the time when the California State Department of Education and the Veterans Administration Hospital, Palo Alto, had planned
to gather information to confirm or reject the following hypotheses:
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1. High school students who later become schizophrenic will be significantly different from a control group in the manner in which
they are perceived by school staffs and in certain phases of their
school records.
2. The school staff and school records contain sufficient relevant data
on students who have left school within five or less years to assess
adequately their school mental health.
3. The developing schizophrenic is readily recognizable during his
high school years and is perceived by the school staff as having
more emotional problems than others.
Of the patients at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Palo Alto,
a total of 44 individuals who had attended a California high school for
at least one year and who were born after January 1, 1932, were selected
as the experimental subjects. These patients were all disgnosed as schizophrenic and had no known central nervous system pathology. At the
time of the study they ranged in age from nineteen to twenty-six years,
and their median age was twenty-three years.
In this group of 44 patients, 36 were single, 7 married, and 1 divorced.
There were 3 college graduates and 7 others had some college training;
19 were high school graduates and the remaining 15 had at least one
year of high school. Time in military service ranged from 1 month to
48 months, with a median of 18 months. The age at which the individuals were first hospitalized for neuropsychiatric treatment ranged from
sixteen to twenty-three years; the median age, twenty years. The patients' first neuropsychiatric hospitalization was from 6 months to 7
years prior to the date the study was undertaken; the median, 2 years.
Two patients had been hospitalized for mental illness prior to their
military service.
Tbc names of these patients along with data as to what high school
was attended in each case and the year or years of attendance were
mailed to a research consultant in the State Department of Education.
Each name was then placed in a sealed envelope upon which was written
the name of the high school and the years of attendance. The. State De-

partment of Education then sent a letter to the principal of the high
school to make arrangements for a visit of the members of the research
staff who, as the letter explained, were doing a study on "RelatieDship
of the Characteristics of High School Students to Their Later Occupational Success." One of the two research investigators who visited the
school memorized the name of the patient and the data of his last year
of attendance. Under the guise of selecting two students at random, he
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selected the patient and a control, usually the next name in the yearbook or class list unless the photograph in the yearbook indicated a
difference of race or the name indicated a possibility of family relationship. The other investigator then did the interviewing of the high school
staff without knowing which was the control or which was the experimental subject. The final list of controls was later checked by relevant
state agencies to rule out the possibility of mental illness in members
of the control group.
The interviews with the school staffs were structured in large part
by a rating form developed by the staff of the Veterans Administration
Hospital and the State Department of Education (see Appendix A,
"Interview Rating Scale"; The rating form contained 18 items pertaining to behavior, for example: degree to which liked by others, appearance, leadership, participation in group activities, interest in opposite sex, apAetic-energetic, depressed-cheerful, careless-perfectionistic.
In addition, there were two items, over-all school adjustment and mental
health, which were presented at the end of the interview with the instruction that the interviewee define in his own way the meaning of
the terms in these items. The 18 items on behavior were rated on a
five-point scale consistent with the item. For example, degree to which
liked by others had the following rating categories: (1) tends to irritate
disliked by most people who come in contact with him; (2) in general,
not too well liked by others; (3) liked as well as most; (4) tends to be
liked somewhat more than most; and (5) liked by almost all who know
him. The additional two items, over-all school adjustment and mental
health, were rated on a five-point scale from exceedingly poor to excellent. In almost all cases the interview was bsgun by showing the
interviewee the pictures of both students and asking, "What is the
first thing that comes to your mind about each of these boys?" The
interviewee was then encouraged to continue with his free-association
responses until he ran out of memories. Some direct questions were then
asked to complete the gaps on the Interview Rating Scale. Faculty
members who had known both boys were given priority as interviewees.
In almost all cases staff members were available who remembered the
boys in class, as counselees, or as members of athletic teams. In some
cases, the boys had made little impression on the staff beyond the fact
that they had been remembered.
A folder containing the data from the school records and the interview information from school personnel was made up for each subject.
All extraneous identifying data, such as name of high school, were
.eteted as was any information referring to events or contacts that

)
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transpired after high school. These folders were coded and placed in
four groups of 22 subjects each. Each group contained 11 experimental
subjects and 11 control subjects in random order. The folders were
then given to three judges who were asked to rate the subjects in each
group front most likely to least likely to require neuropsychiatrie hospitalization in later life. The judges were three clinical psychologists,
all of whom had worked with hospitalized schizophrenics for at least
five years. The judges were also asked to make evaluations, on the basis
of the information in the folder, of their over-all impression of the
emotional adjustment of each individual.

CHAPTER V

RESEARCH RESULTS
Marked and numerous differences between the control group and the
preschizophrenic group (Appendix B, Table 1) were noted. Of the 20

ratings, 16 yielded differences significant at the 5 per cent level or
greater. The preschizophrenics tended to be less well liked than their
classmates. They were definitely less interested in their environment
and showed markedly less ability for leadership than their classmates.
The schizophrenic group showed markedly less interest in the opposite
sex than did the control group. The groups did not differ significantly
on conformity to rules and regulations or on maintenance of personal
appearance.
There was little difference between the groups with respect to overt
expression of hostility. However, the schizophrenics were more sub-

missive than the controls and were seen as more hesitant and less
spontaneous in their behavior. They showed decidedly less participation in athletics and were less energetic and more apathetic than the
controls. The preschizophrenics were seen as both more anxious and
depressed, but no significant difference was found between the groups
regarding the tendency to complain.
The preschizophrenics wore seen as less independent than the controls;

also more careless, less critical of their behavior, more irresponsible,
and less dependable. Teachers judged the preschizophrenics as having
poorer over-all school adjustment. The greatest differentiation between
the two groups was obtained simply by asking toe teachers to make a
judgment of the students' mental health. In so doing, the teachers were
free to define mental health in any way they wished. On this basis, 20
of the preschizophrenic group were judged by the school staff to have
poor or exceedingly poor mental health whereas only 3 students in
the control group were so judged. Also, only 3 of the 44 preschizophrenics were judged to have mental health better than most or decidedly better than most whereas 23 of the 44 control subjects were
so judged.

When the preschizophrenics and controls were compared on the
basis of the classification devised by Kasanin and Veo (16) (see Appendix B, Table 2), the present group of schizophrenics was found
to be behaviorally different from the control group in high school and
was also different from the group of patients studied by Kasanin and
Veo. The difference between the preschizophrenics in the Kasanin and
( 30 )
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Veo study and those in the present study is undoubtedly the result of
a combination of differences in research plan and technique. The members of the ICasanin and Veo group of schizophrenics were studied
largely on the basis of elementary school records; in the present study
high school records were used. The group of schizophrenics in the
present study was undoubtedly a healthier group with more personality strength and resilience, since many were able to survive the academie regimen of high school and were all able to function, to some
extent, as members of the armed forces. Another difference in the two
studies consisted of the inclusion of 31 females in the 54 schizophrenics

studied by Kasanin and Veo ; in the present study no females were
included. In addition, about one-third of the Kasanin and Veo group
were undiagnosed or had a nonschizophrenic diagnosis. Furthermore,
the persons reporting on the Kasanin and Veo group were aware that
the individual had become mentally ill and had been hospitalized.
CASE EXAMPLES

Notwithstanding these differences between the two studies, it was
found helpful to utilize the five categories devised by ICasanin and Veo
(16) in order to obtain adequate descriptive comparisons. The following
brief histories, taken from the present study, are classified on the basis
of the description system of Kasanin and Veo. These are case examples
of adolescents who later became schizophrenic.

CATEGORY IChildren of Unusually Striking Personality. Children
Noted by Others to Be Odd . . . Peculiar. Teacher
Noted Something Wrong with Child's Development.
(See Appendix C, Case No. X-16.)
This boy was in the tenth grade when he dropped out of school. His
attendance and scholastic record had been quite poor for several prior
years. In elementary school the boy on two occasions failed to be pro-

moted to the next grade. At the time of his entrance in the seventh
grade the boy and his family moved to California. In the ninth grade
he achieved a score of 77 on a group intelligence test. Three months
later an IQ of 92 was achieved on a Stanford-Binet. At that time the
psychologist described him as a very tall, mature-appearing boy who
displayed some nervousness and was somewhat effeminate in his mannerisms. It was the orinion of the psychologist that the boy disciplined

himself to keep his nervousness from showing. In addition, he was
described as a boy who showed little if any interest in school. He
seemed never to know when lunch period came. The examiner described
1
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him as detached from reality. He barely heard oral directions. He
seemed to have a philosophy that "nothing could hurt him now." He
just did not seem to think about anything. He claimed he had saved
for a BB gun three times. On each occasion, he said, his family took
the money and his father also took $60 that he had saved for a bicycle.
The father did try to return it in small amounts, but the sum was
never together again. The boy seemed deeply hurt by this and seemed
to have adopted a nonchalant-noncommunicative attitude and expressed
the feeling that nothing could hurt him now.

The following note was written by the boy when asked to explain
why he cut class: "I cut because I get tired of school or because I
want to go some place. I think fivo days a week is too much of the

same thing day after day. I get tired of it and just take a day off
once in a while. I don't like to go to school anyhow . . ."
Examples of other written reactions included in the cumulative records are as follows. The first is a note from a teacher to the mother.
Several weeks ago the boy was told to stay after school because of poor work
and poor citizenship. He disobeyed and did not stay. As a result I sent you a
letter by him telling you that he was to stay after school and write a 200-word
composition. The boy was to return the letter with your signature. He never
returned it. The boy must stay after school and do his punishment work. His
attitude is poor. He chews gum in class and is generally unco-operative.

A second teacher's note observed as follows:
"He chews gum constantly. Irresponsible. Poor workmanship, no
homework, inattelitive, and wastes time."
A third teacher stated the following:
"The boy considers school a three-ring circus. He takes nothing seriously and consequently learns nothing."
A fourth teacher wrote as follows:
"The boy has received an F in my class. He has simply taken up
space in my class all semester. He has refused even with constant prod-

ding to complete his work."

CATEGORY IIChildren with Slight Personality Problems; Somewhat Different, but Not Markedly So. (See Appendix C, Case No. X-78.)

This boy attended a small high school. He was vice president of his
senior class and participated to a limited degree in the varsity football team. In school he took a general course of study and maintained
slightly better than a C average. His school attendance was average.
This boy was remembered by the high school staff as one who maintained some interest in athletics, especially football, bi.i, showed little
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interest in anything other than that. His counselor remembered him
as a boy who was tense, nervous, and, at times, apprehensive about his

general welfare. His coach remembered him as a boy with lots of
nervous energy. He felt that if the boy had not possessed so much
tension he might have been an outstanding football player. He showed
little evidence of leadership in his school career and was described as
a follower even though he was elected vice president of his class.
During his high school days the boy had a brother and sister who
attended the same school. It was the opinion of faculty members that

the parents exercised little supervision over the activities of their
children. The children never seemed to feel the need to inform their
parents as to their whereabouts or anything related to their school
activities.

CATEGORY IIIChildren Who Are Well Liked by Some Teachers,
Appear to Be Well Adjusted, Well Integrated,
Moderately Popular, Sociable, with No Apparent
Difficulty in School. (See Appendix C, Case No.
X-84.)

In a high school of approximately 1,500 students this boy was active
in the Foreign Language Club and the School Honor Society, and was
elected to the State Honor Society. He followed a college preparatory

program and maintained almost an A. average. On the only intelligcnce test administered to him during his high school career his IQ
was recorded as 106. His attendance in school was excellent.
Members of the school staff described him as follows: This was a boy
that finished in the top 5 per cent of his graduation class. He followed

a strict academic preparatory program. He was recalled as a person
who gave no trouble. At no time was there a question about his attendance or behavior. They felt that he was a well-adjusted boy and a "hard
pusher." The Dean of Boys described him as a very verbal boy. One
teacher said, "He was skillful in the word world as long as he was
reading. Perhaps this made him seem smarter than he really was. If it
hadn't been for a slight speech defect which detracted from his speaking
ability, he would have been really slick with words." He was described

by members of the counseling staff as being a very frail boy, quite
underweight, and wore glasses. He seemed to be preoccupied with his
work, which was related to his day-to-day success at school. He often
asked about the quality of his work.
He wanted to go to college and would talk with his counselors about
his chances of becoming a pharmacist. The members of the counseling
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staff said that they never gave him much encouragement in these discussions because they felt that he worked so very hard to get good
grades in high school that he would have no reserve to fall back on in
the difficult work at the college level. One of his counselors was quite
emphatic about this. He felt that his high grades in high school would
not hold up in college. Other than worrying about his ability to make
better grades, he showed little anxiety or concern while in this school.

CATEGORY lVChildren with Qualities of Leadership in Athletics
or Scholarship, "Pride of the School," Eager for
Success, Perhaps a Little Too Eager at Times. (See
Appendix C, Case No. X-08.)
This boy followed a college preparatory program and maintained a
B average in his school work. He was especially interested in radio and
electronics, On the only intelligence test administered to him in high
school he achieved an IQ score of 118. His attendance was excellent.
He attended a fairly large high school and served as vice president of
his class and vice president of the student body.
Members of the faculty described him as follows: A quiet boy. Sometimes a little on the shy side. He seemed to possess confidence and when
performing before a class or student body he did so with a quiet, digni-

fied, and confident manner. He never refused to participate in any
activity connected with school and related student body activities. Sometimes he had moments of depression. At such times he was concerned

about his younger brother and treatment of him by his father. He
stated that the father had always wanted a daughter and was quite
disappointed when the boy's younger brother was born. This seemed
to bother the boy especially during periods when the father openly
stated his preference for daughters and his keen disappointment in
having only sons. The boy was described as posesssing a pleasing and
neat appearance. It was felt that he used his knowledge better than
average. He was known as a boy who thought twice before acting and
never made a hasty, wild decision.
Examples of faculty comments made about him are the following :
"He said 'Yes, Sir' and 'No, Sir.' To my knowledge he never lied
to me. He was a willing student and followed directions, no questions
asked."

"He had a lot of guts and stayed with things until completed. I
would classify him as a real 'comer,' a person who will make it in life

with little trouble. He had what it takes. I remember him as an A
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student in my electronics class. To get an A from me for two consecutive
years he would really have had to put out."
"A real good boy. In his senior year his grades dipped slightly.

Nothing serious. It was probably 'girl fever' or `senioritis.' "
"He was on our school debating team. A good dependable boy. On
one occasion he became concerned about some of the boys bragging
about their sexual exploits. The boy expressed some concern about
problems relating to sex. We discussed the matter on two occasions."
"We remember him as a very conforming and idealistic boy. It was
a real pleasure to have worked with him during his high school career."
CATEGORY VChildren Who Were No Problem, Seldom Noticed,
Seclusive and Quiet. They Are Often Hazily Remembered as Sensitive, Shy, Passive, and Colorless.
(See Appendix 0, Case No. X-04.)

This boy started taking a college preparatory program and subsequently shifted to a general course. He maintained slightly better than
0 average. On the only group intelligence test administered to him
during high school he registered an IQ of 108. He had a twin brother
because of this, the
who was quite active in basketball. It was felt that
boy made limited attempts to participate in this sport. His attendance
of the
was regular, and he was never a discipline problem. Members
faculty described him as quiet, colorless, and a good worker. He was
also described as a clean-cut looking boy, but he never looked sharp

because of his drooped, submissive attitude and actions.
Examples of comments made by faculty members are as follows:
followed his brother, but walked around in his shadow. He

seemed never to know that girls existed. Never saw him get mad
just stayed in his shell."
it
"He just walked around in a peaceful mood. He took anything as
did anycame. His actions and behavior were always good. He never
thing outstanding."
"Never complained, although we never recall him as being happy.
He probably never spoke ten words in his life without someone initiating and directing the conversation."
"A sad, quiet boy walking in the shadow of his twin brother. It's
know him well.
difficult to tell more about him because no one got to
In any kind of stress situations he quietly withdrew."
"When he entered high school he walked around like he had a 100 pound weight on each shoulder. By the time he was a senior he acted
as though it weighed 300 pounds."
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SCHOOL RECORDS

Comparisons of the preschizophrenic and control groups regarding
various aspects of school records are shown in Appendix B, Table 3.
The school records showed that 65 per cent of the preschizophrenics
and 90 per cent of the controls graduated from high school. While

in school, 38 per cent of the preschizophrenie and 62 per cent of
the control group followed a college preparatory program. The preschizophrenic group tended to achieve their highest grades in foreign
languages. The control group achieved significantly better than the
preschizophrenic group in vocational courses, physical education, and
mathematics. A larger per cent of the preschizophrenic group failed
English, social studies, and matIlematics (required courses) than did
the control group. The over-all grade patterns of both groups were
analyzed to determine whether the student's achievement in his high
school career followed a declining, inclining, or erratic trend. It was
found that 6 per cent of the control group, as compared to 25 per cent
of the preschizophrenic group, showed t declining grade pattern.
On a grade-point distribution of A 4, B 3, C = 2, D =1, F = 0,
the preschizophrenic group achieved a grade-point average of 2.04;
the control group, 2.48. The preschizophrenics had significantly poorer
school attendance than the controls.
In none of the extracurricular activities such as interscholastic sports,
dramatics, school club functions, and student government activities did
the preschizophrenic group show a higher degree of participation than
did the control group. The controls showed particularly high participation when compared to the preschizophrenics in interscholastic sports
and drama. The IQ's derived from the last group test taken by high
school students showed the mean score of the controls to be significantly
higher than the mean score of the preschizophrenic group.
RANKING BY JUDGES
Three clinical psychologists were given the task of ranking, from
least likely to be hospitalized to most likely to be hospitalized, four
groups of 22 protocols each. Each of the four groups contained information on 11 patients and 11 controls. Each protocol had been scrutinized carefully for leading, misleading, or identifying data. For example, if a school staff member had reported a subject as now employed

and working in the community, this sentence had been cut out. All
deletions and omissions had been made to discourage the Sherlock
Holmes approach and to encourage ranking on the basis of a global
appraisal of each subject.
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The results of the ranking are presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6 in
Appendix B. The first judge placed 10 patients in the group of 44
nonpatients and, conversely, 10 nonpatients in the group of 44 patients. The second and third judges placed 11 patients in the group
of 44 nonpatients and 11 nonpatients in the group of 44 patients. The
protocols of nonpatients ranked by all three judges as most likely to be
patients were Case Numbers 7, 15, 29, 37, and 57. The protocols of
patients ranked by all three judges as least likely to be patients were
Case Numbers 12, 18, 28, 38, and 54. The judges were correct in their
over-all appraisals in three out of every four choices.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS
This study confirmed its basic hypothesis that high school students
who later became schizophrenic were significantly different from other
students. In most of the cases, members of the school staff were aware
of differences between the preschizophrenie child and his classmates,
but only in a small number of eases were such differences considered
significant by the staff. The preschizophrenie group were not considered
by the faculty to have had major school problems, but their differences
from other students were sufficiently marked to be noted and remembered by teachers, counselors, deans, and administrators.
On the basis of the results, it is evident that high school students
who later in life became schizophrenic demonstrated a greater degree
of emotional maladjustment in school than did their classmates. This
maladjustment was apparently visible to school faculty personnel even

when it took the form of withdrawal rather than disturbing or disruptive behavior. Nevertheless, a little more than half the number of
individuals in the preschizophrenie group were judged by the school
staff to have at least average mental health.
Occasionally a teacher would volunteer the opinion that a child's
peculiar way of thinking or unpredictability would cause him trouble
as an adult. On the other hand, some of the school staff were quite sure
that a child's good grades and avoidances of school difficulties would
carry him "a long way in life."
It is probable that if a more extensive evaluation of the preschizophrenie group had been made during their school years, even more
evidence of emotional disturbance would have been discovered. Emotional problems and difficulties of adolescents can be and often are
well hidden from others. For example, one of the patients in the study
described hallucinations he often experienced during his high school

years; yet he was able to ..omplete high school and was one of the
subjects judged to show average mental health and no particular
evidence of emotional problems.
Although the preschizophrenics were readily separated by the ratings

and records from a randomly selected peer group, the use of such
ratings and records in screening groups would undoubtedly also screen
children who show normal shyness, passivity, and nonparticipation in
addition to children who show shyness, passivity, and nonparticipation
( 38 )
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as a stage in the development of schizophrenia. On the other hand, so
seldom did the school personnel feel that a preschizophrenic showed
better-than-average mental health that one can state with some validity
that the perception on the part of such personnel of an adolescent's
mental health as being above average augurs well for the future mental
health of the student. O'Neal and Robins (24) also found in r '0-year
follow-up that a control group whose members were picked . the
basis of no striking difficulties in school manifested no major personality disturbances or mental illness as adults.
While the patients in the present study were, as a group, much
more isolated, withdrawn, and nonparticipating than their classmates,
in individual cases only about half could be classified as markedly
withdrawn. A sizable portion (20 per cent) were found to have problems of an acting-out nature. Another 20 per cent were judged to have
other problems not clearly of an acting-out or withdrawing nature,

whereas only about 10 per cent were judged to show no marked amount
of emotional problems while in school.
The results of this study may help clarify some of the discrepancies

reported in the literature as to the type of symptomatology demon-

strated by the preschizophrenic. Studies like thi- one, which start with
a group of schizophrenics and study their premorbid personality characteristics, tend to emphasize the "schizoid" or "shut-in" characteristics that identify the group as a whole. In this setting, less emphasis
is placed on the cases in the group that do not fit the pattern. On the
other hand, follow-up studies of individuals who had been seen in
clinics and who later in life became schizophrenic showed that such
persons had a greater number of acting-out problems than the groups
studied retrospectively. The differences, perhaps, lie in the fact that
the kinds of presehizophrenies referred to a clinic or agency would, in
most cases, be those with social or nuisance problems rather than those
with withdrawing behavior.
It is also less likely that a child from a lower socioeconomic class
would be referred for shy, withdrawn behavior to a clinic. However,
as Hollingshead and Redlich (15) have noted, the incidence of mental
illness appears to be higher among members of lower socioeconomic
classes. Thus, proportionately fewer shy and withdrawn children comY

pared to acting-up or -out children would be found in the clinic
population. Any study of clinic populations, therefore, might tend
to underestimate with -Towing behavior in the personality of preschizophrenic individu,ds.

The fact that there is a wide variety of preschizophrenic personalities and behaviors seems to corroborate the general theory of schizo-
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phrenia as an illness which is caused by many different combinations
and constellations of factors and events. Mental and emotional illnesses
such as schizophrenias can-.ot be regarded as diseases in the same sense
as are tuberculosis or smallpox, where the major causative factors are
specific. Bertalanffy (5) questions, for example, the necessity of labeling psychiatric syndromes such as schizophrenia. He states the following:
This may well be inrerative for administrative purposes and useful for suggesting therapeut!.! measures empirically found to be effective in the mental disturbance so labeled. The question I have concerned myself with is, rather, are
these diseases entities and, in particular, is there a specific disease named schizophrenia as delimited from others. (5, p. 41)

The paths, therefore, leading to schizophrenias or schizophrenic-like
breakdowns may be many and varied. Some research has been done on
separating what is regarded as true schizophrenia from schizophrenicAcess"
like behavior. Other research has suggested such terms as
for true schizophrenia and "reactive" for schizophrenic-like breakdowns.

Although most of the life histories of schizophrenics are marked by
inadequacy, failure, and withdrawal, there is an ever-present minority
of individuals who are apparently successful in school and in later life
up to a point. Lichtenberg (19) points out the following:
This type of oatient suggests revisions in the usual prognostic criteria . . . In
general, one is pleased to hear that as new patient had a fine academic record and
was president of his class, and that he had a number of hobbies and T. as a good
athlete. There is a tendency to feel, "Ah, this person has intelligence, is personable and capable, and has been Able to make use of these assets." One may con-

trast this patient with another, possibly of the same age, who has been shy,
withdrawn, eccentric, too dreamy to pass in school, and apparently more preoccupied with what is going on inside of him than what is taking place in the
world around him. Then later one learns with dismay that the bright, talented,
apparently capable patient has an illness every bit as incapacitating as does the
more obviously withdrawn schizoid patient. (19, p. 370)

How, then, does one differentiate these successful and bright preschizophrenics from other bright successful students? Preschizophrenics who
are successful in school and manage to get good grades usually have a
driven, hollow quality to their behavior and in their relationships. The

quality of their success in school or with their peers is superficial and
empty, or is the result of using every erg of energy the individual can
master. For example, in the case cited under Category III on page 33,
the student was preoccupied with school success and repeatedly asked
the counselors about his strtndard cf work. It is significant that the
school counselors discouraged him from going on to college because,
they said, he had little reserve to fall back on. One of his counselors
emphasized this aspect strongly.
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Withdrawal as a psychological phenomenon can also take on the
quality of intense hard work and study. A frenzy of activity can be as
effective a withdrawal for some adolescents as a lack of activity for
others. For some of these adolescents, the school may provide more
fertile ground for psychological withdrawal throug., -ork and activities. Sooner or later, in school or beyond, a small failure will be the precipitating factor in cracking these individuals' defenses. This may
provide a valuable diagnostic sign in the apparently more successful,
withdrawn student. Lichtenberg concluded his study of schizophrenics
who made good school records with the following advice :
Before a favorable prognostic value is given a history of achievement prior to

the onset of a psychotic break, I recommend that the positive quality of the

achievement be establisheda self-assertive drive rather than a rigid pattern
and that the capacity of the patient to tolerate failure be examined. (19, p. 371.)

The patients in the present study all had sufficient personality
strength to attend high school, in some cases to graduate, and in all

eases to pass psychiatric screening for service in the armed forces.
Although there are indications of some slippage in the mental health
of the preschizophrenie students during their school years, nevertheless
they must be considered as a somewhat selective group whose personalities were perhaps better integrated than those individuals whose
symptoms are manifest earlier in life. They were also able to function
through the adolescent period and through part or all of the high school
curriculum.

The present study demonstrated that the individuals in the preschizophrenic group were significantly less interested in the environment and in persons than the individuals in the control group. There

is also litt:e doubt that the preschizophrenie group had less joie de vivre
than their peers. Nevertheless, one cannot disregard the fact that, of
the 44 preschizophrenie students, only 4 could be classified as pathologically shy (Appendix B, Table 2, Category V) and only 13 could
be said to have unusual personality traits (Appendix B, Table 2, Categories I and V). In addition, 3 were perceived as persons with excellent
personalities and leaders in school activities, and 9 were perceived as
well-adjusted students without any major negative personality traits
or "shut-in," withdrawing behavior. However, on 16 of the 20 items
rated, the difference between the schools' perception of the preschizophrenie and their perception of the control was significant. Answers to
the question, "Do you like girls?" which is often regarded by patients
in psychiatric screening as a humorous one, turned out to be extremely
significant since this item was one on which major differences between

the preschizophrenie group and the controls were evident. Most in-
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teresting ;iv' the large differences in ratiags on the items overall school
adjustment and mental health. The latter item, as indicated earlier, was
rated last to avoid any focus on this aspect of the comparison. Yet by
asking school faculty to rate the mental health of preschizophrenic
children and their peers, one achieves the highest statistical difference

between the two groups. Only 3 of the 44 in the preschizophrenic
group were rated above averagt in mental health as compared to 23
of the 44 controls. One can state with some validity, therefore, that the
perception of a child's mental health as average or above by school
faculty personnel has good predictive value in assessing a child's future
mental health. In their study, O'Neal and Robins found the following:
The control group, picked purely on the basis of having no striking difficulties
at school, presented no cases of sociopathic personality or schizophrenia
The simple criteria used to choose the control subjects no excessive absences,
no full grade repeated, no disciplinary action recorded, and an IQ of SO or better
have yielded a strikingly healthy group. (24, p. NS)

Teachers and counselors seem to be able to predict in a majority
of cases those children who will not have personality problems as
adults. This is in accordance with Beck's experiences in his studies
of schizophrenia. He reports the following:
Reports by school teachers have proved valuable. Many of them are apparently
sophisticated regarding significant behavior. This includes such as is overtly antisocial, and also the deceptively quint, but actually asocial and withdrawing. The
teacher is in a most advantageous position to make these observations. She sees
her children in their most active waking hours and in situations which reproduce

the competitions, the social gellings (cliques), the prestige-strivings, and the
stimulus avoidances that will be the patterns in their adult lives. She can be
objective in ways that members of the family cannot. (3, p. 173)

The crux of the problem for the teacher as well as for the clinician
was well stated by Bleu ler: "What is a peculiarity of character and
what is a schizophrenic symptom?" (7, p. 256) Are developing schizophrenias sufficiently visibleas patterns of development erz adjustmentto professionally trained observers such as teachers? Is the type
of schizophrenia 1, isible early in a child's life qualitatively different
from the type occurring later in. life? Is there a certain age at which
schizophrenic personality patterns can be said to be established or most
visible? Some investigators (2,4) agree that sc-dzophrenia is a permanent character disorder but that its behavioral course and developmental pattern may vary markedly. Beck indicates that a relatively unchanged pastern is likely to be discerned in or near the adolescent
years. (3, p. 1A)
In the present study the preschizophrenic group was significantly
different from the controls with respect to over-all school adjustment
and mental health. Separation of a group that includes many children
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destined to be hospitalized for mental illness from a group that includes

results of this study.
few so destined is possible on the basis of the
withdrawn group
Howevv, more specific differentiation among the shy,
will need to be made by obtaining more detailed information about the
his realistic or unrealisboy's dependency relationships with his mother,
tic appraisal of his parents, his reaction to puberty, and his self-concept. In addition, the school needs an answer to the question: once
identified, what then? Many preschizophrcnics are able to function
adequately in present school programs. If a preschizophrenic group
what intervention might a
could be adequately screened and identified,
school make to turn the course of development toward more healthy
adjustment? Can such intervention be undertaken in an educational
setting with a group of boys whose outstanding characteristics are
withdrawal and avoidance of relationships?
Nevertheless, if any program of prevention or early detection of prepsychotic personality is to be accomplished, the school stands in an
extremely strategic position to accomplish this feat,. Like it or not, the
public school is predicting with some success the future mental health
status of students and does have information pertinent to the identification of children rho are vulnerable to severe personality disorganizaprocedures and
tion. Next steps might well be to sharpen identification
done, if anything, to
get on with research regarding what might be
help the group with incipient emotional illnesses.
group of
In this study significant differences were found between a
high school students who later became schizophrenic and a randomly
selected control group of their peers. Sufficient relevant data on the
students were obtained from school staffs and school records to assess
adequately the predisposition of the preschizophrenic group.
less interest in
The boys developing schizophrenia tended to have
girls, group activities, and athletics than their peers. They showed less
leadership skills and were more submissive, anxious, dependent, and
careless than the average boy, Although they were less well liked by
their peers and teachers and did less well in school than nonsehizophrenic youth, they were not usually perceived as having major problems or as being emotionally disturbed. However, in almost all cases
rated signifitheir over-all mental health and school adjustment were
cantly poorer than the over-all melital health and school adjustment
of the control group.

Adolescents who later became schizophrenic exhibited mild to serious
impairments in interpersonal relationships with peers and members of

the school staff., Such impairment most often took the form of with-
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drawal and nonparticipation in school work and activities. However,
aggressive or acting-out behavior was found in a significant number of
preschizophrenie youth. It is difficult to ascertain whether or not the
problems of introversion or withdrawal are more numerous in a preschizophrenic population than in the population at large. The findings
do suggest, however, that the more intense the withdrawal, the greater
the likelihood of developing schizophrenia. Nevertheless, a large number
of individuals who are judged to have problems characterized as with-

drawn or "shut in" never develop any degree of mental illness.

Although it is possible to demonstrate many differences between schizo-

phrenics and heir classmates as groups, effective prediction in any
one ease will require more extensive research than was possible in
this study.

CHAPTER VII

IMPLICATIONS
Schizophrenia, in a broad sense, is an illness in which the symbols
of communication and human relationships take on private and highly
individualistic meanings. This illness often results in severe perceptual
distortion of stimuli; gestures and words take on meanings that are
highly idiosyncratic to each schizophrenic.
The relationship between the acquisition of symbols and the emotional context in which these symbols are learned is to a great extent
taught in families and in schools. Each person derives his "reality of
the world" from the objects, sensations, and persons he experiences.
How he perceives these environmental factors is a function of his biological inheritance, including his nervous system and his environmental
experiences. Man's primary mode of expression is languagewords,
gestures, and codes such as mathematics; these become in themselves
realities by which each human being defines himself and his world.
As soon as the human infant learns to speak any language at all, he
already has a "hardening of the categories." However, as La Barre
notes, "As man's symbolic systems more and nrre protectively house
him, more and more he is indoors talking to himselfmore and more
the oyster spinning his pearl comfortably within a protective shell."
(17, p. 207) When a man becomes schizophrenic, he does not go out of
his mind; he literally goes into it.
Societies contain vast complexities of symbols and meanings that are
transmitted from parent to child and from generation to generation.
It is in the learning of symbols and their associated emotions that the
formal and informal education of man takes place. "Indeed, without
language it is safe to say man would never have become fully human.
But, now that he has language, will he ever be able to know reality?"
(17, p. 207)
Schizophrenia represents man 's most severe mental illness. Obviously
such illness develops over a considerable period of time. However, signs

that it is developing are not necessarily visible from the beginning nor
are they necessarily visible in the various stages of its development.
Educators have long been aware of the impact of emotional factors
upon learning and behavior. Learning the kinds of things that affect
a person's behavior and character must entail emotional learnings as
well as intellectual ones. Public education has the responsibility of
relating symbols to the emotional, affective aspects of an individual so

(45)
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that what is learned intellectually is embedded in a healthy personality.
Education, therefore, is concerned not only with the communication of
meaning but also with the ;motional context in which meaning is acquired. Lidz points out the following :
logic.
Meanings are not inborn, nor is man endowed with an innate system ofMean. .
does
not
guarantee
its
rationality.
.
The brain permits thinking, but it
life's exings develop through communication with others and from sorting out
periences, but perceptions and meaning alter in the service of emotional needs,
adaptation to the environment.
as well as in the service of learning a utilitarian
and
even regression is blocked . . .
. . When the path into the future is barred,
of his own needs and
there is still a way. One can simply alter his perception
meaning
of events. . . . In
the
motivations . . . abandon causal logic, change
Ind.ed,
this
path
is
so
clearly open to
.
short, he can become schizophrenic. . .
of a syndrome such as schizophrenia,
man that . . . if investigators did not know
they would have to search for it, as an anticipated anomaly of the developmental

processes. (20, pp. 23, 24)

Teachers and administrators usually have more contact with the preschizophrenic student than other adults in the community. Since schizophrenia is an illness which seems to have its beginnings in early childhood and one which perhaps can be modified by social means, preschizophrenic individuals might be helped more effectively and with less cost
to society if they could be identified early. This study has attempted
to find out how such preschizophrenic students might beg be identified.
The need for early identification and assistance is part of the reason
for the development in the State of California of out-patient clinics
and for increasing emphasis on environmental community-centered
services rather than on large mental hospitals. If ways can be found
to prevent or reduce the incidence or severity of emotional disturbances,
such action might prove highly economical in terms of both human and
financial costs.

believe that
In current psychiatric thought, there is a tendency to
there is no ,ivalitative difference between a schizophrenic and a socalled "normal," and that the differences are quantitative. If the stress
if sufficiently great on any person, one can expect him to break down

and manifest symptoms of schizophrenia. The way each person would
break down would be consistent with his environmental and developmental history. For example, during World War II, when an infantry
that the
rifleman experienced continuing stress, it became apparent
longer he was kept at the front line, the greater were his chances of
breaking down. In almost each case, a median number of days could
be calculated above which an infantryman would have to be pulled off
the line because his banes of breaking down became too great. It was

postulated that if infantrymen were kept on the line for a specific
number of days past the median, practically all of them would finally
break down in a schizophrenic-like manner.
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Continuous stress over a long period of time seems to cause a mental
breakdown in almost any human being. However, what is a stressful
situation for one may not be for another. A job in which one person is
constantly under pressure may be quite appetizing for another. Stress
can be caused by many factors but can be understood only in relation
to the frame of reference of each individual.
Stress is related to the meaning of the symbols persons use to describe
their world. As Bertalanffy notes, it is not biological stress, but stress
at the symbolic level that leads to increase in mental disorders, He
offers the following information.
It has repeatedly been noted that World War II, a period almost unparalleled
not
in physiological hardship . . . . as well as psychological stress . . . . did
Con.
.
in
psychoses
.
.
rr
.
.
bring about an increase either in neuroses .
versely, in the United States todaywith an economic opulence never reached
in the past, and, as far as material comfort is concerned, a period when "the
greatest happiness of the greatest number" has been realized in an unprecedented
waythere has been an exasperating increase in mental illness. In other words
biological stress, where animal survival is
. . . . it appears that conditions of
at stake, are not necessarily psychopathogenetic; whereas, conditions involving
symbolic values or "quasi needs" (such as status, position, property, comfort,
and the like) may be. (5, pp. 45, 46)

Absence of stimulation may also be considered as a situation conducive to stress. It has been demonstrated that sensory deprivation in
iti: isolation chamber leads to a psychotic-like state. As Bertalanffy
observes, "Meaninglessness and emptiness of life, rather than Freudian
frustration of biological needs, have become foremost psychopathological factors." (5, p. 46)
No two persons become schizophrenic in the same way; in fact, there
are no two schizophrenics who show the same behavior characteristics.
Every person breaks down it a manner that is unique. The hallucinations of a person with schizophrenia are characteristic of that person's
past history; the hallucinations of another individual have meaning
only in terms of that individual's past history.
Constant pressure exerted on some children in school can produce
internal stress that may add to already stressful home conditions. In
some families the stress can be caused by a lack of concern or interest
in the child's progress; in others, by an overconcern and anxiety. If a
school is a smoothly functioning and perceptive agency, i, can produce
measurable wholesome changes in the emotional health of its students
and teachers; it is also possible for sell(' is to damage children's personalities or to reinforce damage that 1,, already there by not recognizing emotional problems that need attention. Thus schools can play
either positive or negative roles in the development of children.

1
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Schizophrenic processes may be looked upon as exaggerations of
extent in practically all
emotional disturbances that occur to some
existence. Therefore, the promopupils at given times in their school
disturbed pupils, including
tion of good mental health for emotionally
perhaps may never
preschizophrenics, should apply also to those who
by mild or moderate emobecome seriously ill but may be bothered
is one of the most serious
tional problems. Emotional disturbance
deterrents to learning. There are large numbers of children who are
handicapped in their learning by emotional factors. A school cannot
of social
look away from this problem; indeed, it would be a kind
schizophrenia to do so.
institution that must face the
Even though the school may be the
handicapped children and youth,
full brunt of educating emotionally
in the community
it should not regard itself as the sole institution
do what is possible to
responsible for helping them. The school must
problems; but it is also necessary for
educate children with emotional
of the existence of such probthe school to make the community aware
solutions to them. The school needs
lems and the importance of seeking
in the community in such a way
to align itself with other agencies
children and their
that all services promote the mental health of the
families.
disturbance in

emotional
In practically all situations of severe
the schoolteacher is usually the first or second

school-age children,
child may be flagrantly upset and
person to note it. In some cases the
agitation at home, but it is not until he gets to school

manifest his
the teacher and that the teacher
that his condition is perceived by
principal accordingly. What
perhaps advises the psychologist or the
child and
happens then in relation to the role of the school with the
concept of "family homeostasis"
his family is best understood as the
that when there is an emotionally disor balance. In part, this means
in some way be using the
turbed child in a family, the parents may
their own emotional well-being.
child, often unconsciously to "buy"
emotional disturbance in a child may
Often, therefore, to recognize an
For example, a school referred an
be quite upsetting to the parents.
examination and case
eleven-year-old boy to a guidance clinic. After
a preschizophrenic child and
study, it was found that the boy wasimmediately.
The mother, howshould be given psychiatric treatment
against the clinic,
ever, became very upset and threatened retaliation
do with the referral. She
the school, and anyone who had anything to
supported the clinic
brought pressure to bear on civic leaders who
closer study, this
financially and, on the school board. However, on

t

..
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action was found to be a sincere attempt by the mother to hold on to
her own emotional well-being. After consultation with the other community agencies and further consultation with the mother, it was found
that her resistance was the result of having to face the fact that her
son was seriously ill. In some cases the family balance or homeostasis is
such that one member of a family can maintain his health only at the
expense of another, a weaker member of the family. When treatment is
sought and applied to the weaker member, the balanced relationship
is upset, and this imbalance causes anxiety and disturbance in other
members of the family.
With the foregoing example in mind, one can see how difficult it may
be for some parents to accept the fact thaz their child is emotionally
upset. However, when the school is able to communicate the child's
condition forthrightly to the parents and to offer them its assistance,
the relationship between school and parents may develop much more
smoothly than in the case presented. The school is responsible for communicating to parents what it knows about their children in an effort
to help the child and his family. When behavioral or learning problems have become obvious, the school cannot evade or avoid its responsibility for advising the parents of these problems.
Frequently a school may harbor the opinion that even if the facts
were communicated to the parents, the community could do little to
assist the family; therefore, "why bother?" Certainly the school cannot assume responsibility for a lack of psychiatric or family services,
but it can call the attention of the community to the presence of large
groups of emotionally disturbed children in school. A school system
should not attempt to disguise or deny the problems or attempt to
solve the problems of emotionally disturbed children and their families
without major assistance from other agencies in the community. Many
emotionally disturbed children can be helped by individual counseling,
adjusted educational programs, parent conferences, and work experience education programs; some, however, seem unable to relate in
any positive way to the school. School systems need to state this problem clearly to the community and help plan community services for
such children instead of allowing them to continue in a school program
that provides little or no help to the child.
In some educational programs, the importance of helping children
with emotional problems is low on the totem pole of values. Schools
vitally need the services of professional persons who have sufficient
knowledge about the motivations of children to help teachers and counselors better understand the meaning of behavior.

,
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The period of adolescence is an unusually difficult time to provide
help. As a rule, an adolescent resists intensive relationships with adults
because he is seeking independence from the,. and from feelings of
dependency he experienced as a child toward his parents. Generally,
therefore, it is difficult for the disturbed adolescent to express his feelings to an adult especially when he is aware that the adult is trying
to be helpful. Adolescents who seek help from adults are in some ways
like freezing porcupines who try to bundle together for warmth but
are repelled by each other's quills. Therefore youth often turns to its
peer group for guidance and assistance with problems of daily living.
The adolescent is also a person who is in a state of flux emotionally;
he may feel a certain way one minute and entirely different the next.
Therefore it is often difficult to evaluate his emotional status. Such an
evaluation can be done, but it cannot usually be accomplished in a fiveminute interview. One needs to evaluate patterns of behavior on a
long-term basis to assess an adolescent personality. However, on the
basis of this study and other similar studies, the long-term attitudes
of adolescents that suggest some type of emotional difficulty are related
to the boy's relationship to and feelings about the opposite sex, his
over-all school adjustment, and his over-all mental health as estimated
by the administrators, teachers, and counselors who km w him best.
Relationship to peers is another significant kind of information. One
cannot, however, equate popularity in school with sound peer relationships. For example, a school history may show a schizophrenic to have
been the class president and a member of practically all the clubs in
school. But when one looks more deeply into this particular adolescent's
behavior, one finds that his social relationships as class president and
club member were examples of participation "from a distance." The
preschizophrenic adolescent seldom becomes emotionally involved in
any group and seldom establishes a warm, close relationship with anyone. One method that is helpful in identifying this type of development is to ascertain whether the student had any really good friends.

)

It is not how many friends the boy has but the quality of his relationships which is of most significance. It is not how many girls he
knows but rather the quality of his relationships with girls that is

0.

important.
In many cases families with emotionally disturbed children are more
mobile than the average family. Often the identification of emotionally
disturbed children and attempts on the part of a school district to do
something to help them make the families of such children more mobile
than they would be otherwise. These families tend to move to school

I
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districts that "leave their problems be" or at least do not press matters.
In such cases, there needs to be much better communication between
school districts concerning children with severe learning or behavior
problem.3.

Schools also may experience difficulty in differentiating the shy boy
Making such
who is normal from the shy boy who is preschizophrenic.

i

I

relevant factors must be
a distinction is not an easy task, for many
uncovered and utilized. The fact that a shy boy is able to maintain
fairly good relationships with other persons should be regarded as
evidence of some emotional health. In contrast, a boy who is not only
shy but also appears to have no friends at all and who manifests a
complete state of withdrawal, both at school and at home, might give
be
one cause of alarm. In some instances the differentiation might
impossible to make ; but the greater the number of known factors that
can be brought into the picture, the easier the differentiation may
become, Other children in the classroom are frequently very good indicators of the degree to which a particular child is emotionally disturbed. They have a nose for sniffing out something puzzling in a
child's behavior, and this "trouble-spotting" may provide valuable
and reliable clues.
The role of the school as an institution able to affect children's
behavior is often underrated. Each school needs to pay attention to
the social forces within its boundaries and the forces impinging upon
it from the community which it serves. One of the main factors in
the esprit de corps and mental health of a school is the feelings teachers
have about their jobs and responsibilities. Often they do not perceive
themselves as professionals or as persons who should play a major role
in the accurate assessment of an emotionally disturbed child. Ilowevt.r,
they can play a vital role as an adult who is the source of a great
amount of emotional. support to badly upset children. A teacher cannot
be expected to give a child psychiatric treatment, but he can be expected to know something about emotional disturbances in children.
disturbances may help
His knowledge and understanding of emotional
him to provide a healthy learning climate in his classroom. It will also
help him be a competent professional person in his relationship to
other teachers, to administrators, and to parents.
Information concerning emotional problems of children is often presented to teachers in a superficial and unorganized sequence of courses
in teacher education. The more teachers know about the emotional factors in learning, the more realistically and effectively they can react to
situations that arise in their classrooms. 'When a pupil is taught arith-
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metic skills, he not only learns how to add but also learns how to feel
about learning and about teachers. One pupil may learn because he
likes the teacher, another because the teacher doesn't "shove it down
his throat"; the severely disturbed child may not be taught anything
at a given time, but may learn that the teacher is not to be feared.
Perhaps only when he has learned that teachers can be understanding
can a child begin to learn something else. For, in the final analysis, it
is the context in which cognitive learning takes place that really teaches
children how the world feels about them and how they should feel
about it.
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Appendix A
The Interview Rating Scale reproduced here was developed
by the staff of the Veterans Administration Hospital, Palo
Alto, and the State Department of Education and was used
during the research interviews held with the school staffs.
The use of this form is explained in Chapter IV.
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INTERVIEW RATING SCALE
SUBJECT

1. Degree to Which Liked by Others
2
1
I

I

3
I

No.

4
I

1

1. Tends to i:itatedisliked by most people who come in contact with him.
2. In general, not too well liked by others.
3. Liked as well as most.
4. Tends to he liked somewhat more than most.
5. Liked by almost all who know him.
Comments :

2. Conforming to Rules and Regulations
1

2

3

4

5

I

I

I

I

I

1. Markedly resistive to all rules and regulations. Strong measures often needed
to get him to comply. Rebellious and negativistic.
2. Tends to be somewhat nonconforming and resistive to routine and regulations.
3. Conforms readily as most.
4. Conforms more readily than most to what is asked or expected.
5. Over conforming. Complies without question in almost all situations.
comments :

3. Appearance
1
I

2

3

I

I

4

5

1. Very sloppy with little or no apparent interest in how he looks.
2. Tends to be on the sloppy and rather untidy side.
3. About average in neatness of dress.
4. Somewhat neater and well groomed than most.
5. Extremely careful about appearance and dress.
Comments :

4. ' "rest in Environment
1

2

3

4

5

1. Shows no indication of interest in anything that isn't of direct and immediate
concern to him.

2. Generally only interested in things that have direct bearing on himself but
occasionally will show mild interest in outside affairs.
3. Seems to be as interested as most in things about him that do not necessarily
have direct bearing on him. Some interest in current affairs.
4. More interested than most in current events and happenings. Seems to keep
up with things in a variety of situations.
5. Keen interest in a wide vat ,ty of happenings and events.
Comments :

5. Leadership
1

2

3

4

5

I

I

I

I

I

1. Completely lacking ability for leadership or influence on others.
2. Somewhat lacking in ability for leadership.

3. About average in ability for leadership. Not particularly outstanding or
lacking in leadership ability.
4. Tends to be fairly 'nfluential with some leadership ability.
5. Tends to be leader in almost all activities he participates in. Opinions sought
and respected. Can readily influence and direct group.
Comments:
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0. Poeticipation in Group Activities

4

3

2

1

1. Refuses or avoids participation as much as possible.
2. On occasion shows mild interest and some participation although generally
not interested.

3. About as active as most. May have a few he likes well, but others he does
not care for.
4. More active than average with few exceptions. Participates in and seems to

enjoy a number of group activities.
5. Very eager to participate. Almost never misses an opportunity to take part
in a wide variety of group activities.
Comments :

7. Participation in Athletics
1

2

3

4

5

I

I

I

I

I

1. None-no interest or participation.
2. Little activity. Occasionally participates thong

cess than most.

3. Average.
4. More active in athletics than most.
5. To maximum-avid interest and participation when wer has opportunity.
Comments:

8. Interest in Opposite Sew
1

2

3

4

5

I

I

4

5

I
1. Shows little indication of interest in
n opposite sex. Seems to dislike or avoid.
2. Only mildly interested.
3. About as interested as most. (Dating for H.S.)
4. Shows more interest than most.
5. Quite interested, almost to point of preoccupation.
I

Comments:

9. Overt Expression of Hostility
1

2

3

1. Frequently can be exceedingly hostile and threatening. May express in violent
fashion.
2. Expresses ill feelings and hostility more readily than most.
3. About 'iverage in expressions of hostility.
4. Will express some hostility either very mildly or very infrequently. Less expression of hostility than most.
5. Never expresses any hostility.
Comments:
10. Submissive-Aggressive
1

2

3

4

1. Exceedingly submissive. Conforms to others' demands without question.

2. Tends to be fairly submissive but will stand up for rights if pushed too far.
3. Neither prticularly aggressive or submissive.
4. Tends to be on aggressive side but not overly so.
5. Very aggressive in almost all situations.
Comments:

11. Apathetic-Energetic
1

2

3

4

5

1. Exceedingly apathetic. Little or no energy is directed into anything.
2. Rather apathetic. Little energy expended.
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3. Neither particularly apathetic or energetic.
4. Tends t, be more energetic and active than most.
5. Exceedingly energetic action. Expendr frr-o- amount of energy outwardly.
Comments:

12. Cautious-Impulsive
1

2

3

4

5

I

I

I

I

I

1. Exceedingly hesitant and cautious. Never acts without thoroughly thinking
things through.
2. Tends to be hesitant and think things through before responding.
3. Not particularly cautious or impulsive.
4. Responds more quickly and spontaneously than most.
5. Responds over-impulsively. Little hesitancy or second thought to his behavior.
Comments :

13. Manifest Anxiety
1

2

3

4

5

I

I

I

I

I

1. Appears to be exceedingly anxious and upset most of the time.
2. More anxious than most. 'Ands to be upset often.
3. About an average degree
anxiety. Not particularly anxious or calm and
relaxed.

4. Generally appears pretty much at ease with self. Somewhat more calm and
relaxed than most.
5. Never or seldom manifest signs of anxiety. Appears calm and relaxed.
Comments:

14. Depressed-Cheerful
1

2

3

4

5

I

I

I

I

I

3

4

5

I

I

I

3

4

5

I

I

I

1. Almost always depressed and down in the dumps.
2. Tends to be somewhat moody.
3. As cheerful ar, most.
4. Generally more cheerful than most. May have "low" periods but don't last
long.

5. Always cheerful.
Comments :

15. Complaining-Noncomplaining
1
2
I

I

1. Complains excessively. Almost always complaining about one thing or another.
2. On the complaining side.
3. About average in tendency to complain about things.

4. Complains less than most.
5. Almost never complains about anything.
Comments:

16. Dependent-Independent
1
2
I

I

1. Exceedingly dependent-requires assistance or asks fer help in most things.
2. Tends to need assistance more than most.
3. Not particularly dependent or independent.
4. Will occasionally require or ask for help but generally does things on own
more than most.
5. Quite independent. Seldom or never asks or requires any assistance.
Comments:
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17. IrresponsibleDependable
1
i

2
1

3

4

1

{

i

1. Can't be depended upon to do almost any task without supervision.

2. Tends to be rather careless Ind irresponsible. Can't be counted on to cam
through with responsibilities.
3. Neither particularly dependable or irresponsible. Dependable or average.
4. Can generally be depended upon. Much more conscientious than most.
5. Exceedingly dependable, conscientious when given responsibilities, can always
be counted on to do his job in all situations.
Comments:

18. CarelessPerfectionietio
1

2

1

1

3

4

5

1

i

4

5

1. Very careless, sloppy in work. Little or no self-criticalness.
2. Tends to be somewhat careless and uncritical of behavior.
3. Neither particularly critical or une-itical.
4. Usually more critical arid careful in behavior than most.
5. A perfectionist in almost all that he does.
Comments:

19. Over-all School Adjustment
1

2

3

I

I

1

1. Poor adjustment. A good deal of ;affinity getting along.
2. Only fair adjustment. Somewhat more difficulty than most.
3. About average.
4. Good adjustment. Only a few or insignificant difficulties.
5. Excellent, almost no problems in adjustment. Gets along very well.
Comments:

20. Mental Health
1

1. Exceedingly poor.

2

3

1

1

2. Fairly poor.
3. About average.

4. Better than most.
5. Decidedly better than most.
Comments:

4

5

Appendix B
The eight tables in this section were compiled upon completion of the field work done in the study. On the basis of 4-he

findings, they show comparisons, distributions, rankings,
classifications, and ratings.

i
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TABLE 1

Statistical Analysis of Ratings by School Staffs of the Preschizophrenic
Group and the Control Group
Comparison as
measured by
chi square

Item
1. Degree to which liked by others
2. Conformity to rules and regulations
3. Appearance
4. Interest in environment
5. Leadership
6. Participation in group activities
7. Participation in athletics
8. Interest in opposite sex
9. Overt expression of hostility
10. Submissive-aggressive
11. Apathetic--energetio
12. Cautious-impulsive
13. Manifest anxiety
14. Depressed-cheerful
15. Complalning-noacomplaining.
16. Dependentr-independent
17. Irresponsible--dependable
18. Careler -perfectionistic
19. Over-ah school adjustment
20. Mental health

12.00

3.98
7.76
16.40
19.60
20.26
16.48
28.60
1.86
9.60
15.72
8.40
13.48
10.34

Possibility of
obtaining same
difference by
chance
.02

- -*
.01
.001
.001
.01
.001

.05
.01
.05
.01
.05

7,60

.,

13.40
11.08
14.12
22.40
32.62

*

*

.01

.02
.01
.001
.001
I

a' Not significant.

4
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TABLE 2

Distribution and Comparison of the Kasanin and Veo Preschizophrenic Group,
Present Study Preschizophrenic Group, and Present Study Control Group
According to Classifications Used in the Kasanin and Veo Study 1
DISTRIBUTION

Individuals in
Kasanin and Veo
preachizophrenic
group
Classification

Individuals in
present study
preachizophrenic
group

Individuals in
present study
control group

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

I. Children of unusually striking personality. Children noted by others to
12

22.2

9

20.5

2

4.5

18

29.6

19

43.2

3

6.8

5

9.3

9

20.5

31

70.5

athletics or scholarship, "pride of the
school," eager for success, perhaps a
little too eager at times.

6

11.1

3

8.8

8

18.2

V. Children who were no problem, seldom
noticed, seclusive, and quiet. They are
often hazily remembered as sensitive,
shy, pasaive, and colorless.

15

27.8

4

9.0

0

0.0

r 54

100.0

44

100.0

44

100.0

be odd, peculiar, queer, and at times

craVy. Teachers noted something wrong
with child's development.

II. Children with alight personality problems, somewhat different but not markedly so. Shy, dreamy, lacked concentration, temperamental and stubborn.
Teachers' opinions mixed.

III. Children who are well liked by some
teachers. Appear to be well adjusted,
well integrated, moderately popular,
sociable with no apparent difficulty in
school.

IV. Children with qualities of leadership in

TOTAL

COMPARISON

Groups compared

Kasanin and Veo preschizophrenic group
Present study preachizophrenic group
Present study preachizophrenic group
Present study control group

Comparison as
measured by
chi square

Possibility of
obtaining
same difference
by chance

9.A

.05

23.6

.001

Jacob 8. Kasanin and Louise Veo, "A Study of the School Adjustment of Children Who Later in Life Became
Psychotic," American Journal of Orthopsyehbtry, II (July, 1932), 212-27.

TABLE 3

Comparison of the Preschizophrenic Group and the Control Group
on Selected Items in Their School Records

Major difference of
preschizophrenic group
from control group

Item

test'

Possibility of
obtaining same
difference by
chance

Statistical

1. Graduation

Fewer graduated

X2 = 9.2

.01

2. Course of study followed
(college preparatory or

Enrolled in general course of study

X2 = 6.6

.01

Did best in foreign languages; did
poorest in physical education and

X2 = 28.5

.001

general)

3. Beat subjects

mathematics

4. Subjects failed

English, social studies, and mathe-

X2 = 20.6

.02

5. Over-all grade pattern_ _

Declining

X2 = 10.2

.02

6. Gradc-point average

One grade point below

CR = 3.67

.001

7. Attendance

Poorer

X2 = 6.2

.02

X2 = 16.8

.05

CR = 2.1

.05

=tics

8. Extracurricular activities_ _ Less interest in sports and dramaties

Preschizophrenic group:.M = 99.3

9. IQ score

Control group: M = 106.3
2 X2

= CM Square; CR = Critical Ratio.
ac

TABLE 4

Rankings by Judge No. 1 of Four Groups of 22 Protocols Each From
Least Likely to Most Likely to Be Hospitalized as a Schizophrenic 1

Least likely to be hospitalized

10
17
18

20

8

3

2
3

17

6

11

17

22
10

4

20

3

7

20

5
6
7

14

11

16

18
10
2

7

1

5
21
18
10
9

1

17

19

7

9

8

5

8

3
22

6
19
22
13

13
12
5

21
6
19

4

11

15
19
20

9
14
12
18

1

9
10
11
12

+

Group D

Group B

8

Most likely to be hospitalized

Group C

Group A

RANKING

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21.

22

7
13
15

2
9
8
6

1

4
2
14
16
12
15

12
16

4
21
11

3

2
1

5

51
22
16

15

14

13

4

Each column, A, B, C, and D, contains random code numbers for 11 patients and 11 members of the control
group. Numbers in boldface type represent patients; numbers In roman type, members of the control group.
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;

1

4

TABLE 5

Rankings by Judge No. 2 of Four Groups of 22 Protocols Each From
Least Likely to Most Likely to Be Hospitalized as a Schizophrenic
Group A

RANKING
Least likely to be hospitalized

Group D

1

5

17

2

5

17

8

16
10

3
4
5
6

10
14

20

10

20

11

6

21

18
22

8

18

3

7

11

1

7
15

3
9
10
12
6
22
13
4
2
21
19
14
16

22

22
19
17
6

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

13
17
20
19

18

2
9
12
16
11
6

19

8

20

3
4
21

16
17

+

Group C

1

7

Most likely to be hospitalized

Group B

21

22

1

15
18

7

,9,
13
9
1

21

3
12
4
5
15
20
19
16
14

7
11

8
14
4
12
15
2

9
5
18
13

Each column, A, B, C, and D. contains random cafe umbels for 11 patients and 11 members of the control
group. Numbers in boldface type represent patients; numbers in roman type. members of the control group.

TABLE 6

Rankings by Judge No. 3 of Four Groups of 22 Protocols Each From
Least Likely to Most Likely to Be Hospitalized as a Schizophrenic I
RANKING
Least likely to be hospitalized

1

2
3
4
5
6

Most likely to be hospitalized

Group B

10
18

11

17

20
5
3

20

8
9

8

10

13

11

15

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

2
19
22
9
6
12
16
3
4
11

21
22

17

7
14
5

7

20

+

Group A

8
6
9
18
10
2
19
4
22
21

1

7

12
13
16
15
14
1

21

Group C

Group D

8
9

22

17
11
7
10
2

3

I

21
18
5

13
6
4
12
15
19
20
22
3
16
14

1

1.1

20
16
21

6
17
2
10
7

8
19

4
12
18
9
14
5
15
13

Each column, A, B, C, and D, contains random code numbers for 11 patients and 11 members of the conhol
group. Numbers in boldface type represent patients; numbers in rom.sn type, members of the control group.
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TABLE 7

Classification by Judges, on the Basis of Faculty Ratings and School Records,
of the Ethotional problems of Individuals in the Control Group and of
Patients at the Time They Were in High School
Individuals in
control group

Problem

Patient°

Chi square

Acting out

2

9

5.09*

Withdrawal

5

21

13.94"

Problem other than acting out or withdrawal

8

9

..... _

No marked emotional problems

29

5

14.80**

TOTAL NUMBER

44

44

Difference significant at the .05 level.
**Difference significant at the .001 lerel.

TABLE 8

Ratings by Judges of the Menial Health of Control Students and
Preschizophrenic Students on the Basis of Faculty
Ratings and School Records
Ratings by judges
Judges

Students

Very Poor

Good

Average

Poor

Control

8

21

11

4

Preschizo- ;veal°

4

5

17

18

16

19

7

2

1

9

24

10

24

16

2

2

4

13

18

9

Chi square
21.37*

Judge A

Control

31.10*

Judge B
Preschizophrenic

Control

31.85*

Judge C
Preschizophrenie
Difference significant at the .001 level.

i

Appendix C
Summaries of information obtained through the use of the
Interview Rating Scale (reproduced in Appendix A) are
presented hereone for each of the 88 individuals included
in the study. The summaries are in numerical sequence according to the case numbers assigned. Those individuals
whose ease numbers contain the prefix X were hospitalized
with a diagnosis of schizophrenia.

Grade-point averages were calculated on the following
basis: A = 4; B = 3; C = 2; D,F = 1. In all instances the
averages of grades obtained from the schools were computed on this basis.
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CASE 4"/
Graduated

YeS

Best Subject

Course Followed

SA 49/7

a-en era/

Gradeoint Averagel--

a4 ei CealY.s.

Poorest Subjects

School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

4:,40411

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which liked by Others ______

12340

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1 2 3

Appearance ____________

12305

Interest in Environment.

leadership

1

Participation in Athletics__
Overt Expression of Hostility

__

ApatheticEnergetic ________
Manifest Anxiety_

2 60..e. 4 5

120 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities._._...__ 1

__..

2305

1 210 4 5

1 2 3 405

Interest in Opposite Sex._

12340

SubmissiveAggressive __________ 1 2

305

CautiousImpulsive ___________ 1

1 Vi
n45

DepressedCheerful ____________ 1

1

2

2

2340
2340

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

Overall School Adjustment_

1 2 3 4 CI

05

DependentIndependent ...

045

230 4 5

I

2 3 405
_____ 1 2 0 4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic _________ 1

204

Mental Health ______________ 1

2305

5

STAFF COMMENTS :

A pleasant boythe "scrubbed," clean-looking type. Seldom down in the mouth
and never hostile or complaining. He was not a large boy in physical size. He gave
his all. The students gave him the nickname of "Goal Line." He got along well

with his fellow students.
His academic ability was not too high. He worked hard in a slow, plodding way.

It was somewhat of a struggle for him to finish school. A cooperative boy and a
hard woOzer. He always wanted to improve. We think he would be a success in
his post-school life. We especially remember him as one of our excellent football
players.

i

1
1

1
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CASE

X°

Graduated

YeS

Course Followed

6'emcro/

Grade-point

Average_Z-7_

Best Subjects_
Poorest Subjects

75/iD

Group Intelligence 'est Score

, EA,Phe.5

'7

School Attendance

14 veror

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others_______ 1 2

45

Conformity

Sias and Regulations__

1© 3 4 5

2 3® 5

Interest in Env`ronment__________

..

2 CI 4 5

Participation in g roue Activities______ 1

Participation in Athleti:s__

2 3 CI 5

Interest in Opposite Sex________

Appearance _.-Leadership

1

2045
Apathetic Energ' tic _ 1 2 3 0 5
1 2 0 4 5
Manifest Anxiety_ .
Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2

45

2 10 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive ___________ 1

2045
2305

CautiousImpulsive ___________ 1

23

DepressedCheerful ____________

1

5

102 3 4 5

2 3 4 0 DependentIndependent _______ ._ 1 CI 3 4 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

IrresponsibleDependable .

12045

CarelessPerfectionistic

Overall School Adjustment_

1 2 CI 4 5

Mental Health _____ _______

____

1 210 4 5
1 203 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
"Average" type, slightly dissatisfied with school, but in general he was a good

boy. He was not the type to remember as being outstanding in anything. He was
one of our big strong boys physically but was only an average football player. He
was somewhat of a happy-go-lucky type and nt times did not seem to be exceptionally serious minded. However, he never got into trouble where lie had to be sent to
the principal's office for disciplinary purposes.

In his junior year he "palled" around with a "semidelinquent character" who
left school before the end of the year. After that lie began to run around with some
of the good boys in the school. He did not hold any student body offices and exhibited
little leadership. Neither was lie interested in girls as much as most of the other boys.
He appeared to be less confident than most people. At times, for lack of confidence
in himself, he was almost shy. His temperament could be described as moody. Sometimes he gave the impression that he was seeking someone to whom he could talk.
Once while playing softball on the school grounds, lie accidentally bumped into

another player and two of his teeth were broken. This worried him a great deal
until the tooth damage was repaired. One night while driving a car home from a
football game, he played "tag" with his car and the school bus. It is difficult to
understand why he ever did such a thing. The spring semester of his junior year
was his best period in school. In his senior year lie did not do as well as we expected.

The night of his graduation he became "ill" and was unable to attend the commencement services. It seemed to be a case of nerves more than anything else. It
also came at a time when lie had been getting a little out of hand and had been
running around with some kids who were borderline delinquents. We never understood what was wrong with him that night. He just seemed to have been lying in
bed and staring at the ceiling.
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HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WHO BECAME SCHIZOPHRENIC

03
Yes

Graduated

Course Followed

Average Pre

Gradeoint Average

2.2

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

iSreif4 lanfave

Group Intelligence Test Score

/4-4

School Attendonce

RATING SCALE:

203 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_.... 1

1

2045
2305

Leadership

1

2 O3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities.__ 1

Participation in Athletics..

1

Interest in Opposite Set__ _ 1 203 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility...

1

2305
2045

SubmissiveAggressive

1

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2 3 05

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety..

1

2 vi 4 5

DepressedCheerful

1

2305
2 3 0 5
2045

DependentIndependent

1

2 3 (3 5

CarelessPerfectionistic .....__

1

2

Mental Healt", ...______

1

2045

Degree to Which Liked by Others _ 1
Appearance

_

Complainingfioncomplaining
Irresponsible

Dependable

Over-all School Adjustment

n

1 2.0 4 5
1
2045
1 2 0 4 5

Interest in Environment.-- 1 2 3

5

2305

45

STAFF COMMENTS :
Extrovertconceited. Overly proud of his athletic ability. However, he was fairly
popular with his fellow students. Had knack of losing temper, especially during a
game. Big, tall, lazy and overbearing. Personalityslightly overbearing.
Selfish, self-centered, had to be the best. Father and mother felt boy could do no
wrong. Egotisticalnever played well under pressure in athletic games. Never will
set the world on fire.

0
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APPENDIX
CASE

X- 00

Graduated

)"..5

Best Subjects

Course Followed

//fade/,g7/CS

cag
474 0/

Pt?

Gradepoint Average 2zz-7.--

aka ei46,__

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

/Of

School Attendance

11104'rofe

RATING SCALE:

2 340 5

Degree to Which Liked by Others.____

102 3 4 5

Conformity to Dales and Regulations__ 1

Appearance

10345

Interest in Environment

1

Leadership

10 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities____.

10 3 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex

23 45

Overt Expression of Hostility

12045
1 2 3 0 5

SubmissiveAggressive

102 3 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic

1 2O 3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

1®3 45

DepressedCheerful

@23 45

ComplainingNoncomplaining

12305
1 2 3 4 CI

IrresponsibleDependable

12 0 4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic

Overall School Adjustment

102 3 4 5

Mental Health

Part?.-ipation in Athletics___

Manifest Anxiety

DependentIndependent

3

45

2 04 5
____ 2 0 4 5
10 3 4 5
1
1

STAFF COMMENTS :
In comparison with his twin, he was sullen, quiet, and never showed emotion. He
was a sad boy who walked in the shadow of his twin brother. The brother was a
.1asketball and baseball star.
We should be able to tell you more, but actually no one got to know him well.
He was a boy who didn't do anything unusual. The twin brother possessed the
better personality and the boy "leaned" on him.
When in tight situations in ball games, the boy withdrew. We think he will have
a rough time. In school he walked around like he had a 100-pound weight on his
shoulders. By the time lie was a junior, he acted as though he were carrying 300
pounds.

He never displayed any emotionjust walked around as though he were inside
a shell. He took every"-ing that came his way without complaining. Had few if any
friends and never acted as though he knew that girls existed. He probably never
spoke ten words during his high school career without someone "pulling" the words
from him.

4
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CASE AC
Graduated
Best Subject
Poorest Subjects

Course Followed

ACOOtelnk.

Gradepoint Average 2' /

Sac/4/ Stoo4.es
fil slew/
Aoaernofics anal 6/7/415

Group Intelligence 'lost Score

/11

School Attendance

At/erwfe

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others______ 1
Appearance

1

Leadership

1

.

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

ApatheticEnergetic

1

Manifest Anxiety..

1

2305
2305
2 ®4 5
2305
2045
2045
2045

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

2045

02345

Interest in Environment..

2 CI 4 5

Participation in Group Activities

1

Interest in Opposite Sex__.

1 203 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

CautiousImpulsive

. 1 2045
_ 1 2045

DepressedCheerful ___

. 1

2 CI 4 5

23®5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

102 3 4 5

DependentIndependent

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2305

CarelessPerfectionistic

12®45

Overall School Adjustment_

1 203 4 5

___

12045

Mental Health

STAFF COMMENTS :

A quiet youngster. Although slightly mischievous and
immature, he was not a
serious behavioral problem. At times he was a little on the aggressive side. An
excellent basketball player. Most people liked him. He was almost vulgarly healthy.
Despite his regular attendance at school, he was irregular in getting to school on
time in the mornings. He didn't appear to be very interested in the schcol environment and sometimes displayed a diffident attitude about things in general.

APPENDIX

CASE X

06

Graduated

Yes

Best Subjects

Gradeoint Average

Course Followed

Sock/

ArS SCVen Ce, C;menerdo/ -Vep.

A

.11/7-54

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test &ore

//6-

School Attendance

Ver

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others_____
Appearance
Leadership

Participation in Athletics

10345
12045
12045

02345

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

23

ApatheticEnergetic

1

23

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__._

Interest in Environment.

(..) 2 3 4 5

Participation In Group Activities____
Interest In Opposite Sex

IQ 2 3 4 5

10345

02345

SubmissiveAggressive

1

Cautiousimpulsive

1
1

2 CI 4 5

234
234

Manifest Anxiety

12045

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingHoncomplaining

1 20 4 5

Dependent independent

2345
2345

CarelessFerfectionistic.

1

2 04

Mental Health

1

2045

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment_

10345
5

STAFF COMMENTS :

smiled. Absent quite a
Harmless; lack of effort; ro major aggressions; seldom
little
discipline trouble. A
bit through illness, but otherwise regular. Surprisingly
have made better grades in school.

nonaeademieminded boy. He should
many lovable qualities. Would
Funny mind; difficult in all group situations. Had
happened
with him was so out of
interrupt at any time if he felt like it. Whatever
had

controlled and that he himself
the ordinary. It was felt that he couldn't be
muscle fixed.

little control over his actions. Had an eye operation ; oneperforming in school plays.
Possessed a warm sense of comedy especially while
never did
under your skin.
He would do some good things, but at times he got quite maddening. He had odd
sometimes this was
what was expected of him and
a usual pattern for
insights and odd sympathies. Split-second decision-making was
had
a girl friend during
him. Reasonably affable with his fellow students but never
his high school days.
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CASE 07
Graduated

)/e--1

Best Subjects

Course Followed

6ernerrO/

Gradepoint Average 7

Ge.)osc/cral/s.

Poorest Subjects

/0 S

Group Intelligence Test Score

School Attendance

Poor

RATING SCALE:

Regulations_ 1

2045

1

2 04 5

Appearance

1

leadership

1

2045
2305
2045

Participation in Athletics

1

2

45

Inte 'st in Opposite Sex_

1

Overt Expression of Hostility___ 1

2

45

SubmissiveAggressive

1

ApatheticEnergetic ___ 1 203 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

1

203 4 5
2Q45

1

203 4 5

DepressedCheerful

1

2045

1

203 4 5

DependentIndependent

1

2 CI 4 5

1

2045

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

1

2 304 5

Mental Health

1

Degree to Which Liked 11 Others......_ 1

Manifest Anxiety

Complaining Noncomplainirg

Irresponsible lependable
Overall School Adjustment._

_

_

Conformity to Rules and

Interest in Environment.

Participation in Group Activities_ 1 2

045

2305

2045
2305

TAFF COMMENTS :

Left school one week early at end of junior year to work. Re-entered one week
late in fall term of senior year. Always an attendance problem. Somewhat el:y. In

constant state of lethargy except to visit his pals. His mother came to see his
teachers about thi.. , wanted boy to do better.

In junior year, he had many typical "cover-up" excuses from mother for a wide

variety of tardiness and absences.

In senior year, he exhibited the same pattern of "cover-up" excusessuch as

cousins visiting, oversleeping, bad alarm clocks, needed at home, sick, duck hunting
with father, funerals, auto trouble, and so on.
111: liked books about popular mechanics and camping stories.
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APPENDIX C

CASE

X" of
Course Followed

Graduated
Best

Subjects_gca.0

Coy /ye Pt?

Grade-point Average

2. if

64.4"/"tilCS

Poorest Subjects

School

Group Intelligence Test Score__

Attendance_e""Wr

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which liked by Others__
Appearance

________

leadership

123

5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment

23

5

2 GI 4 5

Interest in Environment.

1

2 3 CI 5

2 30

Participation in Group Activities

1

23

1

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

2

5

n

....

1

1

Participation I- Al:;Iviics-- 1 203 4 5
1 2 v., 4 5
kai Expression of Hostility
45
1 2
ApatheticEnergetic ..___
Manifest Anxiety....

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__.

5

45

SubmissiveAggressive ______

102 3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive _________

102 3 4 5

DepressedCheerful ________ 1 2

45

203 4 5

DependentIndependent ______ 1 2

45

1

23

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

23

1

2®45

1

n

4
5

Mental Health._..._

12045
1 203 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS:
"Yes Sir" and "No Sir." To my
Pleasing appearance, neat and polite. He said
and followed directions, no
knowledge, he never lied to me. He was a willing student
him.
He
was an idealist.
questions asked. Wish we had more students like
his intelligence was better
brilliant
student,
but
I
would
say
He was not the most
in fact, he thought twice
than average. Used his knowledge better than average;
wild decision. Never refused a
before acting. I never saw this boy make a hasty,
spirit.
On
occasion he displayed some
request. Most of the time he had fairly good
anxiety and depression.
I would classify him as a "comer," a

He had lots of guts to stay with things.
little trouble. He had what it takes. I re-

person who would make it in life with class. To get an A from me in radio work,
member him as an A student in my radio
radio stage craft, he would really have
which includes the techniques as well as the
to put out.
dipped slightly in his grades. However,
In his senior year, I do remember that he
it was probably "girl fever" or "senioritis."
to the head counselor, the boy
He was on the school debating team. According
bragging about their sexual exploits.
became anxious about some of the other boys
interconcern about problems of sexual
The counselor said that he indicated some
He was vice
himself
for
the
girl
he
married.
course and said that he wanted to keep
president in his senior year. In most
president of his junior class; student body vice
Yet when he talked before bis
situations, he appeared to be the quiet shy type.
class or student body, he appeared poised and confident.
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CASE a?
Graduated

)°..S

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

Course Followed_

Pharsice/

heat/ern/C.

edocaes4

Gradeoint Average

and ky:,

enffia and Ala74e.no/ks

Group Intelligence Test Score

9-5-

School Attendance

6..../

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1
Appearance

1

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1

2 304 5

Conamity to Rules and Regulations_... 1

204

04

Interest in Environment._________ 1

2 ID 4 5

Participation in Group Activities_____ 1

2 04 5

2

5

204 5
2305

Overt Expression of Hostility _ 1 2 340 5

ApatheticEnergetic .

1

2045

Manifest Anxiety_

1

2305

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

Over-all School Adjustment...

1

2305
204 5
204

5

5

2305
SubmissiveAggressive .. 1 2 0 4 5
CautiousImpulsive ________ 1 2 0 4 5
DepressedCheerful ____________ 1 2 3 0 5
1034 5
DependentIndependent
CarelessPerfectionistic ____ .... ......... 1 2 0 4 5
Interest in Opposite Sex_________ 1

Mental Health ..._____......_.__.._.__._... 1

2 3 so 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
I had this person in my mathematics class and knew him around the school most

of the time he was here. He had no great push or drive but was reasonably well
liked.

He improved his social position in school by the choice of a girl friend. She was
good for him here at school.
In his social life in school, he was a follower. He showed very little leadership.
He was a small fellow, and even in his senior year lie was small enough to qualify
for the "B" track team. He also played a little "B" team basketball.
His girl friend was smarter than he was ; in fact, she had a lot more on the ball

than he did. Many of us thought that it was strange that they would ever be married. He was the much weaker personality of the two. He walked arouad with
quite a slumped-over, pok.r posture but occasionally had a nice twinkle in his eye.
Other than his efforts in track and basketball, he was a person that gave little evidence of self-assurance.

I remember him very well. He was a track and a basketball man, and for his size
he competed very well when given an opportunity to play on the lightweight teams.
He was not too much of a student leader, showed little evidence of leadership, and
if I remember correctly, he never did too much in school work. The academic life

was not for him. He picked out a pretty nice girl, went steady with her, married
her. Throughout his school clays there was a sense of friendliness about him that
was qu. % apparent to most of us.
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APPENDIX C

CASE X-/°
Yes
Graduated
Best Subjects.

Acenfeery;c

Course Followed

Grade-point Average

.fond Prom Sics

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

/IS

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

34

Degree to Which Liked by Others__

5

Appearance

1

2045

Leadership

1

2 3 CI 5

Overt Expression of Hostility_

10 3 4 5
1 2 3 405

ApatheticEnergetic ..

1

Manifest Anxiety

Participation in Athletics...._._...

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

1

2305

Interest in Environment. 1 2 3 CI 5
Participation in Group Activities.___ 1 203 4 5
Interest in Opposite Sex________

10 3 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive _.___. 1

204

5

10 3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive ______

1

2045
2305

1

2340

DependentIndependent

1

23

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2305

CarelessPerfectionistic _

1

2 340 5

IrresponsibleDependable

Mental Health

2 3 (4) 5

1

23

1

Overall School Adjustment_

5

DepressedCheerful _________ 1

2305
5

STAFF COMMENTS :

This boy wanted to be a theater director. In school, writing of his future plans,
he wrote : "As a career, I choose to be a professional makeup artist or a director of
television broadcast. I chose the job in television because it is a new fieldand
there are many jobs. I am interested in dramatics and this is a related field."
He was a good student, in fact a very good student. He was a conscientious boy.
He did not like football. In fact, he was quite effeminate in appearance. He was on
the plump side. His gestures and general mannerisms suggested an effeminate appearance.

A brilliant boy, he was eager to learn and anxious to get along with people. Some
people may have called him over-effeminate ; however, this was never a problem
here in this school because everyone knew him and liked his family.
He had a very high interest in dramatics and was good at it. He was either the
director or the organizer of school plays, musicals, and so forth. He had the ability
to push people to their very best level of performance without getting a hostile
reaction. He was one of the first ten in his graduating class in scholastic honors.
In fact, he was the speaker at the commencement exercises.
A very happy-go-lucky boy. He was always out for a good time. He was an ex-

cellent student and loved student activities that were of the dramatic type. He

loved to dress up on any of our costume clays, such as "baby" day and "hobo" day.
He would always win prizes in those kinds of contests.
I think it took him a long time to realize that lie himself would never be a great
actor because his looks were against him, and I suppose that some people felt that

he acted a little too much on the girlish side, but around here it never bothered
anyone.

He talked to girls but I do not recall him ever dating any of them, although he
was quite friendly with many of them. He never complained about things, never
griped, and was a great talker and especially liked to talk about drama.
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CASE a
Graduated
Best

YeS

A coeleorvc

Course Followed

Grade-point Average 2' C

SubjectsSad0/ StOcii;'S

Poorest Subjects

f;r4r/eitn Zemfao_e_e

Group Intelligence Test Score

/I

School

Attendanceifre,air

RATING SCALE:

3 40

Degree to Which Liked by Others

1

2

Appearance

1

2

Leadership

1

2

340 5

Participation in Group Activities_ 1

2305
2045
2305

Participation in Athletics

1

2

305

Interest hi Opposite Sex

1

210 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2

305

SubmissiveAggressive

1

ApatheticEnergetic .._ 1 2 3 0 5

CautiousImpulsive

1
1

04

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1
Interest in Environment.

1

Manifest Anxiety.

1

2

305

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2

305

DependentIndependent

_ 1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2

305

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

Over-all School Adjustment.

1

2

3 405

Mental Health.

1

2045
2305
2305
2305
2305
2305

STAFF COMMENTS:
He wanted to be a doctor. Our records indicate that he was average in seriousness
of purpose and industry. He was rated slightly better than average in self-reliance,

positive influence on others, and sense of responsibility. He was also better than
average in emotional stability and possessed an unusually deep concern for the
welfare of others. Almost all of the other students liked him. He was a clean-cut
boy, good natured, conscientious, and lOs companionship was sought by many.
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APPENDIX 0

CASE X/
Graduated

Ye-s

Gradepoint Average 3.
Academic
50c-/ / Stdies Loy%

Course Followed

//

Best Subjects_
Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

/a

School Attendance

/IA./Wye

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others._ 1

204

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations.........

12045

Appearance

1

204

5

Interest in Environment

12

Leadership

1

034

5

Participation in Group Activities

Participation in Athletics.

1

204

5

Interest in Opposite Sex.

12045

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

204

5

SubmissiveAggressive

102 3 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic

1

203 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety..

1

203 4

5

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

5

DependentIndependent

Irresponsible Dependable

1

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

Overall School Adjustment...

1

204
204
204

5

Mental Health

_ .._

1

45

2045

12045
1 2 0 4 5
12045
1 2 0 4 5
12045

STAFF COMMENTS :
Our records indicate that he was
This boy wanted to be an electrical engineer.
industry,
self-reliance,
positive
influence on others, responsirated above average in
of
others.
He
was
rated
as being above average in
bility, and concern for the welfare

emotional stability. This boy displayed an exceptional seriousness of purpose in his
high school career. A quiet and pleasant boy. Seldom took a leadership role but took
part in several student activities. He attended a few of the school's social events.
Not impressive as an individual. His quiet, unassuming manners made him the kind
of person that is easily "overlooked" in a crowd.

i
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CASE /3
Graduated
Best

YeS

Course Followed

Col' e

eeto

Gradepoint

Average?4--

Subjects--LN "5+4S

Poorest Subjects

MOne

Group Intelligence Test Score

//7

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

12305
Interest in Environment__ 1 2 0 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

1

05
230 5

Leadership

1

234

Participation in Group Activities_____

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility_

1

Degree to Which Liked by Others__

1

Appearance

23

0

0

234
203 4 5

_________ 1 2 0 4 5
1 2 3 4
Manifest Anxiety_
1 2 3 4
ComplainingNoncomplaining
1 2 3 4
IrresponsibleDependable

ApatheticEnergetic

0
0

0

Overall School Adjustment_

1

234

0

12340

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

203 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2045

0345
DepressedCheerful ______... 1 2 0 4 5
1

CautiousImpulsive

____

1

2 3 4 C)

Ca re lessPe rfectionistic ________

1

203 4 5

Mental Health.._

1

2 3 4 C)

DependentIndependent

STAFF COMMENTS :
and capable. He was very reserved and
I remember this boy as being very steady
the end of two scales in that he
most people never noticed him. He was almost ator brought undue attention toward
of
noise
was very popular and never made a lot
himself.
very interested in
He- was an honor student, made a straight A average, and was
baseball player during
college
and
also
hoped
to
be
a
baseball. He planned to enter
college.
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APPENDIX C

k"/.44
Yes
Graduated

CASE

Best Subjects

Poorest Subject'

Course Followed

4fsiro/

Co /47

Gradeoint Average1

Ecla 4-47%0

13A.7.7,7 Zonfoofe

Group Intelligence Test Score

li

School Attendance

iii/erafe

RATING SCALE:

Appearance

1

Leadership

1

2045
2305
2 3 4 CI

Participation in Athletics

1

234

Degree to Which Liked by Others ____ 1

Overt Expression of Hostility

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety.
ComplainingNoncomplaining

IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment_

0

02345
1 2 3 05
02345
02345

1245
02345

2a45

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

1

Interest in Environment.

10 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities__ 1 2 3 4

0

Interest in Opposite Sex_________._ 1 2 3 4 CI
1

SubmissiveAggressive

2340

CautiousImpulsive ____ ____ 1 2 3 4
DepressedCheerful ________

®

10 3 4 5

DependentIndependent

__________0 2 3 4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic

02345

Mental Health

1

03 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

In a football game or in any other stress situation, he always seemed confused
and not clear as to what was going on. He had a good passing arm, but actually
had no leadership perception of what was going on during the game.
He tried to become eligible for college by repeating courses in which his grades

fell below college admission standards. He fluctuated markedly between periods of
great activity to almost none.
When I think of this boy, I remember him as our first string quarterback on the
varsity football team. He felt his ears were too large and finally got his parents to
pay for facial surgery. In the crucial football game of the season, (luring his senior

year, he made a bad boner as the quarterback. The coach yanked him. It cost us
the game. He brooded about it.
I also recall this boy as one who griped very easily if things were not quite the
way he thought they should be. Nothing ever seemed to be his fault. He tried very
hard to win friends and influence people. He wanted to be accepted. The students
seemed to like him and they took to him. A good speaker. Seldom did good school
work unless the teacher "pressured" him. Moody to some degree in that he swung
from low to high spirits.
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CASE 46Graduated
Best

Ho

Course

Followed--__aeneedil

SubjectL___/4_4994141_,

Poorest Subjects

G, adeppoint Average

£4o

eleck;s:.

hloptiShee

61% 04 0/ //ISF 07

Group Intelligence Test Score

School Attendance.

70

PO4

r

RATING SCALE:

45

Degree to Which Liked by Others.

1Q 2 3

Appearance

103 45

leadership

Participation in Athletics

023 45
023 45

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_

10 3 4 5
23 45

Interest in Environment.
Participation in Group Activities__

1

203 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex_.__

1

.2 3 4

Overt Expression of Hostility

102 3 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

ApatheticEnergetic

102 3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

103 45

DepressedCheerful

Complainingfioncomplaining _ 1 ®

7.0

3 45

DependentIndependent

IrresponsibleDependable

GI 2 3 4 5

Ca rel essPerf ectionistic

Over-all Schocl AdjustmenL

023 45

Mental Health

0

1 203 4 5

1234
10345

10 3 4 5
02345
02345

STAFF COMMENTS:
and 22.6 per cent in
He possessed a hearing loss of 29.2 per cent in his left ear
his
sophomore year in
during
his right ear. A substantial hearing loss occurred
through
junior
and
senior high school
high school. He was a citizenship problem all
and also an attendance and tardiness problem.
was unable to do much about
At times he displayed some ambition but generallystick
to anything. He insisted
it due to his low academic ability and inability to
on taking courses he couldn't possibly pass.
his attentions to them. In his
He was very attracted to girls and not discreet in
under the back stairs of
fourth year of high school attendance, he was discovered
girl.
It
was our understanding
intimate
situation
with
a
the school auditorium in an
then over the compulsory
such
incident.
In
that
he
was
that this was not the first
enrollment in the
school age, he and his parents were requested to terminate his
school. They complied with this request.
He conformed to rules poorly
During his high school career, he had few friends.
poorly
groomed person with an
possible. A
and evaded issues and rules wherever
haircut.
We
don't
remember
ever seeing him with
extremely long oily "duck tail"
with a girl. In fact, he seemed ,just plain
a group of boys. He was either alone or
in the schopi.
"girl crazy" to the point where he became a social problem

i
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APPENDIX C

CASE X

'/6

Graduated

1'D

Belt Sublec

Course Followed

6"enera/

Gradeoint Average

1.5'

Crairif's

roar r.: Subplot'

S;e4 Ce

11071emoA-5, e4.91/.31 A7%0

Group Intelligence Test Score

School Attendance

72-

RROB'

RATING SCALE:

_1034

5

Conformity to Rules and

Appearance

12@4

5

Interest in Environment.

234 5

_0234

5

Participation in Group Activities

2345

Leadership

5

Interest in Opposite

5

SubmissiveAggressive

5

CautiousImpulsive

5

DepressedCheerful

5

DependentIndependent

5

CarelessPerfectinistic

5

Mental Health

Degree to Which Liked by Others

Participation in Athletics
Overt Expression of Hostility

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety

ComplainingNoncomplaining
IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment...

1034
1034
1034
1204
1204

0234
0234

Regulations_.4)2345

12305
12045
10345

....10345

.02345
10345

STAFF COMMENTS :
A very tall, mature boyrather nervous and slightly effeminate. He disciplined
lie was described
himself to keep his nervousness from showing. On one occasion,when
lunch period
interest
in
schooldidn't
even
know
as a boy who showed no
directions,
he was so
came. Seemed very detached from reality. He barely heard the
that
nothing
can
hurt
him
now.
absent-Minded. The toy seemed to have a philosophy
He said, for example, he saved for a BB gun

He just didn't think about anything.
three times and each time his family took the money. Then his father took $60
so the sum
that he had saved for a bike. His father did try to return it in dribbles,
nonchalant no-hearagain.
The
boy
was
deeply
hurt
and
took
a
was never together
ing, no-thinking attitude as a defense.
cut because he
In response as to why he cut school, the boy once stated that lie
thought
five days
wanted
to
go
some
place.
He
got tired of school or because he
said
he
would
get tired
a week were too much of the same thing day after day. He
to
school
in
awhile
and
he
didn't
like
to
go
of it and just take a clay off once
anyhow.

On one occasion he pledged that he would not cut school as long as he was in
attendance here.
Would not work, talked aloud, and it was difficult to understand what he was
saying.
The boy was told to stay after school because of poor work and poor citizenship.

his parents that
He disobeyed and did not stay. A letter was sent by him informing
The
boy
was to return
write
a
200word
composition.
he was to stay after school and
finally said it had
signature.
He
never
returned
it.
He
the letter with the parent's
He chewed gum in class
gone through the washing machine. His attitude was poor.
unsatisfactory
and seldom
and was generally uuco-operative. His citizenship was
part of his

did he appear at a designated time and place to stay after school as
punishment.
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inattenIrresponsible. I4` in Scholarship, poor workmanship, lack of home study,
tive, and wasted time.
nothing seriously and conThe boy considered school a three-ring circus. He took
sequently learned nothing.

CASE /7
Graduated

Course

Ye-5

Foll,mved____;',41 /1"9/0

2.1

OM/

75;

Best Sublects,

Gradepoint Average

.40a0244-2-

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

/17

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

23

4

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__....

1

2 3

4

Liked by Others__ 1

23

4

1

2

3

4

1

Interest in Environment

Appearance

23

4

1

2 3 4

1

Participation in Group Activities__

Leadership

Interest in Opposite Sex._

2 30

1

23

1

Participation in Athletics.
Overt Expression of Hostility_

1

Degree to Which

0

5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

234
234@

1

2045

DepressedCheerful

1

203 4 5

DependentIndependent

Irresponsible Dependable

1

2 3 4 CO

CarelessPerfectionistic

Overall School Adjustment_

1

234

Mental Health ___._

ApatheticEnergetic

___.___

Manifest Anxiety...
ComplainingNoncomplaining

___

0

1
1

CautiousImpulsive

_______ 1
.._

1

._. 1

®

5
230 5
230 5
23

4

23

5

23

5

23 4®

STAFF COMMENTS :
slender boy. He was an aggressive
In school, this boy could be classified as a tall,
He was quite active in student

sort of person but in a nice sense. He was a leader.
considered him a pleasant
affairsin fact, he was very active. Some might have
responsible
boy and a very good
extrovert. In his school life, we found him to be a
president,
and as a member
student. At various times, he served as yell leader, class
activities.
In
school,
he displayed
of the student council. He liked track and tumbling
"humanitarian."
an interest in social problems. In fact, he might be described as a
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APPENDIX C

CASE X-

if

Graduated_ Course Followed

C-Y7e

Grade-point Average_

S

Best Subjects
Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

A96.-

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

40

Conformity tc Rules and Regulations........ 1

2340

Degree to Which Liked by Others

1

2 3

Appearance

1

2

Leadership

12

045

Participation in Athletics

1

2

305

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2

340

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2

ApatheticEnergetic .

1

2

305

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest

1

2

DepressedCheerful

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

045
2 0 4 5

2045
2045

DependentIndependent

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2

34

Ca relessPerfectionistic

1

Overall School Adjustment...

1

2

340

Mental Health

1

34

Interest in Environment____ 1 2 3 0 5
Participation in Group Activities _ 1

2045

0345
45

2340
2340
2340

STAFF COMMENTS

During his high school career, this boy was remembered as a quiet, responsible
person. He was a good, clean-cut boy and of excellent character. Much of the time
he was on the shy side. He usually acted in a quiet, reserved manner. In fact, some
people would regard him a sort of an introvert. He was considerably above average
in his scholastic record. Most students liked him. He showed an interest in science.
He tended to be a perfectionist. At times this hindered him 5n his work output. He
seemed unable to go beyond certain points.
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CASE /9.
Graduated_JAS

Course Followo4

Poorest Subject%

Gradeoint Average 3. 44

and illechinico

Z.

Best Subjec

hearkM;C

rowin

lAps;e./ egeco153,4

Group Intelligence Test Score

12" 0

School Attendance

IlVerlye

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

C) 3 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations 1

0345
23

4

C)

2305
2305

Interest in Environment.

Participation in Athletics__ _ 1 2 O3 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

2 3 4 C)
2045

45

SubmissiveAggressive

1

23 4C

1

23

1

23

Appearance

1

Leadership

1

1

Participation in Group Activities_ 1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2305

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

1

2 3 Of 5

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingNoncomplaining

10345

DependentIndependent ________

1

CA
2 3 4 CI

IrresponsibleDependable

12 0 4 5

Ca relessPerfectio nistic

____

1

2Q45

Over-all School Adjustment...

1

1

23Q5

2

45

._

Mental Health .

__

5

STAFF COMMENTS :
He was a more quiet boy as a freshman than he was in his senior year. In classre m situations, he was a very colorless sort of personality all through his freshman
year. After his freshman year, he participated to some extent in football and track
and began to show interest in people and group activities.
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CASE g 20
Graduated

MO

Best Subjects

Course Followed

P

Group Intelligence Test Score

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Like' ,y Others

CO/ ela col%)

/ay

_

1

Appearance

Leadership

3. a

Gradepoint Average

"Pitv ntedieS

Germ a*,

Poorest Subjects

Co 7/eyte Ref )

School Attendance

2

45

2

345

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

23

5

40 3 4

5

Participation in Group Activities__ 1

2 04

5

2345

Interest in Opposite Sex

2

34

5

2 3 40

SubmissiveAggressive

102 3
1O2

02345

Participation in Athletics

0001

Interest in Environment.

5

Overt Expression of Hostility..

1

ApatheticEnergetic

120 3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

1

2045
1234
12305
345
1

DepressedCheerful

1

2

DependentIndependent

1

23

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

1 034

5

Mental Health

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment_

34

5

45

0345

STAFF COMMENTS
We remember him as a chubby boy, unkempt in appearance. It waa felt that if
some man whom he liked could have gotten to him, the boy would have been helped.
He had a pleasant personality, but it was overshadowed by his excessive weight
and sloppiness.

He was the kind of boy who always keeps things to himself. The teachers worried
about him because he never showed any feelings about anything.
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CASE

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WHO BECAME SCHIZOPHRENIC
fi

2!

Graduated

Yes

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

ACC, Cle/1 l"C

Course Followed

Gradepoint Average .. 7.

A//
MOnd
School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

06 di

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by

Appearance __________

_

1

345

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

0345

1

23O5

Interest in Environment________. 1

2045
2

340
20 4 5

Leadership

1

20 4 5

Participation in Group

Participation in Athletics

1

2305

Interest in Opposite

Overt Expression of Hostility._

1

2 03 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

ApatheticEnergetic _ 1

2

5

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

203 4 5

DepressedCheerful

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

23Q45

DependentIndependent

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

23

5

CarelessPerfectionistic .

1

2045
2045
345
234
2305

1

23

5

Mental Health .

1

23

.

Over-all School Adjustment...

3

1

.........

1

5

STAFF COMMENTS :
We remember this boy as being pretty rough to get along with. He was not a mean

boy, but a guy that had a real good impression of himself. Of course he was a
capable boy and could back up most of his bragging. He was quite a stuck-up character. He was pretty popular in school among certain groups. He was class president of the freshman and sophomore class. He also was the track and varsity foot-

ball manager. He was in all of our music activities. He really was an excellent
musician.. He was also quite active in club work. In almost every instance, he displayed a lot of confidence in himself.
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CASE

Z'

Graduated

)1`.5

Best Subjects

Course followed

Cla #4.PfeAs___ Grade-point Average

am/ Ey/a

P sico/

anon Alelesw.C.s

..5-c-;e4ce

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

)

(groe

School Attendance

HATING SCALE:

Appearance

1

2305
2045

Leadership

1

2

Degree to Which Liked by Others

Participation in

.....

1

45

Athletics_____® 2 3 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility____ 1
ApatheticEnergetic .....

1

Manifest Anxiety... .....

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining .

1

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment

2

45

Interest in Environment__ _ 1 2 0 4 5
Participation in Group Activities_.........0 2 3 4 5

1 20 4 5

Interest in OpposiL

2 3 05

SubmissiveAggressive

2045
345
2045

Cautious

1230 5
1®345

1

Conformity to Rules and 2egulations_....

.

Impulsive

DepressedC:ieerful
DependentIndependent

CarelessPerfectionistic
Mental Health .... _

1

2045
345

1

2

1

2 3 05

1

2045

1

..... ....

045

12 3 4 5

STAPP COMMENTS :

his mother. She was real tough to work
Whenever I think of this boy, I think of

withcompletely domineering.
a sensitive boy and not very inclined to
The boy was interested in music. He was nongregarious
sort of person. He liked
with
the
group.
He
was
a
move or work
adept at playing the
music and was good in the music field and was especially
and
getting by with just
piano. He was sort of the "arty" type, inclined to moods
satisfactory work.
point of view. He went
At times he reflected what could be called a military
He thought
through periods when he was extremely interested in totalitarianism.
completely indifYou
could
not
say
that
he
was
Hitler might have had something.
He was seldom involved
ferent to society, but usually had some "off beat" interest.,
time
you
got
the
impression
that he was anxious to
in group activities. Some of the
avoid trouble.
was the only
His ambition was to go to Europe in order to study the piano. Musicsomewhat
preOtherwise
he
went
around
in
a
activity in which he exerted himself.
felt
that
he
operated
occupied manner as though something was on his mind. He
himself but did
under too much pressure from home. He tried to figure things out
not do good work in school.
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CASE 23
Graduated

/IS

0/Ier41

Gradepoint Average 17

/yip 1:19

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

Course Followed

_

Sac

Group Intelligence Test Score

-___LQL51;/#0,2e

/03

School Attendance_

i-12E

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

20 4 5

203 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_._ 1

Interest in Environment

102 3 4

Participation in Group Activities

1 230 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex

10 3 4

Appearance

1

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

ApatheticEnergetic

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

2305
2045
2045
204 5
2045
2045

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2®45

DependentIndependent ________ 1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

203 4 5

Ca relessPerfectionistie

1

Overall School Adjustment_

1

2 (l) 4 5

Mental Health _____

1

5

5

10345
CautiousImpulsive _______ 1 2 3 0 5
DepressedCheerful ______ _ _ 1 2 3 0 5

SubmissiveAggressive

.

204 5
20 4 5
2 04 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
A boy who displayed a favorable attitude toward school. A quiet, average sort of
fellow. He was slightly on the happy-go-lucky side and didn't express or display
much ambition.

It's easy to remember a cute little smile he wore much of the time. He got mad

sometimes but smiled immediately afterwards.
A short, stocky boy who displayed little interest in athletics. Although he did not
Participate in football until his senior year, he came out for the varsity team and

played a )osition in the line. By midseason he had earned a starting position.
Perhaps his :,lightly older-than-average age, combined with his rugged stocky
physique, helped to make possible his rapid ascent in football ability.

Despite his apparent rugged appearance, he seemed to be ill a great deal and
missed more than the average amount of school.
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CASE

X"214

Graduated

a'S

Course Followed

41ilefe pee

001
Enf/454

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

Gradepoint Average

3.0

SAOg

School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

Airergye.

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others______ 1 2 3 4

0

-Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1 2 3

05

1

203 4 5

Interest in Environment..

1

2045

Leadership

1

23

Participation in Group Activities

1

23

Participation in Athletics

1

230

Interest in Opposite

12

Overt Expression of Host'

1

23

SubmissiveAggressive

1 203 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic .__._____

1

234

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

Overall School Adjustment_

1

Appearance

______.

5

5
5

0

2305
234
234
234

5

45

2045

DependentIndependent

1230 5
12305

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

Mental Health

123

DepressedCheerful .____

2045
5

STAFF COMNitINTS
He could be described as a boy who was one of the best athletes in the school.

He was co-operative and was the kind of boy you would like to have in class and as
a member of an athletic team. He once was injured rather severely but did not let
anyone know about it.
In high school he was a very quiet boy. He was pleasant and had a nice smile
people liked himit was always pleasant to talk to him. He always seemed to have
had the "right answers." He was a boy Who never caused any trouble in school, and
often gave the impression of thoughtfully thinking things through before talking.
You never worried about him. He did as you would expect. Stayed cheerful almost
all the time.
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CASE 245.
Graduated

r

/'-S

aIVIeetil

Course Followed

Gradepoint Averrge 2 S.
I
,

Best Subjects

1

Poorest Subject,

Group Intelligence Test Score

/07

School Attendance

0 041
Y

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Other _ 1

23

05

Conformity to Rules and Regulations___

1

2305

Interest in Environment_____.

1

2 304 5

Participation in Group Aci;vities

1

230

5

Interest in Opposite Sex________

1 210 4

5

Appearance .

1

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2305
2045
204 5
2305

ApatheticEnergetic

1

23

Manifest Anxiety

1

204

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1 ID 3 4 5

DependentIndependent ______ 1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

CarelessPerfectionistic _...._.___ 1

Overall School Adjustment..

1

2005
2305

05
5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

CautiousImpulsive _ ...

1

DepressedCheerful

1

2305
2305
2305
2305
2305

Mental Health _____________ 1 2 ® 4

5

STAFF COMMENTS :
This boy during his high school career possessed lots of fire. He was energetic and
enthusiastic. Sometimes it got away from him. He was described by some as always
"belly-aching" more than usual. He had somewhat of a "growly" disposition toward

life, but he seldom lost his sense of enthusiasm. He did not participate in athletics
or any other activities.
He must not have liked physical education classes in that he seemed to have a
variety of sprained thumbs, ankles, sore throats, infected toes, and cut fingers that
he claimed made it impossible to participate in physical education classes. An impulsive personalitysometimes acted "off the top of his hat."

1
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APPENDIX c
CASE

X- 2.4

6en ere/

Course Followed

Graduated

Grade point Average 2=1

Best Subjects

Poorest Subject

s

Nahie

anal Cn.71%;s4
School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

4reraf e

RATING SCALE:

230

5

4

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

Appearance ____________ 1 2 Q 4

5

Interest in Environment

Leadership

1 CI 3 4

5

Participation in Group Activities______ 1

2045

Participation in Athletics_

1

34

5

Interest in Opposite Sex___________ 1

2 0, 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

4 5

SubmissiveAggressive ________. 1

345

ApatheticEnergetic

10 3 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety_

1 203 4

5

DepressedCheerful

102 3 4 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2

4 5

DependentIndependent

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2

4

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

Over-all School Adjustment..

1

2 340 5

Mental Health

1

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

2

2

5

1 203 4 5

.....

_

1

2

45

2045
2045
2045

STAFF COMMENTS :
A tall, slender, pimply-faced youth. One who did not seem to have much pep. It
looked as though he were not given a good diet. He did not participate in athletics
or school clubs and made little impression en anyone.
Poor in scholarship, slow-learning, but a hard and willing worker. He possessed
a very reserved personality ; mild-mannered ; participated very little ; seldom, if ever,

took sides on issues. In shorthe had a withdrawn personality. In school he was
never a behavior problem.

V
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CASE 2.7
Graduated

YES

Best Subjec

?

Poorest Subjects

30
Gradepoint Average
Oleare'd
ic / Eivceggs.2, Recho4ica/ .0".741.4 SA
Course Followed

SO cid ..5. uots.___________

Group Intelligence Test Score

IrS'

School Attendance

0004/

RATING SCALE:

2340

Appearance

1

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1

2305
2305
2045
2045

Overt Expression of Hostility.

1

203 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

1

2 340 5

CautiousImpulsive

10 3 4 5

2045
2045
2305
2305

DepressedCheerful

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

ApatheticEnergetic

.._____

Manifest Anxiety

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

Over-all School Adjustment..

1

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

Interest in Opposite Sex

1 240 4 5

Interest in Environment

1

Participation in Group Activities_ _ 1

DependentIndependent

CarelessPerfectionistic
Mental Health

2305
23

05

2C) 4 5

12305
12305

05
12305

1

23

STAFF COMMENTS :
My first reaction is that of remembering this boy and the impression he made on
the teachers. We think of him as being a clean-cut, respectful type of "all American
boy." He was likeable. He never gave anyone any trouble. He was not boisterous,

yet had lots of energy. A hard worker and possessed a good attitude about school
and life. This boy showed interest in painting and art. Not a good academic student
but did outstanding work in agriculture and shop courses.

i
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CASE X" ?it
Graduated

Yes

Best Subjects

GenerS

Course Follower!

2,,

S

23

0

Gradepoint Average

"S;e4/ ekCislik4

Poorest Subjects

Hordi kg"

Group Intelligence Test Score

/of

School Attendance

hitergye.

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

2 3 05
2 3 05

Appearance

1

Leadership

1 203 4 5

Participatioa in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

Apathetic Energetic.

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

CompNiningtioncomplaining

1

Irresponsible--Deoendable

1

2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045

Overall School Adjustment

1

23

05

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

5

Participation in Group Activities

1 20 4 5
1 20 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex_____

1

SubmissiveAggressive

1 20 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

103 4 5

DepressedCheerful

1

2305

DependentIndependent

1

2

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

Mental Health

1

Interest in Environment

2 I0 4 5

045

2045
2045

STAFF COMMENTS :

When he came here, he was on the blubbery side, lots of baby fat. He was the
quiet type, pleasant, and did not do much. After a year he went out for football. He
made the team as a lineman. When he got on the football team, he slimmed down,
grew tall, and became a good-looking boy. He played football with a lot of zip.
Otherwise he was pretty quiet around school. The kids liked him and he was usually
a cheerful person. Most of the time he had a friendly look about him.
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CASE

27

Graduated

AS

Best Sublee

Courso Followed

c/

atm, Rvp

cof,o

Gradepoint Average

2 S.

am/ fiesic

Social Sfuoltas anof AosZie era& s
64reri
School Attendance
Group Intelligence Test Score

Poorest Subjects

RATING SCALE:

Appearance

1

20 4 5
2 3 05

Leadership

1

2 3O 4 5

Participation in Athletics

1®345

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2®45

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

1

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2045
2045

IrresponsibleDependable

1 CO 3 4 5

Overall School Adjustment_

1

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

STAFF COMMENTS :

23

45

05

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1
Interest in Environment.

2305
3

1

45

Participation in Group Activities 1 2O3 4 5
Interest in Opposite Sex______
SubmissiveAggressive

DependentIndependent

1

2 045

10 3 4 5
10 3 4 5
1

2 C) 4 5

1O2 3 4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

2

45

Mental Health

1

2

45

This boy was quite timid mid some teachers may describe him 53 very quiet. He
was rather withdrawn. Some of this probably was the "slow burn" that he carried
about school work. He did not have a very good attitude about school work and,
with the exception of music and mathematics, he was not very successful in school.
He dressed sharply and was very good in band. In fact, he became the student leader
of our band in the last year. Despite his rather poor attitude about everything except
music course and the school band, he was never a disciplinary problem.
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APPENDIX C
CASE

X-3°

Graduated
Best Subject

' /470

Course Followed_
X0
illech on ;co ..dr

Poorest Subjects

4/

Group Intelligence Test Score

Gradepoint Average

24'

/.0

err

ft,

School Attendance

firer 7r.

RATING SCALE:

204

5

1034

5

34

5

Interest in Opposite Sex________

10 3 4

5

Degree to Which Liked by Others._

1

2 04

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

Appearance

1

204

5

Interest in Environment

Leadership

102 3

Participation in Athletics

1

4 5

3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities_ 1

1

204

5

SubmissiveAggressive

12

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2 O3 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

1 2 (..) 4

5

Manifest Anxiety

1

2 (3) 4

5

DepressedCheerful

1

2 04

5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2 I0 4

5

DependentIndependent

204

5

Irresponsible Dependable

1

20 4

5

Careless Pertectionistic

1

2 0 1,

5

Overall School Adjustment

1

34

5

Mental

1 204

5

'3rt Expression of Hostility

4 5

STAFF COMMENTS:
The best way to describe him, when I think about him, is that lie is the hardest
boy to remember I have ever known. :le seemed to be one of those that never make
any impression on you. Sitting here looking at his picture, one recalls a rather quiet
boy who gave no trouble and made some fairly good grades in shop work. Yet the
shop teacher can hardly remember him either.
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CASE

31

Graduated

Course Followed

WID

Best Subjects

Poorest Subject'

ask

Co 1/7 e

IMP

Gradepoint Average x'4--

go

load
.

it)04/s

Group Intelligence Test Score

97

Aliergr

School Attendance

Iii.TING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others......._..... 1

2 3® 5

Appearance ____________ 1 2 3
leadership_.._.._._..._..__

05

1 2 3® 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1
1

Interest in Environment.

20 4

5

2305

Participation in Group Activities _ 1 2 3

05

Interest in Opposite Sex............................ 1

23®4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility _ 1 2 0 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive _ ................ 1

204 5

2 304 5

CautiousImpulsive ______ 1

20 4 5

Participation in Athletics _ 1

2 3 05

ApatheticEnergetic ..

1

Manifest Anxiety

1 2© 4

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2045

05
2 30 5

IrresponsibleDependable ...___ 1 2 3
Overall School Adjustment....

STAFF COMMENTS :

1

5

DepressedCheerful ...._............_... 1 2 3

05

CarelessPerfectionistic

1 Q3 4 5
12305

Mental Health

1 2 30

DependentIndependent ......

.

........_

5

He displayed a lot of spirit that for the most part was directed toward specific
goals. He was an accomplished musician as judged by high school standards. In
addition to his outstanding ability in music, he played basketball. He grew up to be
quite a tall boy and made the varsity basketball team. In general, he was active and
interested in student affairs.

APPENDIX C

CASE

X3

Graduated
4

Aro

Best Subleck_

6.909/10/

Course Followed

101

*
Gradepoint Average1=,

_end? //s4

Poorest Subjects

54of

Group Intelligence Test Score

School Attendance

AO"'

RAMO SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others._ 10 3 4

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1 20 4 5

1 204

5

Interest in Environment._ 1 03 4 5

234

5

Participation in Group Activities

5

Interest in Opposite Sex_______

Appearance
Leadership

02 3 4

Participation in Athletics
Overt Expression of Hostility

103

ApatheticEnergetic

103 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety..

1204

5

DepressedCheerful

1 230 4

5

DependentIndependent

IrresponsibleDependable

1 03 4

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

Over-all School Adjustment_

1Q34

5

Mental Health

ComplainingNoncomplaining

___

4. 5

02345
_ 10345

SubmissiveAggressive

______

1

.

_

2J 3 4 5

10345
12045

13 4 5
10 3 4 5
_10 3 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
This boy gave the impression of being very, very quiet. He had
record but otherwise was never a great problem here in school. He a poor attendance
had a combination
of very little ant tion and not much energy, and probably possessed
a low IQ. After
testing him,
put him in our special training class where he had one teacher
for
the major part of the day. He was older than high school students for his
age,
and
had he not dropped out during the tenth year, he would
years old if be had ever graduated. For the most part, hohave been twenty or more
lessness in school. He seemed to be here in body but seldomexhibited a passive restin spirit or mind.
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CASE

-35

Graduated

Yes

Best Subjects.
Poorest Subjects

Qeneywi
olvco4,4 erne/

Course Followed

Gradepoint Average

2.d

aff5 ;CO/
53 c;ei .`eides

Group Intelligence Test Score

/0 2--

School Attendance

/9_

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others.............. 1

204

04
120 4
Leadership
Participation in Athletics............._ 1 0 3 4
Overt Expression of Hostility......._ 1 2 0 4

Appearance ._ ...... .......---__ 1 2

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations........ 1

5

Interest in Environment...........____

5

Participation in Group Activities............. 1

03 4

1

5

2045

5

0345
Interest in Opposite Sex............ ..... ......._ 1 2 3 0 5

5

SubmissiveAggressive ............... ..... ....... 1

2045

1 03 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic .._............_ _ 1

03 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

1

204

5

DepressedCheerful .

ComplainingNoncomplaining __

1

2 04

5

Dependentindependent

5

Careless Perfectionistic

1

2045

5

Mental Health

1

2 C) 4 5

IrresponsibleDependable .....
Overall School Adjustment...

STAFF COMMENTS :

10 3 4
20 4
1

.

1
.

2 3 CI 5

1 03 4 5

This boy was very likeable. He was somewhat fat and had a rather nice, friendly
smile and quiet eyes. Although his attendance was pretty much on the irregular side,
he never really disliked school. We were glad to see him stay and graduate.
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X-34
As
Graduated

CASE

Best Subjects

Gradepoint Average

Course Followed

.1
Z-4/1s4

Poorest Subjects

io74en741lks,nell

Cier/Ys,

Group Intelligence Test Score

9?

School Attendance

Slop

A 0 1'

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others_............ 1

230

5

05
2 3 05
23

Conformity to Rules and Regulations.... ....

103 4

Interest in Environment.____._____ ...

10 3 4 5

Appearance

1

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

110 3 4

5

Interest in Opposite Sex... ........

2 04

5

SubmissiveAggressive

ApatheticEnergetic ._

1 C13 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety.

1 204

5

DepressedCheerful __

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1 03 4

5

DependentIndependent

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

5

Mental Health

Overt Expression of Hostility _ 1

103 4
Over-all Schou; Adjustment__ 0 2 3 4
IrresponsibleDependable

Participation in Group Activities__ .... _ ...1
...

5

204 5

10 3 4 5
1

2 305

1 20 4 5

-- ...1203 4 5
103 4 5
.0 2 3 4 5
103 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
who often came to my room
Whenever I think of this boy, I remember him as one
complained
a
great
deal.
Most of the time he comto complain about something. He
school

to quit
plained in a pleasant way. Often said that he was waiting for the day desire
to quit
his
complaints
were
related
to
his
at the first opportunity. Most of
I
don't
think
he
held
back
anything.
school. He never seemed to hold grudges and
about things in general.
He was a great one to talk and complain
His school attendance-was poor with considerable tardiness. Always he had "excuses" for his tardiness. Such things as headaches, no alarm clock, had to return
and
home to bring books he had forgotten, got mixed up on class period schedule,class.
stuck locker doors were advanced as why he was late in arrival to school or
He had more on the ball than he showed but seldom applied himself to the situation.
Sometimes he claimed people picked on him. In an over-all sense, he didn't adjust
to the school environment.
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CASE 36.
Graduated
Best

Yes

Course Followed

/15/4Wthiree

64.

Gradeoint Average

2. 6

anti "frt.

Subjects_*ealibee

Poorest Subjects_____6y_lero/

.0C/twee.

...

School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

Abeetafe...

RATING SCALE:

_

Degree to Which Liked by Others_ 1

2 3 05

Conformity 0 Rules and Regulations_....

1 2 3 05

Interest in Environment.

1 2014 5

Participation in Group Activities

1230

Interest in Opposite Sex.......

1 2 C) 4 5

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2045
2305
2305
2305

ApatheticEnergetic .

1

2 30

Manifest Anxiety

1

Appearance

1

IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School AdjustmenL

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2 30

5

Cautiousimpulsive

1

2045

2 3 05

DepressedCheerful

1

230

DependentIndependent __

1

Ca relessPe rfectionistic

1

2305
2045

Mental Health

1

2 30

05
1 2 3 05
2 3()

Complaining--Noncomplaining _ 1

1

5

23

5

5
5

5

STAFF COMMENTS :

My first reaction to this boy was that he was a more-than-average regular boy.

He was not a very good student academically but he was an above-average person.
He was very interested in athletics and participated in foe tball and baseball. In
addition, he held Positions on his school publications and served on the student
council. One year he was vice president of his class. In the school annual along
with the graduate's picture and name, each graduate selected a quotation that he
felt rex -esentative of him. The quotation that appeared under this boy's picture and
name Was, "Never let school interfere with your education."
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APPENDIX C
CASE

X.-3

Graduated
Best Subjects

Poorest Subje

)..S
6A

Course Followed

47
ctsAZ,,

Group Intalligence Test Score

a //eye /9/e/rs

0/ gaggi.,/

_a- Oh/

Gradeoint

Stsic/k..s__________
e'ailfeliy

School Attendance

72"

Average?4--

OPP

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Li`..ed by Othars_
Appearance

Leadership

Participation in Athletics
Overt expression of Hostility

1

2 04 5

5
03 4 5
02 3 4 5
2 305

1 2 04

Interest in Environment.

1

Participation in Group Activities

1

Manifest Anxiety

12045
12045

ComplainingNoncomplaining

12

IrresponsibleDependable

1 20 4 5

Overall School Adjustment_

12

ApatheticEnergetic

Conformity to Rules awl' Regulations__ 1 2

305
305

Interest in Opposite Sex_______

SubmissiveAggressive

CautiousImpulsive

DepressedCheerful __

04 5

1 03 4 5
10 3 4 5

103 4 5
1 20 4 5
1

20 4 5

1 2 305

DependentIndependent _ 1

2 3 05

305

CarelessPerfectionistic

12

Mental Health

1 204 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

a brief
In this school it was the custom for each graduating senior to select school's
below
his
name
and
picture
in
the
quotation that was to appear directly
annual. This boy chose the quotation: "All that we see or sewn is but a dream
within a dream." (Edgar Allan Poe)
He was a fairly average sort of youngster, but he may have been considered a

little-below-average sort of fellow by the students. He possessed a withdrawn personalitynot markedly so but usually evident. To a limited degree, he participated
in the activities of the school's drama club and served one year as reporter on the
school paper. He had almost zero interest in athletics.
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CASE 37
Graduated

X'S

Course Follower'

Best Subjects

ICU! / Shy>

Poorest Subject

E

Group Intelligence Test Score

61/7 Rep

Gradeoint Average

-i-S..

Salo/ Stvcaos /ilc7lemo/' /cs
/0
School Attendance

(

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others._

103 4 5

Appearance

1

Leadership

103 4 5

Participation in Group Activities._

Participation in Athletics_

1 03 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex____

Overt Expression of Hostility

103 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

2 3 05

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

Interest in Environment

2045

10 3 4 5
10 3 4 5
. 1

2045

1 204 5

DepressedCheerful

1 2() 4 5
10 3 4 5

2 04 5

DependentIndependent

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1 204 5

CarelessPerfectionistic

1 203 4 5

Over-all School Adjustment_

10 3 4 5

Mental Health

1 20 4 &

Manifest Anxia,

1 03 4 .5
1 2 3 4

ComplainingNoncompfaining

1

ApatheticEnergetic

0

CautiousImpulsive

23

05

STAFF COMMENTS :

He was not interested in reading, but scored high in reading comprehension.
In general, he was a pleasant, quiet, well-mannered, likeable boy and a straight
thinker who liked to work out his own problems. His parents insisted on his going
to college, but he didn't want to. His instructors felt he had good ability in constructing thingsinterested in building bridges, dams, and railroads.
When we think of this boy, we remember him as a quiet, shy boy. In fact, when
you spoke to him you always had the impression he was about ready to cry. He
was married in his senior year. Both he and his wife graduated.
The girl he married came from a very wealthy and prominent family. When you
think of this, it always seems strange that these two people married. The girl was
the "part,' type of girl while he was a very serious boy. In fact, "quiet," "serious,"
and "neat" are three key words in describing him.
Although his records show that he did not make very good grades (in fact, they
were quite poor), he was nevertheless quite interested in intellectual affairs. Other
than going out for the boxing team, he participated in no extracurricular activities.
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o

k 309

Graduated

>1'5

Best Subjects

"sic.? /

Pcorest Subjects

a /Aye /4,7,

Course Followed

Gradepoint Average_24--

"of/e.<7x1,1

/,.P, /)9

Group Intelligence Test Score

ff

School Attendance

Good

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

23

Appearance

1

05

45

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

2

2Q45

Interest in Environment.

1

204 5

1

2305

Participation in Group Activities

1

2305

1

23

5

Interest in Opposite

1

20 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility..

1

2 04

5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

23

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2

1

2

Manifest Anxiety..

1

234

DepressedCheerful

1

23

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

20 4

5

DependentIndependent

1

2

45

IrresponsibleDependable

1

204

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

2

45

Over-all School Adjustment..

1

23

5

Mental Health .

1

20 4 5

Leadership

Participation in Athletics

_

4 5

CautiousImpulsive

....

5

45
5

STAFF COMMENTS :

In his first year of high school, he was childish and immature in his social relationship with classmates. Later he improved in his ability to get along with others.
He was usually neat and cheerful. However, he sometimes displayed a lack of self
control, reliability, and proper respect for the rights of others. Although his work
habits were reasonably good, he was not careful with school supplies and materials.
His major weakness was his inability to accept almost any kind of responsibility.
He continued to enjoy childish pranks throughout his high school years and never
seemed to acquire any definite aims or goals in life. Neither a leader nor a good
follower.

He planned to go to college. Yet at best he would have to be considered as being
slightly below average in academic ability. Seldom did he produce work unless
placed under pressure. His plans for college were also vague and poorly defined.
Your strongest over-all impression of him was that he was a cheerful, ordinary
sort of boy who tended to be an extrovert. He was the energetic type. Swimming
and water polo were his main interests and he was outstanding in each. At times
this sport. In his senior
he displayed an interest in boxing and would participate
year, lie served as a member of the student welfare council. If he had ever learned
to overcome his immaturity and turned his work in on time, he would have enjoyed
a more successful high school career.
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CASE .37

Best

KS

awencr/

Grade point Average

8P

subiects_aff Ree.conlee/ leo.venf

Graduated

Poorest Subjects

Course Followed

/64

Group Intelligence Test Score

/7

School Attendance

Goo I

RATING SCALE:
Conformity to Rules and Regulations.___ 1

2 3 05

1

203 4 5

Degree to Which Liked by Others

1

Appearance

1

2 3 05
2 30 5

Leadership

1

2 (.") 4 5

Participation in Athletics

1 203 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

2045

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2045

SubmissiveAggressive

1

203 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic .

1

2 3 05

CautiousImpulsive

1

23

Manifest Anxiety

1

2 (9 4 5

DepressedCheerful

1

2

ComplainingHoncomplaining

1

2 wig) 4 5

DependentIndependent

1

2 04 5

IrresponsibleDependat le

1 230 4 5

Overall School Idiustment

1

2

45

Interest

Environment..

Participation in Group Activities______ 1

Careless

2

Perfectionistic

Mental Health

23

1

5

05
45

45

2Q45

STAFF COMMENTS;
Our impression of him is that he was sort of a "funny kid." He possessed a good
sense of humor. He maintained this sense of humor despite the fact that he seemed

to try beyond his real ability. At times this was frustrating to him and he would
become slightly moody. All in all, I would consider him a nice fellow throughout
his years of attendance at this high school. He expressed an interest in design
making and hoped to be a teacher of cabinet making.
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CASE

X''

Graduated

Ye

Qen epee/

Course Follower!

011

Best Subjects

Poorest Subje

3c:ewe..

4014

School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

110e/70e...

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__
Appearance

103 4 5
1

23

05

Conformity to Rules and Regulations____

1 2 3105

Interest in Environment

123

402 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities______ w1

Leadership

Participation in Athletics

02345

Wrest in Opposite Sex

1 2 3 ®5

SubmissiveAggressive

Overt Expression of Hostility

2. 4

Gradeoint Average

ApatheticEnergetic

1

204 5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

1

2 04 5

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingNoncompldining

1 2 04

5

DependentIndependent

Irresponsible--Deper !able

10345

CarelessPerfectionistic

Over-all School Adjustment

1() 3 4 5

Mental Health

05

03 4 5

02345
1C)3 4 5
1 ®3 4 5

1 2 04 5
1 2 04

5

103 4 5
204 5
1

STAFF COMMENTS
work, but actually always
We remember him as a boy who was smart in school
with
one or two other boys ;
seemed to be a little on the odd side. He went around I guess you would describe
otherwise, he had little participation with other students.
to any high school office. He
him as a sort of person who would never get elected social studies and English
studied hard and presented good logical arguments in

walking around to and from
We remember him yet as a boy who was always
good
boy actually ; but sitting here
classes carrying a huge load of books. He was a
work
used to fluctuate so much.
looking at his picture, you wonder why his school
turned in a poor piece of work. On
At times it seemed that he almost deliberately
being a newsthe possibilities ofairplane
occasion he indicated an interest in aviation and
models.
his
hobby
of
making
paper reporter. Considerable time was spent in forces insignia.
He also pursued a hobby of collecting armed
classes.
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CASE g
Graduated

/Yes

Best Subjects

79049/

Course Followed

;CO/ (Of/ c*Ai

an 0,

Grade-point

S4,4

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

/07

Average_?"" 5.

School Attendance

a)0 al

RATING SCALE:

05

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

23

Appearance

1

2

Leadership

1 20 4 5

Participation in Athletics:

1

ID 4 5

2340

2045
1 2 0 4 5
Interest in Environment.
Participation in Group Activities__ 1 2 3 4(5)
Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

Interest in Opposite Sex____ 1 2 0

45

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2 3 10 5

CautiousImpulsive

12305
12045

Manifest Anxiety

1

2 305

DepressedCheerful

1

2 30 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

DependentIndependent _

1

2 305

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2045
2045

CarelessPerfectionistic

12045

Overall School Adjustment.

1

230

Mental Health

1 2 30 5

Overt Expression of Hostility 1 2 (9 4 5

5

SubmissiveAggressive

STAFF COMMENTS :
This boy gave you the impression of being a very superior boy. Your first impres-

sion in thinking about hhn is that he is a person beyond reproach. He will undoubtedly succeed in work he has undertaken. It is with genuine regret to us that
he left our school before getting his diploma.

L........____
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K" 42NO
Graduated
CASE

Best Subjects

..74op___

Poorest Subjects

6erierS

Course Followed

/

5/52;/

Group Intelligence Test Score

GraJo.point Average

/7

4-106C0/4/;4

Sr

School Attendance

Awe

RATING SCALE:
1

204

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_

103 45

Degree to Which Liked by Others.

102 3 4

5

Interest in Environment

120 3 4 5

Appearance

1034
234

5

Participation in Group Activities_ 102 3

Overt Expression of Hostility 1 2 6) 4

5

Interest in Opposite Sex-- 1 203 4 5
102 3 4 5
SubmissiveAggressive

ApatheticEnergetic .

1 230 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

102 3 4

5

DepressedCheerful

102 3 4 5

Manifest Anxiety

4

5

DependentIndependent

1 2 04 5

1 203 4

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

102 3 4 5

IrresponsibleDependable

102 3 4

5

Mental Health

102 3 4 5

Overall School Adjustment

Leadership

Participation in Athletics

ComplainingNoncomplaining _ 1 2 ®

STAFF COMMENTS :

5

1

45

2 045

He was described as the type of boy that did nut seem to make much of an impression. However. he is remembered as one who seemed to be going downhillpoor
in conduct and poor in achievement. He seemed to be spineless except when he was
battling for something he really believed in. He disliked school intensely. His mother
often came to school because of his scrapes. The boy tried to avoid anything that
had to do with teachers. Often gave the impression that he possessed a temper. For
the most part, he was a moody personality and resented anything that interfered
with his wishes or desires.
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CASE

443

Graduated

)4"5

aosme.CS

Course Followed

Gradepoint Averace

2.S

j4VOC*4.40
?ASa

Best Su:tiects

e

Poorest Subje

Group Intelligence Test Score

.% de/ StieZetS

Ts

School Attendance

Getteeir
r

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which liked by Others_______ 1

2 3 $05

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1
Interest in Environment.

1 2 30

2 04 5

Participation in Group Activities

1

234

2340

Interest in Oppose Sex:*

1

2 04 5

Appearance ..._,............._

1 2 04

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

i 2 wel)4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

ApatheticEnergetic

1 2 3 05

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety.

1

2 04 5
1 20 4 5
1 20 4 5

DependentIndependent

ComplainingNoncomplaining
Irresponsible

Dependable

Overall School Adjustment_.

20 4 5

12

5

305

5

0

1 204 5

1 2 04 5
DepressedCheerful ._._ _ 1 2 04 5
CarelessPerfectionistic
Mental Health

_02 3 4 5
1 204 5
1

2 3 05

STAFF' COMMENTS :

In a first-impression recall, this boy is remembered as a nice friendly little boy.
Consistent in his work and attitude. A i&-sant person with whom to work and to
have in school. He was exceptionally interested in athletics. His main sport was
swimming. In his school work he was not very dependable in completing assigned
work.

'4
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APPENDIX C

CASE

X''44
it

Bast Subjects

Poorest Subjects__

.54'547 My',
P from
rime

Course Followed

Graduated

614.510

Group Intelligence Test Score

Gradepoint Average_j-17--

0/07640 APOikeSe

foe)

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

03 4 5
103 4 5

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

Appearance

Interest in Environment

2 C.)

45

103 45

0 3 45
2 04 5

ApatheticEnergetic

1 03 4
1 03 4
1 2 04
1 03 4

Manifest Anxiety

1

2

4 5

1 26 4 5
DepressedCheerful _ 2 04 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2

4

5

DependentIndependent ___

IrresponsibleDependable

103

4

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

103 45

Over-all School Adjustment_

1 O3

4

5

Mental Health

1

Leadership

Participation in Athletics
Overt Expression of Hostility

5

Participation in Group Activities______ 1

5

Interest in Opposite Sex_______

1

5

SubmissiveAggressive

1 ©3 4 5

5

CautiousImpulsive

1

_ 1 03

45

2 (34

5

STAFF COMMENTS :

In school, he was lazy and undependable. For the most part, he acted as though
he wasn't "here." He left the impression of someone who did nothing, and who
never did any school work. 14.e never came to ask anybody anything. His counselor
placed him in a class of predelinquents. In the class of semiroughnecks he seldom
gave any trouble. For the most part, he sat there and did as little as possible. He
was sloppy in appearance and walked around with a deadpan expression. He did
not have many friends.
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CASE

46-

Graduated

Y.e.S

Best Subjects

aikie

Course Followed

Grade-point Average

24"

//:e", C4

Poorest Subjects

Science

g1 adeimo75C.7

awe

School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

.4,0;of

"iee,e7fe..

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others._____ 1

03 4

5

Coibray to Rules and Regulations__ 1 OZ

Appearance

1

2 04

5

Interest in Environment

Leadership

1 CO 3 4

5

Participation in Group Activities_____ 1

20 4 5

1

34

5

Interest in Opposite Sex_________ 1

2 36

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

34

5

SubmissiveAggressive

ApatheticEnergetic ___________

1 2 (9 4

5

CautiousImpulsive __________ 1 2

Manifest Anxiety

10 3 4

5

DepressedCheerful

1

345

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1034

5

DependentIndependent -______ .._ 1

345

IrresponsibleDependable

1

34

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

Over-all School Adjustment

1

34

5

Mental halth

Participation in Athletics

_______

345

_ ____ 1 204 5

1

.

...

1

5

2 3 05

305

23

05

10345

STAFF CG1INIENTS
A very good musician, not the best student in the world, and by no means did he

seem to work up to his ability. He could have done much better if he wanted to.
At times he seemed quite a dreamer, and some might say he wqs somewhat withdrawn in that he did not seem to get out and mix with groups of people:
He participated in quite a number of school activities except athletics. Not as
dependable or co-operative as we would have liked, but he was never a disciplinary
case. Some times he irritated his fellow students. On occasion they became angry
with him because of his rather unpleasant personality. Some of the kids probably
felt that he was a "pop-off."
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CASE

X" 44

Graduated

NO

Best Subjects

*
Course Followed

47ff/)CP/'4/

1. 2

Grade-point Average

Aldleo;47/:?!..?

Poorest Subjects

ROO XiVeep;i17,

Group Intelligence Test Score

Ale7iem*A-s

/07

School Attendance

for

RATING SCALE:
Dzgree to Which Liked by Others..............

103 4

Appearance ______ 1 2 0 4
10 3 4
Leadership
Participation in Athletics _ I 0 3 4
1 03 4
Overt Expression of Hostility
ApatheticEnergetic .........

1

204

Regulations.......0 2 3 4

5

Interest in Environment..........______

1034

5

5

Participation in Group Activities

103 4

5

5

Interest in Opposite Sex

1 03 4

5

5

Submissive -- Aggressive __.....

204

5

5

CautiousImpulsive ..._................. 1 2

04

5

5

DepressedCheerful

1204

5

5

DependentIndependent

2 04

5

1034

5

103 4

5

5

r-onformity to Rules and

5

ComplainingNoncomplaining .....

1034
1 2 0 4

IrresponsibleDependable ..

1 203 4

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

01 2 3 4

5

Mental Health ._....._................

Manifest Anxiety._ ..... ..........

Over-all School Adjustment

1

1

....

STAFF COMMENTS :

junior high school but
A person who seemed to have made fairly good grades in
grade
on.
In
fact,
he
went
an
extra year and still
miserable ones from the tenth
understand how a
graduate.
It
is
still
difficult
to
could not pass enough courses to
after
his poor high
boy like him could score so high on a G.E.D. test four years
on the
school record. He got his high school diploma as a result of his test score
G.E.D.
dependability. His
In school he displayed very little initiative, leadership, andadjustment to group
conduct was only fair and for the most part he made a poor
situations.

*,-
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CASE

147

GraduatecL_2_____. Course Followed

Co/ iri*

E4c44.*
Rsigess coo/

Gradepoint

Average_4

But Subjects___,Sieil
Poorest Subjects

Group intelligence Test Scar,

/OS

h's

School Attendance

00 I"
r

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1 2

04 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

2Q4

5

Appearance

1 2 3 C)5

Interest in Environment.

1

204

5

Leadership

1 03 4 5

Participation in Group Activities______ 1

2 04

5

Participation In Athletics

12305

Interest in Opposite Sex____

1

2 (4

5

Overt Expression of Hostility.

1 2 CO 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2 3 05

Apathetic--Energetic _

1 230 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

1

2045

Manifest Arociety

12305

DepressedCheerful

1

2 3 05

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

23

05

DependentIndependent

1

20 4

5

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2 3 05

CarelessPerfectionistic

I

2C) 4

5

Over-all School Adjustment

1

230

Mental Health

1

204

5

5

STAFF COMNENTS :
A boy who often cut school, although he did show some interest in participation
in tennis.

't

!
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CASE

X

-4
eke /;:o

st subjects
Est
Poorest Subfects.

a gle 19 ei 0

Course Followed

Graduated

Gradopoint Average

000/ S 4. is

fZ._t_ALSt-7#!, 1 //20706-.A"PS

Group Intelligence Test Score

91

School Attendance

010/

-,

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

2

04 5

Appearance

1 2 04 5

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1 2 04

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

ApatheticEnergetic

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

204 5
204 5

1

Complaining Noncomplaining

.

IrresponsibleDependable

1

Overall School Adjustment

1

03 4 5
23

5

40

2 ®4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations._ 1

Interest in Environment.

10 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities

1

Interest in Opposite Sex________

SubmissiveAggressive

CautiousImpulsive

2045

103 4 5
02345
10345
45

DepressedCheerful

1

2

20345

DependentIndependent

1

2 (0 4 5

2305
2305

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

2 304 5

Mental Health

fb 2 3 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS:
as you
A boy who participated in no extra school activities. He did not do as well
his
stay
of
In
would expect from scores made on aptitude an d achievement tests. stepfather
sugproblem
in
achool.
However,
his
three years. he was not a serious
gested that gie was concerned about the boy's 'mental health and wanted theofschool's
help in getting the boy to attend a clinic. Shortly after this he dropped out school.

a

1
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CASE 44?
Graduated_.-.__! 4____
Best Slbjects

Q0/2 L0,4_9/

Course Followed

Grade point Average

2. a

P4s)col
S *. e$

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

School Attendance

6041
r

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others

1

2

3 05

Appearance

1

2

45

Leadership

1

2

3 ®5

Participation in

1

2 3 4 0 Interest in Opposite Sex___

Overt Expression of Hostility

I 23

5

Interest in Environment

1

2305
2305

Participation in Group Activities ......

1

2

Conformity to Rules and regulations__. 1

3

4

SubmissiveAggressive __________ 1

2 04 5
2& 4 5
23

1

1

234

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety.

1

20 4 5

DepressedCheerful .....

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2 34®'5

DependentIndependent

.._ 1

2 3® 5
2 3® 5

IrresponsibleDependable

1

23

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

........ _ 1

204 5

Over-all School Adjustment_

1

23

5

Mental Health

ApatheticEnergetic

. _________

.....

1

5

2 3 05

STAFF COMMENTS :
'rids was a boy who never gave us any trouble. His IQ was quite low. He workEd

hard and did lots better than one would generally expect that he would from the
scores he made on intelligence tests. He had a lot of drive. I always felt that he was
a boy who knew that in order to get by in life, he would have to work harder than
the average. In athletics he participated only in intramural sports.
He was quite interested in agriculture and was active in agricultural clubs. In
fact, he because one of our most active students in agriculture and won outstanding
..e..vards in the field. From an over-all viewpoint, one would classify him as a cheerhard-working boy who Pot.sessed confidence in himself.
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APPENDIX C

)(..5°
62.2e/v/
No
Course Followed
Graduated
Afe .St;eVfe___VPA
Best Subjects

CASE

/.S

Poorest Subject

Group Intelligence Test Score

a

Serie

Gradepoint Average

'

Jelebnce,

School Attendance_

.642

0 41(

RATING SCALE;
Degree to Which Liked by

1

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

1® 3 4 5

Appearance ...

1

5

Interest in Environment

10 3 4 5

5

Participation in Group Activities______ 1

02 3 4

5

Interest in Opposite Sex___

2

45

345

.

Leadership

Participation in Athletics__

2 04
2 04
1 03 4

___.

1

345

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

204

5

SubmissiveAggressive __--__. 1 Q

Apathetic--Energetic

1 03 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

1034

5

DepressedCheerful ...... ________

1

345

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2 (..) 4

5

DependentIndependent __________. 1

2Q45

5

parelessPerfectionistic __________ 1

2045

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment...

STAFF COMMENTS :

1034
1034

5

_________

1245

Mental Hcalth _________________ 1 2

45

A failing student who dropped out. He showed up and registered in the fall term
of his senior year but went to school for only a week or so. He was a short, heavyset boy, and had several allergies and an occasional ear infection. He seemed to be
always moving in or out of school. He would transfer to a school out of town, then
hack, then into a parochial school, then back to us.
Actually he was not a had boy and he was never a problem either. He had a few
unexceptional tardier and cuts, but seemed to have good intentions. He seemed to
be fairly well adjusted with both girls and boys. He was just one of those boys who
found himself unable to compete successfully in school with brighter boys. His IQ
was not very high and he just could not "cut the mustard" in school work. Neither
did he participate in any of the school activities such as clubs and athletics.
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HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WHO BECAME SCHIZOPHRENIC

CASE
Graduated

YeS

Best Subjec

Poorest Subjects

Course Followed

Gil/Pe Prep

,c kg/ 414/C41441,2,

Gradeoint Average

2..3

45:40

Xreifg ZW/gefe. 64#:a

Group Intelligence Test Score____Yd1.7.

Qaeci

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others.______ 1

2 04

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

204 5

Appearanc'j

1

204

5

Interest in Environment

1

2 04 5

Leadership

1

230 4

5

Participation in Group Activities

1

2045

Participation in Athletics

10 3 4

5

Interest in Opposite Sex-_______

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

204

5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2 3 05
20 4 5

1

2 C14

5

CautiousImpulsive

1

214 5

Manifest Anxiety..

1

204

5

Depresser Cheerful

1

2305

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

203 4

5

DependentIndependent

_____ 20 4 5

IrresponsibleDependable

1

204

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

Overall School Adjustment_

1

214

5

Mental Health

ApatheticEnergetic

.._______

_

_______ _

1

1

20 4 5
2 3 05

STAFF COMMENTS:
A tall, gangling sort of boy without much drive. He walked around with a sloppy
stance. Although he did not possess a great deal of academic ability, he insisted on
taking a college preparatory course. His grades weren't very good. Some of us felt
that he was in "over his head." In addition to a heavy academic load, he worked
long hours on an after-school job. It didn't leave him much time to study. His bett
grades were earned in Spanish classes.

t
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APPENDIX C
CASE

X 52

Graduated

NO

Course Followed

6wertvi

Best Subjects--L_,
Poorest

Subjects...6

a le ag

4,

Gradepoint Average

School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

7ii.s

Science Ail'
74/etafe..

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked
Appearance
Leadership

Participation in Athletics

10 3 4 5

2

04

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_

12

04

5

Interest in Environment. 103 4 5

5

Participation in Group Activities__

10 3 4 5

5

Interest in Opposite Sex__

1 2 04

by Others._ 1

103 4
02 3 4

5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1 03 4

5

SubmissiveAggressive

103 4 5

1034

5

CautiousImpulsive

10 3 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety

1 2 10 4

5

DepressedCheerful

5

DependentIndependent

10345

5

Ca rel essPerfectio nistic

10 3 4 5

5

Mental Health

ComplainingNoncomplaining
IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment..

204
02 3 4
1

103 4

1

1

204 5

204 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

We remember him as a boy with a butch haircut and some front teeth missing.
In class he displaced little interest in school work. Neither did he pazticipate in
extracurricular activities. He was a nice boy but difficult to teach. He just never
seemed to do his work. He felt he was far below average in academic ability and
"horse play." He
put forth little effort. For the most part, he e,gaged in harmless
problems.
Most of the
who
caused
serious
disciplinary
was not the type of person
on
teachers felt that he was lazy. Prior to his enrollment in this school, he was
serious
another
county.
He
never
got
into
probation with the juvenile authorities in
trouble here.

i
i
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CASE

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WHO BECAME SCHIZOPHRENIC

.53

Graduated

)/e3

Gradeoint Average

Course Followed

Best Subject

A

Poorest Subjects

"AIX -5:c;/

s;cof ealoc4/;,,,

Grr'p Intelligence Test Score

ft>

.SX

0.0/

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1 230 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations 1 20 4 5

Appearance

1 230 4 5

Interest in Environment_____._____ 120 3 4 5

Leadership

10 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities_____ 1 20 4 5

Participation in Athletics...

1

Interest in Opposite Sex___._____ 102 3 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2045
2 () 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic

10 3 4 5

Manifest Anxiety.

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

Irresponsible Dependable

1 203 4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic

10345
1 2 0 4 5

Over-all School Adjustment_

10345

Mental Health

1 20 4 5

2045
2045

SubmissinAggressive
CautiousImpulsive
DepressedCheerful

__ _...

DependentIndtpendent

1

345

10 3 4 5
1 03 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

My first reaction to this boy was that I would describe him as a very retiring
sort of personality. He was quiet, colorless, and nice. His mathematics teacher
described him as the type of boy who was tied to apron strings, and we wonder on
whose apron strings he is tied now. He had transferred into the high school at the
beginning of his tenth year. In no way could this boy be described as a forward,
pushing type. He participated to a limited degree in basketball and activities such
as glee clubs, choir, and operettas.
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CASE

X' SO.

Graduated

Grade-point

Average_ia.

00;16

Best Subjectsiee
Poorest Subjects

6e4IVO/

Course Followed

).111.5

/0Y.Pinf

4/t-47.494;c0/ Pre741/.4.7

,

//0

Group Intelligence Test Score

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

_

4

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

IC) 3

2 04

5

Interest in Environment

1

1034

5

Participation in Group

Degree to Which Liked tly Others _ 1 2
Appearance _
Leadership

1

23

4

5

05

Activities______O 2 3 4

5

1034

5

Participation in Athletics__ _ 1

3

4

5

Interest in Opposite Sex______

Overt Expression of Hostility_

1

03

4

5

SubmissiveAggressive ___ 1

2 3 05

ApatheticEnergetic _______

1

03 4

5

CautiousImpulsive ___. _ 1

204 5

Manifest Anxiety

1

234

5

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingNoncomplaioing

1

2

4

5

DependentIndependent _

IrresponsibleDependable

1

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

Over-all School Adjustment_

1

5

Mental Health

03 4
204

_____

1

2Q4

5

._ 103 4 5
_ 1 03 4 5
1 20 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

He was a nice enough boy, but in the over-all sense a poor student. His academic
ability should have enabled him to do much better than his records indicate. At best
he was only reasonably co-operative. He seemed like the kind of boy who went
around feeling as though "he knew the score." Whenever we think of him, his overall characteristics were those of a typical fraternity "rah rah" boy or a "slick"
traveling salesman.
In physical appearance, the boy was clean and neat-looking, chubby and roly-poly.
Wherever he is now, he is undoubtedly trying to sell someone something. He served
on a few of the school's social activity committees and performed very successfully
in a school operetta.

)
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CASE

Si

Graduated
Best Subjects

Grade oint

Course Followed

>C1'..S

c.C;e9) CC

Poorest Subjects

ct5/0007

Group loelligenco Test Score_

is4

/2$

School Attendance

good

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others____ 1

234

C(Aformity T,, ho$:., and Regulations_._ 1

23

1

23

40

Appearance

1

204 5

Interest in Environment.

Leadership

1

2305

Participation in Group Activities.____ 1 2

Participation in Athletics

1

2 3 05

Interest in Opposite Sex_______ 1 2

4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility__ 1

2305

SubmissiveAggreseve

1

2

4 5

ApatheticEnergetic ____

1

23

5

CautiousImpulsive ____

1

2 OA 5

Manifest Anxiety

1

23®5

DepressedCheerful _____

1 20 4

ComplainingNoncomplaining _____

1

204 5

DependentIndependent ___

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

234

CarelessPerfectionistic _____

1

________.

1

Over-all School Adjustment__ 1 2 3 4

0

Mental Health

2

5

30

5

5

4 5

2 04 5
2 3 05

STAFF COMMENTS :
He was a "pretty good worker." In fact, he is remembered best as a dependable,
industrious, and intelligent youth. His personality was not forceful or striking. The
other students liked him, and he usually displayed a pleasant and friendly attitude
toward others. He participated in athletics, with an emphasis on football and .track.
On occasion, he held a minor office in class and student body organizations.
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CASE
Graduated

A4,

Best Subjects

69/470 ACIP

Course Followed

Graclepoint Average_14.

Wo s

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test

Scorero

School Attendance

oor

I

RATING SCALE:

05

Degree to Which Liked by Others__

1

23

Appearance

1

2104 5

Leadership

1

03 4 5

Participation in Athletics

1

345

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2 04 5

ApatheticEnergetic .

1

345

Manifeit Anxiety

1

2 04 6

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2

04 5

DependentIndependent _

IrresponsibleDependable _ 1 0

345

CarelessPerfectionistic
Mental Health

Overall School Adjustment_

STAFF COMMENTS :

1 10 3 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

1034

10 3 4
Participation In Group Activities.____ 10 3 4
Interest in Environment.

5
5
5

Interest in Opposite Sex_______

12

SubmissiveAggressive

1 20 4

5

204

5

CautiousImpulsive

1

DepressedCheerful ______ 1 0

4 5

34

5

1 2® 4

5

1

2 04

5

1

34

5

seemed to want this,
This boy was one who was not very stable. Some days he
good talker and he used
else.
He
could
be
described
as
a
other days it was something
little noticed by
the type of person who was
this to his advantage. Some felt he was
assignments
of his
did routine
others. He was not a good student but occasionally
and was the
He
tended
to
be
unresponsive
own accord and with reasonable success.
lead. When he first entered school, he was
type of person who let others take the co-operative,
displayed a good but sometimes
interested in art. At times he was very
eleventh-grade
level,
he
seemed
to "blow up"after that
critical mind. At about the
his
general
behavior around the
he was a poor student in both the classroom and in

school.
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4,
AO

Graduated

Gradepoint Average

Course Followed

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

4-4/4.5 Se7c;O/ StrA.s

Group Intelligence Test Score

/ 240

a

MOZIe 074P7il.e S

Op

School Attendance

1 AS"

ROI.

RATING SCALE;
Degree to Which Liked by Others._ .....

2345
2305

Appearance .

1

Leadership

1 00 3 4 5

Cniormity to Rules end Regulations

Interest in Environment..

02345
02345
234

Participation in Group Activities

5

2345

Interee. 'n Opposite Sex

1

2®45

Overt Expression of Hostility_...

10 3 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

23

Energetic

1 (2) 3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

1

2305

2305
1 2Q 4 5

DepressedCheerful

Participation in

Apathetic

Manifest Anxiety

ComplainingNoneomplaining

1

DependentIndependent

IrresponsibleDependable

23

4

5

CarelessPerfectionistic ...........

Over-all School Adjustment

0234

5

Mental Health

5

1 C) 3 4 5

2340
10 3 4 5
10 3 4 5
1

STAFF COMMENTS:
We remember him well. He was the nastiest student we ever had here. He was the
No. 1 "heel" in the whole history of our school. The final straw came when the students, after years of saving their money, purchased a "victory bell" to be rung at
football games. This boy stole it the first night and sold it to our chief rivals. As far
as we are concerned, he was a very poorly adapted child. He was always getting
into fights and tried to lie and cheat his way through school. We do not remember
him ever participating in any extra school activities that were approved by the
school. Actually, he could be described as a lone wolf.
From time to time he was a truant problem in addition to his complete disregard
for school rules rnd customs. The school board and the administrative staff finally
were forced to suspend him from school for the general welfare of the school and ;ts
students.

1

i
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X-Se

Graduated. Course Followed

Cafe

Gradeoint Average

2' 3

t

Best Subjects

I
,

poorest Subjects

1

Group Intelligence Test Score

/1/

School Attendance

00 I

,

RATING SCALE.
Degree to Which Liked by Others_______ 1 2

04

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

2045

1

2 04 5

_..._... 1

(2) 3 4 5

Appearance ._

1

2045

Interest in Environment_____________

Leadership .

1

204 5

Participation in Group Activities

10 3 4 5

Participation in Athletics___________

10 3 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex_______ _

Overt Expression of Hostility__

120 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive .... _____.___ 1

2 (:) 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic .... _ 1 2 04

5

CautiousImpulsive ______ _ 1

20 4 5

2 04

5

DepressedCheerful ______. .._ ..... _... 1

2045

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

____ 1 204 5
2 3 05
IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment__ 1 20 4 5
ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

STAFF COMMENTS :

DependentIndependent

_________

I 2 (..) 4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic ._ .......... ____ 1
Mental Health

1

2045
2045

accident on the school
If this boy had not been involved in a minor automobile
the accident
difficult
to
remember
him.
Fortunately
grounds, it would have been very
co-operative
man,
was a minor one. He ran his car over a post. His father, a very
came to school and made the necessary insurance settlement.
stand out in anything.
The boy was always in the middle group. He just didn't interest,
and that was
extracurricular
activities.
His
only
He participated in no
One
thing that is
quite mild, was in music and art. He was just a quiet, steady boy. in jail.
He would
he
is
now,
he
is
undoubtedly
not
probably for sure is that wherever
into
trouble.
be the type that would never get

I
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gY

Graduated
Best

KaS

Course Followed

Coi7efe

9

Gradepoint Average

Subjects__47434, c151c,..7/ .5-74044.0Si ,c11?71 Zo40apee.

Poorest Subjects

Group Intelligence Test Score

/44r

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others._ 1

2 04

Appearance

1

2

Leadership

102 3 4 5

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety.

5

45

2 3 05
2 04 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

10 3 4 5

Interest in Environment
Participation in Group Activities

20 4 5

___

1

2(9... ^

Interest in Opposite Sex________ 1 2

5

, 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

5

1 203 4 5

CautimsImpulsive

1

2 01 t;

1

2045

DepressedCheerful

1

2414 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2 04 5

DependentIndependent

1

2 315

IrresponsibleDependable

1

23Q5

CarelessPerfectionistic ________.

1

2 3 OS

Over-all School Adjustment_

1

2

Mental Health_

1

204 5

045

STAFF COMMENTS :
A hard-working boy. This included hard work at school. A good but not necessarily brilliant student. Some of his teaching staff would consider him as being on
the self-centered side of life. However, his citizenship was always satisfactory.
He was bothered with a slight speech difficulty which gave him concern in certain
classes.

He was interested in athletics and was on the varsity basketball squad for two
years. Although he did not become a star player, he played with it and played
some. He was also remembered as being a boy who was very interested in YMCA
work. During his last three years in high school, he was quite active in it.
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6;We AT/

Course Followed

Gra duc '1c1

Gradepoint Average

/ %S

Best Subjects

Poorest Subject(

6-4/A SA . c.5; c;d1r/ tS;1014.4",14

Group Intelligence Test Score

97

School Attendant

RATING SCALE:

Degree to Which Liked by Others _ 1 2 3
Appearance
Leadership

05

1230

5
10 3 4 5

10345
Overt Expression of Hostility _ 1 2 3 0 5

Participation in Athletics

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1
Interest in Environment.

2 310 5

1 20 4 5

Participation in Group Activities__ 1 2

045

SubmisstieAggressive

10 3 4 5
1 20 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex

ApatheticEnergetic

1 20 4 5

Cautious--Impulsive

1 2 01.

Manifest Anxiety

10345

DepressedCheerful

1

2 C) 4 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2®45

Dependent -- Independent

1

2 ID 4 5

IrresponsibleDependable

1 210 4 5

Ca relessPerfectionistic

1

2045

Overall School Adjustment_

1

2 10 4 5

Mental Health

12

5

04 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

He was always tardy. Otherwise he was a helpful,, co-operative, and quiet boy.
Except for the fact that he could never get any place on time during his whole high
school career, he did not cause much trouble ; in fact, he could almost be described
as friendly, willing, o-operative, and dependable if it were not for the tardiness.
He was a very weak student. He made poor grades, and we remember him as a
person who always minted to get recognition. He sought it very hard. Regardless of

his very poor record here in school, be was always making excuses for not working.
In other words, his poor school record was "never his fault." He always made excuses that he had not tried or worked on a particular project. Always he had some
excuse as to why he was unable to work at it, and it was never his fault. In fact,
one could describe h..1 as a person who had visions of grandeur in that he never
seemed to understand the difference between his actual achievement record and what
he dreamed of doing were a long way apart. He had good health, and there seemed
to be no reason as to why he was unable or unwilling to DIA out some effort to get
the things that he wanted.
He had a younger sister whom he thought was about the nicest thing in the world.

She was a very active and beautiful girl and he was extremely proud of her. In

fact, he seemed to be quite close to her and was always telling people here in school
how very wonderful she was.
At school assemblies and rallies, he liked to assist in operating the public address
system.
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6

Graduated
Best Subjeci

Yes
41

07

26
ec-: Arti.00.4

Co//

Course Followe

Gradeoint Average

4es

Poorest SubP.scts--Group Intelligence Test Score

l2- 2-

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which liked by Others_ 1

234

Appearance

1

230

Leadership

1

2 (.1)

Participation in Athletics

1

2

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

04 5
2 3(5

ApatheticEnergetic

1

23

Manifest Anxiety

Conformity to Rules azxl Regulations_ 1

5

45

Interest in Environment

1

23Q5
23

5

Participation in Group Activities_ 1 2 &3 4

2 04 5

Interest in Opposite Sex__

1

submissiveAggressive

12

05

CautiousImpulsive

12

1

2 3 05

Der.essedCheerful

1

Complaining Noncomplaining _

1

2305

DependentIndependent

12

1

2340

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

23

5

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment

1

234

Mental Hu.11th

1

23

05

0

4 5
.1

23
.3

0

5
5

5

STAFF COMMENTS :
as the
A very dependable boy. He was extremely well liked and could be described
like. High

type of student and boy that you wished most of the other boys were
school would be a mighty pleasant place if we had more like him.
During his high school career, he worked for his fother in a family business. He
probably would have been more active here in extra school activities if he was not
busy working after school.

He was a healthy, energetic boy and the kind of intelligent boy you wish would
fill all of your classes. He was well liked by the studenth a,;4 faculty.

t.
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Graduated

A°

/'

Course

3

Gradepoint Average

Best Sublects_

ificci,___=Socior

Poorest Subjec

Group Intelligence Test Score

9S

10 4
0-6/'

School Attendance

Alo

P.ATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

234

Appearance

1

23

Leadership

1

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility.

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

10 3 4 5

Interest in Environment.

1

Participation in Group Activities

1 2O4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

2

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2045

CautiousImpulsive

1

2 3

DepressedCheerful

1

2

45

5

DependentIndependent

1

2

305

CarelessPerfeelionistic

1 (4.-.) 3 4 5

Mental Health

I. 2 C)

5

2045
2305

_ 2 3 05
1

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2305

Manifest Anxiety

1

2

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

23

IrresponsibleDependable

1

345

Over-all School Adjustment_

1

(.) 3 4 5

45

2045
305
5

45

STAFF COMMENTS :

This boy was a real extrovert. He was the kind of person you should really lay
out, but there was something so likeable and clear-cut about him that just as you
were about to the end of your patience and decided to exert some drastic punishmer t, you would shrug your shoulders and write it off as misguided energy on the
part of an extrovert. He was a poor student ; but then he never really tried, so we
do not know if he would have done all right anyway.
He was not one of the world's smartest people in the academic world, but then
he could have done better than he did. He was just too flighty to get any place on
time, and he did some cutting from school.
Shop would have been his best subject if ,he could have gone to enough classes
and he would not have gotten as good grades as he should have because he did not
finish a project. His work was usually quite good but he almost never finished a
project.

He was on our varsity football team one year and also on our track team one

year, but his participation in athletics was just like his school work in that he never

planned ahead. He would quit the football or track team after a year, then after
his grades would go to pot, would come around and ask and wonder why he was
not allowed to play football again. He would be told that his grades were too poor,

but as we said before, he just never planned ahead on anything.
One day he came in and said he wanted to go into the Army. In a way, we were
glad to see him go, but you know he was the sort that you couldn't help but miss
after he went into the services. There are lots of boys like that who drive you crazy

while you have them but somehow you just can't seem to get steamed up about
them. As I said, we were glad to get him out of our hair but missed him after he
was gone.

The reasons you picked this boy from our class list are still not clear, but one
thing is sureyou picked yourself a real extroverted character.
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)gl$

Belt Subjec

Course Followed

et; is

Poorest Subjects

6ale, NOV

AverageAC1._

Commerce, aPornigAsm

anal 14,Toofe

/1107hemeic.s.

Group Intelligence Test Score

Gradepoint

/04

School Attendance

GOO W

RATING C .ALE:
Degree to Which liked by Others
Appearance

1 2 305
1

234

0

12305
10345
Participation in Athletics
12305
Overt Expression of Hostility
2305
ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety________ 12045
12305
ComplainingHoncomplaining

Leadership

2 3 (:)5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1
Interest in Environment.

2045
2045

1

Participation in Group Activities__ 1
Interest in Opposite Sex_

0345

SubmissiveAggressive

1

CautiousImpulsive

1

2045
2045

DepressedCheerful

1

2 3 05

DependentIndependent

1

123 AO

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

IrresponsibleDependable

2 305
2 30 5

12305

Mental Health

1

Overall School Adjustment

2 3 045

STAFF COMMENTS :

neat, of good
A tall, slim, quiet boy. He was an extremely well-mannered boy, he
made good

appearance. Although he had only approximately average intelligence,
grades. He was a very willing worker and at times he probably went far beyond his
ability. He was a boy who often expressed hope that he would go into newspaper
work, but only after he had spent some time as a full-time religious leader in his
church.

During his high school years, he held a W.) at a book store. His emplo, 'r at the
book store remembered him as one of the best students who had ever worked in his
store. He said the boy's strong points on the job were promptness, adaptability,
and politeness.

He was described by his teachers and counselors as a boy who had a pleasant
manner in speaking. He was extremely alert, almost birdlike. Yet desPite the extreme alertness and responsiveness, he was friendly and smiled easily.: One of his
most persistent characteristics was always to answer as briefly and quickly as possible. He seldom spoke unless spoken to and was well liked by his fellow students. He
was the type of boy who was an addition to any group he joined.
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X-454.

Graduated

Grade-point Average_L

11001/117/

Course Followed

Af*0
wo

Best Subjects
Poorest Subject%

=5-10p

,

Cr.477eits

.__(LL_____. School Attendance

.0,1

Group Intelligence Test Score

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which liked by Others_

1034

5

Appearance

12

04

5

1C) 3 4

5

034
Interest in Environment____._ 1 0 3 4
034
Participation in Group Activities______ 1

Participation in Athletics

1034

5

Interest in Opposite Sex__.____

Overt Expression of Hostility.

120

5

Submissive

Leadership

4

ApatheticEnergetic ________ 1 2 CS 4 5
Manifest Anxiety

1 20

ComplainingNoncomplaining

12®

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustmeni.

45

45
40 2 3 4 5

103 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

Aggressive

CautiousImpulsive
DepressedCheerful
DependentIndependent

CarelessPerfectionistic
Mental Health

10 3 4

5

5
5

5

1

204 5
2045

1

2 04 5

1

10345

1 03 4 5
1 2 04

5

STAFF COMMENTS:
during his ninth grade he had
This boy had very low academic ability. In fact, In
that class he made two A
been placed in a class for the mentally retarded.
a senior high
grades, two C's, and one B grade. The following year he enteredlargely
F's and
in
a
"slow"
section,
his
grades
were
school. Although he was put
physical
education
and
music.
D's with two exceptions,
occurred in the classHis citizenship was unsatisfactory. Most of his misconduct
room and not on the school grounds or in the hallways.
that he enter a
After attending senior high school one year, his parents requestedhis record at the
returned
after
a
seven-month
stay
;
private school. From there he
high school, with the
private school was not one of success. Upon re-entering senior
F's.
At the end of the
exception of one class in music, his grades were D's and
year, he requested permission to join the Marines.
He is remembered as a boy with very little ability and, other than some misconduct in class, was not particularly outstanding in any way.
II
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Graduated

Y.

Best Subjec

Course Followed

cSOCA7/

aweie ?per

Grade.p3;nt Average

2. 4

.5"ittlenvS

Aiodeox77,1-s
/03
Group Intelligence Test Score
Poorest Subjects

tr.;
School Attendance

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others
Appearance

Leadership

Participation in Athletics
O. Id Expression of Hostility

ApatheticEnergetic .
Manifest Anxiety
ComplainingNoncomplaining

IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School AdjustmenL

1

2 04 5

1 204 5
204 5
1

10 3 4 5
1 2 04 5
1 2 3 05

12045
1 2 0 4 5
12045
1

2

045

20 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations___ 1

Interest in Environment..

1

2

Participation in Group Activities_ 1

045

23Q45

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

20 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2

CautiousImpulsive
DepressedCheerful
DependentIndependent

CarelessPerfectionistic
Mental Health

1
1

45

2 305
204 5

10 3 4 5
1

2045

1

204 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
tzt-tite erratic at times.
A small, pleasant boy. During his high school career he was made his small size
and slumped around, which

He had extremely poor posture
and, despite
appear smaller. He tried hard. 'Ale took a very heavy academic load
school in three
intelligence,
graduated
from
high
the fact that he had only average
and one-half years.
and although he did
He was the type of boy who set high standards for himself,
each year, he insisted on
in
the
difficult
courses
he
took
not always get good grades
his teachers,
taking an extremely heavy academic load. If properly stimulated by himself. Most
hk) would work harder than ever to achieve the goals he had set for
of his grades were I3's And C's; he seldom got an A in an academie course.
He used to express the desire to go to college and be an engineer. He indicated
particularly that he did not like to read. He was a reasonably good citizen on the
school campus. At times he seemed somewhat immature and never quite ready to
accept responsibility ; but if given sufficient supervision, he was a boy that seldom
gave anyone trouble.
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CASE

Best Sub 'acts

Poorest Sub le

Course Follower;

Genera/

I /164 1C20
cr

S

Group Intelligence Test Score

SO

/0 Z..

Gradeoint Average-14

.5"14t/o/IIs

School Attendanco

Aa0"

RATING SCALES

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 10 3 4 5

Appearance

1 03 4 5
1 2 04 5

Leadership

10345

Participation in Group Activities__ 1 0 3 4 5

Degree to Which Liked by Others

Overt Expression of Hostility

10 3 4 5
1 03 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

Participation in Athletics

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment

2045

2 04 5
2 04 5

10345
2345

0

Interest in Environment

Interest in Opposite Sex

1 20 4 5
1

2

6)4

5

CautiousImpulsive

1 9M4 5
1 2 04 5

DepressedCheerful

103 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

DependentIndependent

CarelessPerfectionistic
Mental Health

10345
1
2345
345

STAFF COMMENTS :
He was well known to the juvenile police and courts in the city of his residence.
He was a large, early-maturing boy. As far back as the sixth grade, he was remembered as a boy who did not try in school, talker in class, at times was quite untidy,
and expressed a desire to quit school.
We remembered him especially because of his record of truancy, cutting classes,

st

I

and usually lying about the reasons why he was absent from school. However, in
the ninth grade, and this grade only, he showed some good qualities. This followed
one of his first formal brushes with the juvenile police. For a period of time, he
attempted to do better in school. There were some reasons at this time to believe
that the boy might develop into a reasonably responsible citizen.
Early in the tenth grade, he again was running afoul of the law. Because of stealing and a combination of obscene talking and creation of disturbances in school, he
was placed in a school run by the juvenile court. At that time the boy claimed that
his trouble was bad companions. He stated if he had an opportunity to know some
good boys, he would not be in the trouble he was in. After attending this juvenile
court school for several months, he was placed on probation and returned to the
senior high school. For a period of time after his return to high school, it was easy
to talk with him and he expressed hope that he would do as he promised. During
this time he was clean, pleasant, and on soma occasions very polite. H also indicated that the subject he liked best was band. He stated that he would like to be a
radio operator.
His father on repeated occasions wrote to the high school staff and said that the
boy had had a serious head injury when he was nine years old. Outside of that, the
father insisted that the boy was just going through "growing pains."

I
!
1
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Best Subjects

PI

Poorest Subjects

6en ets?

Course Followed

geS4v;

Group Intelligence Test Score

2 6".

13e.f.SiOc-s.S

Ecldc

.5)(.4,

Gradeoint Average

Zanitaafe erne/ Nilig. molVes
10 2-

School Attendance

Ao

RATING SCALE:

204

04

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations 1

1 203 4

5

Interest in Environment..

1

Appearance

1 2 04

5

Participation in Group Activities

12

Leadership

Participation in Athletics

1

2 3 05

Interest in Opposite Sex

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2

4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

305
1 2 04 5
204 5

5

CautiousImpulsive

10 3 4 5

5

DepressedCheerful

1

2045

5

DependentIndependent

1

03 4 5

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

1 2 10 4 5

5

Mental Health

1

Degree to Which Liked by Others_ 1 2

IrresponsibleDependable

1 2 04
1 20 4
1 2 04
1 2 04

thier-all School Adjustment

1

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety
ComplainingNoncomplaining

204

5

204 5

1

204 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
This was a boy who liked basketball. His attendance was poor and he was remembered as a person who was suspended occasionally for cutting. He could be described

as a quiet and nice boy. No one held any resentment toward him for his shaky
attendance. He was a boy who, as a student, did not pay much attention to his

school work and carried heavy responsibilities at home. Throughout his high school
career, he did a great deal of the housework and much of the cooking for the family.
At times he would express his feelings to the school staff that he was not too happy
about this situation.
Toward the end of his high school year, he said he would like to go to college and
take a P.E. major so that he could coach basketball. We were afraid he would never
make it even if he could get in. He was a boy with only average ability and never
learned to apply himself iu school.
The boy said that if he could not be a basketball coach. then maybe he would go
back to his earlier plan of being a mechanic.
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Degree to Which Liked by Others_ 1
Appearance
Leadership

Participation in Athletics
Overt Expression of Hostility.

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety

ComplainingNoncomplaining
IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment

034

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

2045

5

10 3 4 5
Participation in Group Activities__ 1 CI 34 5

5

Interest in Opposite Sex

5

SubmissiveAggressive

5

CautiousImpulsive

5

DepressedCheerful

1204 5
1034
1034
1204
1034
1034
1204 5
1034
1034

Interest in Environment.

DependentIndependent

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

5

Mental Health

12045
1 2® 4 5
12045

10 3 4 5
10 3 4 5

___ 1 2 0 4 5
10 3 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
much
He was a thin, quite average sort of boyone who seemed not to have made
and then
went
to
this
school
for
about
a
year
of an impression upon anyone. He
We never quite figured out what it was
was in a hospital for almost another year.told
that he had spent time in a hospital
that was wrong with him. Later we were
When
he
returned
from the hospital to our school, he
for the emotionally disturbed.
training school.
sent
to
our
vocational
went for a semester and then was
high
school,
he
made
an average citizenship
During his stay at the vocational
his fellow students.
who
mingled
very
little
with
record although he was a boy
high
school,
he
spent
a
year
and
a half in apprenDuring his stay at this vocational
training fairly
tice training at a naval shipyard. He stayed with his apprenticeship
well.

course. Prior to compleHis attendance was average but he never completed his compulsory
age limit, no
tion he dropped from school. Since he was then over the
attempt was made to follow him up.
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CASE

6'
XIS

Graduated
Best Subjects

Course Followed

Co/Ayre /37

Gradeoint Average

.2.3

Ackiet/OcciAlOdemotics
el Gosote.ece.

Poorest Subje

School Attendance

Group Intelligence) Test Score / 2" 412

Roe

RATING SCALE:
Conformity to Rules and Regulations_

1 034 5

1 2 305

Interest in Environment

1 2 04 5

Participation in Group Activities__ 1

203 4 5

Participation in Athletics

12045
12045

Interest in Opposite Sex

1

203 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1 2 04 5

SubmissiveAggressive

12045

CautiousImpulsive

12

DepressedCheerful

12045

DependentIndependent

10 3 4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic

1034

Mental Health

12045

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1 2 3
Appearance

Leadership

Apathetic

Energetic.

Manifest Anxiety

05

12045
.1 2© 4 5

IrresponsibleDependable

45
10 3 4 5

Over-all School Adjustment

12045

ComplainingNoncomplaining

120

30 5
1

1

5

1

STAFF' COMMENTS :

A tall and very neat boy. He was extremely popular among the students and was
considered far above average in academic ability. His grades were as erratic as his
desire to make good grades. He could be described as the type of boy who was consistently satisfied just to get by. He was a likeable boy and seldom got angry despite
all the prodding by teachers and counselors to do better.
He took a college prep course, but he acted as though he were not going any place.
On two occasions he was suspended from school for cutting. The boy, if not carefully
supervised, always took advantage of fooling around. He needed lots of watching.
At times he seemed especially interested in social affairs. Sometimes he made good
contributions to social activities and clubs in the school, but always his studies were
secondary to him.
At the time of his graduation from school, he stated that he had decided to give up
the idea of college to enlist in the armed services.

.,
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CASE

glo

Graduated

Ye-C

Best Subjects

Course Followed

A sm./

Poorest Subje

asec.271:0

Sockw/ £f!/1o'/eS. anal /#47Ae erl.g/ec s

%s

Group Intelligence Test Score

C24---YP 0 --11rP--- Gradepoint Average_6-6.--

/0/

School Attendance

Apt

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others _
Appearance

Leadership

Participation in Athletics
Overt Expression of Hostility_.

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2045

20 4 5
02345
1

2345

05
02345
-1 2 3

0

Interest in Environment

Interest in Opposite Sex_______.

SubmissiveAggressive

CautiousImpulsive
DepressedCheerful

IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment_

103 4 5

Mental Health

ComplainingNoncomplaining

5

Q234

5

10 3 4
0234
10 3 4
10 3 4

Participation in Group Activities_

1234
1230 5
10345

Manifest Anxiety

CI 4

Conformity to Rules and Regulations___ 1 2

DependentIndependent
Carel essPerf ectionistic

1034
1 2 0 4

10 3 4
1 2 04

5
5
5

5
5
5

5
5

STAFF COMMENTS :

were thrown
He was a tall, nice-looking boy. He always looked as if his clothes
though untidy.
possible.
in
other
words,
he
was
clean
on with the least trouble
his teachers and
His father would occasionally come to school and talk with grades
and tardicounselors. These conferences were usually about the boy's poor
ness.

At home the boy's father said that they could never get him up in the morning,
slowly
and even when they started him off to school on time, he managed to travel so
arriving
at
school
(late)
he
would
put
on a
that he would often be late. Upon
after
lagging
and
the
stairs
hot
and
out
of
breath
sudden dashing finish and rush up
discussions
with
This
usually
brought
on
lively
fooling around in the school yard.
the teacher, and he was often sent to the attendance office for a tardy slip. This
class.
would enable him to meander around some more before getting settled downinina while
interested
in
was
volley
ballwhich
once
The only activity that he was
activity.
he played before school began. Otherwise he was not a part of any school
berated, or dishow
many
times
he
was
scolded,
He seldom got mad, and no matter
ciplined for his frequent ambling around and tardiness, he would always grin selfconsciously. He seldom showed any hostility.
The students paid no attention to him, except now and then to call him Liberace.
indicated once that
He did not seem to have any close friends in school, although hepleasantly
wandered
all the kids were his close friends. For the most part, he just
around looking like Liberace.
On several occasions, the boy said he wanted to be a draftsman or an architect.
some work.
Maybe he could make it if he would ever learn to buckle down and do
college. In our
continue
his
education
in
a
junior
In his senior year, he decided to
polite,
opinion, he would be a poor risk at higher education. Pleasant, good-looking,
in
school
would
help
lazy.
However,
maybe
a
change
often smiledbut so very, very
consistent
about
him
was
him. He never applied himself here. The only thing really

)
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his almost startling resemblance to Liberace. He tried to act like him. The boy knew

that in appearance and mannerism he could easily, if he were not quite so young,
be mistaken for Liberace. In fact, sometimes we had the impression that he thought
he was Liberace.

CASE

71

Graduated

K.s

Collep_.14e___ Gradeoint Average
Al eXena dics grad' ..Ce0,ce,

Course FollowecL__

Best Sublec

Poorest Subjects

?jfsic,o/

Group Intelligence Test Score.

(a/c/c

/11

3.3

to",
School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

102 3 4 5

Appearance

1 230 4
1 2 04

Leadership

1 203 4

5

Participation in Group Activities______.

10 3 4 5

Participation in Athletics

1034

5

Interest in Opposite Sex__

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

10 3 4

5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2 3® 5
2 30 5

2 305

Degree to Which Liked by Others.______

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__

5

Interest in Environment

1

2 30

5

1

AptheticEnergetic

1

204

5

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety

1

204

5

DepressedCheerful

1

20 4 5

1

2 304 5

1

ComplainingNancomptaining

2305

1 203 4

5

CarelessPerfecticaistic

1

IrresponsibleDependable

2 30 5

1204

5

Mental Health

1

Overall School Adjustment

204 5

Dependent

Independent

_____

1

STAFF COMMENTS :
A very egotistical boy. Despite his egotistical way, he was described as a "de-

lightful character." He was a great guy to designate things in likes and dislikes. It
was either "for the birds" or it wasn't. This attitude was evidenced in his selection
of courses, reactions to teachers, and choice of college. Nevertheless, he was an excellent student. This was true for his general, all-around conduct. Sometimes his grades
suffered in that lie decided a particular course was "for the birds"; then Ile would
display little enthusiasm for it and would be rated low in work habits and citizenship.

One of his outstanding characteristics that was quite consistent was that he had
a most inquiring mind. He seemed to have steadied down during his four-year high
school career, and by the time he w I it; in his senior year lie was not so vehement in
his pronouncement as to whether this or that wasn't "for the birds."

l
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CASE

X.' 7 3

Graduated

go

Gellee40

Course Followed

Grade.point Average

2.3

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

a/7/%454, /Voliemoh.c.s, e!40/ 1A4vf0.111

Group Intelligence Test Score

/

School Attendance

7/4PrOfe

RATING SCALE:

2 CI 4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_

04

5

1

12

Degree to Which Liked by Others__

23

Interest in Environment.

5

1

10 3 4

Appearance

04

5

__.-.01 2 3 4

5

204

5

102 3 4

5

1

34

5

1

34

5

5

Participation in Group Activities_ 1 2

Leadership

10 3 4 5

Participation in Athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1 230 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

ApatheticEnergetic

102 3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

1 O3 4 5

Depressed

3

45

Interest in Opposite Sex_.

Cheerful

Comp la iningNoncompiaining

1

2Q45

DependentIndependent

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2

45

Carel e ssPerfectionistic

Over-all School Adjustment

1®3 45

Mental Health

1

12

4 5

Q234

5

STAFF COMMENTS :
in the eleventh
In school he was a nice, quiet, clean boy. But by the time he was
introvert. In other
felt
that
he
had
become
'a
real
grade, his teachers and counselors
but he would never
words, I guess it could be said that he had a full-blown neurosis,
counselor's office and talked
day
he
came
into
a
school
talk to anyone about it. One
for approximately a two-hour period.
and said that going to school
He said his older brother nagged at him constantly
guts,
he would quit school and
of lifethat if the boy had any

4

was an easy way
in a mental hospital and the boy
make an honest living. He had a sister who was
this insanity was hereditary or conabout
the
possibilities
that
was quite worried
students were treating
tagious. The boy went on an extreme tirade about the wayatthe
the high school discrimiin
this
city
and
the
students
him. He said that the people
this conference, the
nated against people of his ethnic group. Upon termination of
boy
from the guidance
counseling staff took immediate steps to obtain help for this
staff of the central office in the city school system.
father's store during after
The boy, in addition to his school work, worked in his
school, the boy and
school hours. Within six or seven days after this conference at the father nor the
robbed
at
gun
point.
Neither
his father while in the store were
off his rocker and was unable

boy were injured. However, the boy went completely
that night. Within a matter of three or four
to come to school after the episode
private
institution, and he stayed for approximately
weeks, the boy was placed in a
boy was quite bitter that he had
five months. Upon his return to the high school, the
deal. This was a marked
lost a semester of school. He complained about it a great
hospital,
he had complained
change in his attitude in that prior to his stay at thehelp him, and be did not walk
in
hostility
seemed
to
only once. Actually this increase
prior to his hospital treataround carrying an intense internal struggle as he did
ment.
where he made very good
He became rather interested in art and choral work, He seemed to think things
attention
from
the
teacher.
grades and won favorable
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were going a little better. However, he still felt that he should have been permitted
to graduate with his regular class.
He often expressed a worried attitude as to whether he had been cured at the hispital. He was worried that he would get sick again and he would ask questions about
his chances of having to return to the hospital. Then suddenly it appeared that he
felt guilty for having talked so much. He seemed to have resented that members of
the counseling staff had lent him an ear. He no longer would talk freely or voluntarily with staff members with whom he had conferred previously. He went through
periods of deliberately avoiding them.
The boy left school at the end of his twelfth year still lacking necessary units for
graduation.

CASE 73

ge e

Gracluated&4__ Course Follow
Best Subjects_

j". heS4

Poorest Subjects

--.3. 4

c5-Cie4c-ea

g
/2 S

BA2_0(

Group Intelligence Test Score

Grade-point kergage

6706
School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

2305

Degree to Which Liked by Others_ 1

2 340 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

Appearance

1

2305

Interest in Environment_

1

2

leadership

1

Participation in Group Activities

1

2 3 CI 5

Interest in Opposite Sex______

1 2 CI 4 5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

5

CautiousImpulsive

10 3 4 5

30 5

Participation ill, Athletics

2 3 05
1 03 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

ApatheticEnergetic

123

Manifest Anxiety

1

2O4 5

Depressed--Cheerful

1

2305

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2305

DependentIndependent

1

2 304 5

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2305

Ca relessPerfectio nistic

1

2305

Over-all School tdjustmen

1

23

Mental Health

1

230

2 3 CI 5

5

2

45

5

STAFF COMMENTS
A tall, blond, very nice person. There were no problems with him. He was a real

gentleman. He had a little trouble finding himself as a freshman and also early in
his sophomore year. For some reasons, he seemed not to be making the kind of grades
he was capable of achieving. However, midway through his sophomore year he
seemed to have found himself and he finished in a blaze of glory.
We remember him vividly for another reason in that he gave some of the finest
dramatic performances in the history of our school. He had a deep interest in music
and drama and we certainly were sorry to see him finish our school.
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CASE 75.
`E'S

Graduott.d
Best Subject

Course Followed

ager Re,

Gradepoint Average

=.4

Mas____Ar

Poorest Subjects

4674/0471e,

0,41

School Attendance

Group Intelligence Test Score

..----'.

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which liked by Others__ 1

2 04 5

Conformity to Rules and

Appearance

1

2045

Interest in Environment

Leadership

Participation in Athletics

1

RegulaliOns___-1 0 3 4 5

1 20 4

5

1 ID 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities 1 CI 3 4

5

Interest in Opposite Sex____

103

Overt Expression of Hostility

2305
10345

SubmissiveAggressive

1 2 04

Apathetic

1®3 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

1Q 3

4 5

DepressedCheerful

10 3

4

DependentIndependent

1

CarelessPe rfectio nistic

1 213

Mental Health

1

Energetic .

CornplainingNoncomplaining

2045
1® 3 4 5

IrresponsibleDependable

1

Nepali School Adjustment..

1 () 3 4 5

Manifest Anxiety

1

2 CI 4 5

4 5
5

5

2 C..) 4 5
4 5

2 04

5

STAFF COMMENTS:
He was a lazy boy. He had a good mind but frequently refused to use it. For a
person of his age he was too cynical. Although he became a little less so toward the
end of high school, he still maintained that trait to a considerable degree. He was
an average kind of boy and about an average social mixer. It is still too bad that he
did not use his mind and do better in school. He was well liked in school, but otherwise he seldom mate any outstanding contributions.
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X."74
Yes
Gradi;ated

CASE

4

Course Followed

C;;Yee

Gradeoint Average

. 2-

it

Best Subjects

Poorest Subjects

School Attendance.

Group Intelligence Test Score

Oa ad

sl

RATING SCALE:

Manifest Anxiety

1

2

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

2045

12305
12045
Interest In Envirsnment.
Participation in Group Activities-_____. 10345
10345
Interest in Opposito Sex_______
12045
SubmissiveAggressive
10345
CautiousImpulsive
12045
DepressedCheerful
12045
DependantIndependent

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2045

CarelessPerfectionistic

12".945

Overall School Adjustment

10 3 4 5

Mental Health

10345

Degree to Which Liked by Others__

1

2305

Appearance

1

2 04 5

leadership

1

Participation In Athletics

1

2045
2340

Overt Expression of Hostility_ _

1

23

ApatheticEnergetic

10 3 4 5

.

5

45

Conformity to Rui.3 and Regulations_

STAFF COMMENTS :

We remember this boy quite well in that he was a very likeable chap. He had apleasant disposition, but we remember him as being somewhat of a subdued personality. By no stretch of the imagination could he be considered as an easy, outgoing person. He teemed to remain within himself to a large degree.
He was quite active in our athletic program. This is a very small high school
and, of course, it is rather easy for the boys to participate on each of the, teams.
In addition to the regular high school sports program, he had quite a reputation
as an ice skater. He used to put on ice - skating performances. Despite these kinds
of activities, he still remained a quiet, shy boy. He was never the back - clapper type.
He seemed to have little ambition or get-up-and-go. In fact, he seemed to be content
just to let life call its shots. I guess the best way to describe him is to say that he
was so shy, particularly around girls, that one could almost say that he was almost
a delicately shy boy. Some people would consider him or describe him as being some-

what on the effeminate side.
One characteristic of his that does seem to stick out through these past years was
that despite his athletic participation, he seemed to develop a stiff and jerky posture.
This was particularly noticeable in his senior year. He developed an almost irritating
habit of walking around in a stiff, herky-jerky fashion. Sometimes be would stand
almost rigid and stare at a group of girls. His extreme shyness of girls continued
throughout his school years. Sometimes at the school dances be would stand around
like a wooden Indian and stare at a particular girl. Once in a while, he would move
close to her and seem to stare in a manner that made you wonder if h was really
seeing anything. Then quite abruptly be would dart across the floor and ask a girl
to dance. But again we wan to point out that he was always a gentleman. He
caused no trouble and that was why he was allowed to come to the school activities.
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*S

Graduated

Course Followed

Gewenvi

Gradepoint Average 2.

2"

Brit Subjects
Poorest Subjects

=S-C;44ce

No/Me/Mee S, 540, /2)1p140/ 67/0C4ege/

Group Intelligence Test

Score,211-4

School Attendance

ateci

t

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others ______ 1 2

305

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1 2

305

123

Appearance

1 20 4 5

Leadership

1

2

Participation in Athletics

1

2 04 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

12305

Apathetic le rgetic

12

45

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

12

45

DepressedCheerful

10345
10345
12305
12305

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1 203 4 5

DependentIndependent

1

IrresponsibleDependable

12305

CarelessPerfectionistic

Over-all School Adjustment_

1

23

45

5

Interest in Environment.

Participation in Group Activities______ 1

Interest in Opposite Sex__
SubmissiveAggressive

Mental Health

5

20 4 5

2 3 05
1 20 4 5
2 30 5
1

STAFF COMMENTS :
He was a big, happy-go-lucky guy. A real generous, extroverted type of character.
He was quite religious and spent much of his spare time attending church activities.

In addition to his church activities, he possessed a rather deep interest in music.
Despite his large size, his ability as a football player was quite limited. For the
most part, he was used as a "kicker." He liked to have people like him, but in no
way could he be described as being the Beau Brummel type. Occasionally he would
say that he wished he would have the chance to .go to college. He was not given
much encouragement ab-ut it because of his academic record made during his high
school years.
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CASE

)(4/

Best Subjec

2 2.

Graclepoini Averogez

Course Followed.

GraduatedYeS

PA ico/

eixf
ealles

Poorest Subiects
Group Intelligence Test Score.

//O

c

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by

Others______123C)5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations___12045

Appearance

123C)5

Interest in Environment

Leadership

10345

Participation in Group Activities

Participation in Athletics

12(045

Interest in Opposite Sex__

Overt Expression of Hostility

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety

ComplainingNoncomplaining

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment

12045
12305
10345
12045
12045
12045

SubmissiveAggressive

CautiousImpulsivo
DepressedCheerful
DependentIndependent
Careless--Perfectionistic
Mental Health

10345
.12305
10345
12045
12045
12305
12045
12045
12045

STAFF COMMENTS :

maintained some interest
This boy had a limited field of interests. Although he other than that. He was
football,
he
showed
little
interest
in athletics, especially
apprehensive about his general welfare.
a boy who was tense, nervous, and at times
energy. He felt that if the
His coach always said that the boy had lots of nervous
have
been
an outstanding football
much
tension,
he
would
boy had not possessed so
player.
He could be described
He showed little evidence of leadership in his school career.
spells, he had
Despite
his
occasional
moody
as being a follower and not a leader. The students liked him, and for a period
more cheeyful days than depressed days.

of one year he served as vice president of his class.
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CASE 767

'5

Graduated

Course Followed

Y6.

allefe Prep

Gradeoint Average

g

0

+

Best Subjects

Poorest Subject

Group Intelligence Test Score

PApice/ Oreteb:$0, c:5Cience, AidliemoTi'cls
.96.

School Attendance

avi

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others.__ 1

2( 4 5

2045
1 230 4 5

Interest in Environment.

10345
10345

Interest in Opposite Sex______. _ 1

1

Appearance
Leadership

Participation in Athletics

2305
1 2 0 4 5
10345

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

Participation in Group Activities

2 04 5
2045
2045
2045
2305

SubmissiveAggressive

1

2 3 CI 5

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety.

1 230 4 5

DepressedCheerful

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

DependentIndependent

1

IrresponsibleDependable

1

CarelessPerfectionistic ______.

102 3 4 5

Overall School Adjustment_

1

Mental Health

1

Overt Expression of Hostility
Apathetic

Energetic.

1

2045
2045
2p45

2045

STAFF COMMENTS :

A real pleasant "sad sack." His father came to school quite frequently because
he was concerned about the boy's grades. The boy took a very difficult course in the
academic program. The boy's ambition was to return to Canada, the country of his
birth. He wanted to enlist in the Canadian Navy and then, upon his discharge, to go
to normal school in Canada. He could be described as the type of person who always
knew what he wanted to do. Despite the fact that he had big plans for himself, he
actually studied very little in after-school hours. He always was remembered as a
boy who felt intensely loyal to Canada. On many occasions, he expressed resentment
toward the United States. He said that he would go to Canada the minute he graduated from high school and that he planned "never to come back." Throughout high

school, the boy maintained a high.energy output. In no way was he ever a disciplinary case or trouble to his teachers.
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CASE X

'fa

Graduated

Ye.

Best Subjects

0

Poorest Subjects

s

Course Followed

6t4e,0/

Gradeoint Average X. S.

drts two/ Cea/Y-s
,. ,
&rah, .53e1e / .1/1/64.5., /91/sied edica4;,,x Se,,,,,,ce

Group Intelligence Test Score

13

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

203 4

5

Degree to Which Liked by Others__

102 3 4 5

Appearance

1

2 (3) 4

5

Interest in Environment

10 3

4

Leadership

102 3 4

5

Participation in Group Activities

103

4 5

0234

5

Interest in Opposite Sex___

1

204

5

SubmissiveAggressive

4

5

CautiousImpulsive

103
103

5

DepressedCheerful

103

4 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining _ 1 230 4

5

DependentIndependent

IrresponsibleDependable

10 3 4

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

Overall School Adjustment

110 3 4

5

Mental Health

Participation in Athletics_
Overt Expression of Hostility

ApatheticEnergetic
Manifest Anxiety

1

10 3 4
10 3 4

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 1

204

_____ 10 3
______ 102 3
1® 3

4

5

5
5
5

4 5
5

4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

..

In school this boy was an inactive, lazily indifferent, and irresponsible person.
He possessed poor study habits and seldom or hardly ever expressed any interest
in activities relating to school. On his good days, at the very best he could be
described as only semisteady and semireliable. Despite the negative impression he
gave, he could be described as being a boy who was definitely on the quiet side.
Throughout most of his four years in high school he maintained an interest in art.
In fact, he seemed to have talked often of going to art school. We never gave him
much encouragement because he was always so unreliable.
Some members of our faculty remembered him as expressing, at one time in his
school career, a keen interest in outdoor life. In their questioning of him as to why
he was interested in this, he stated that it would give him a chance to be alone.
Although his grades in art and craft courses were fairly good, he was a very erratic
student in all other subjects.
For the most part, he was a boy who was unwilling to talk much about anything.
He made a little effort to get passing grades only, and that was all. He possessed
a very low goal in life. He seemed to be just a "drifter" and apparently spent a lot
of time daydreaming.
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Graduated

Yes

Best Subjects__

SA0,

Poorest Subje

Gradeioint Average

Course Followed

Ch

Group Intelligence Test Score

of

g.
4

/

4:54p
School Attendance

Como" e r 4 Ar/

Afergr

RATING SCALE:

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1 204 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations__ 10 3 4 5

Appearance

1

Interest in Environment__

Leadership

102 3 4 5

Participation in Group Activities

Participation in Athletics

10 3 4 5

Interest in Opposite Sex__

10345
1 2 0 4 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

SubmissiveAggressive

10 3 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic .

103 4 5

CautiousImpulsive

1 204 5

DepressedCheerful

1

DependentIndependent

1

Manifest Anxiety.

ComplainingNoncomplaining
IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment_

2045

2 3 C) 5

10 3 4 5
1 20 4 5
2045
1 2G 4 5
1

Careless Pertectionistic
Mental Health

10 3 4 5

2045
2045

1 20 4 5
1 20 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

A very quiet, none, gressive boy, extremely kind and good natured. He was a

dreamer. He seemed
times to give the impression that he was capable of doing
reasonably good school work ; but, for the most part, he did not. He had to be

pressed constantly to get much work out of him. He had very poor eyesight and
was almost totally blind in one eye. He would seldom wear his glasses and then
only at home. When his teachers askfll him about his glasses, he generally stated
that they were broken or had been left at home. In addition to his poor eyesight,
he possessed a hearing loss. This improved after a tonsil and adenoid operation.
Throughout his high school career he remained, in physical appearance, a small,
immature boy.
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Gewend

Gra depoint Average

Best Subjects

Poorest Subic

Group Intelligence Test Score

Sac

or.

/0/

kgl6-004101/.60, cs54,
School Attendance

R142

r

I
RATING. SCALE:

2C) 4 5

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1 2 6..) 4

5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

04

5

Interest in Environment.

1 (..) 3 4 5

a 23 4

5

Participation in Group Activities______

10 345

Participation in Athletics

1 03 4

5

Interest in Opposite Sex________

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

04

5

SubmissiveAggressive

5

CautiousImpulsive

5

DepressedCheerful

13 3 4 5

5

DependentIndependent

10345

5

CarelessPerfectionistic

12045

5

Mental Health

Appearance

Leadership

12

2

Manifest Anxiety

1034
1034

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1 2 04

ApatheticEnergetic

IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all Scuool Adjustment

1204
1034

13 3 4 5
10 3 4 5
1

2045

02345

STAFF COMMENTS :

'This boy could be described as being a most pleasant boy, although at times
displayed a very depressed, moody side of his life. He was extremely quiet and
wanted very much to graduate from high school despite a poor academic record.
He attended summer session one year to make up grade deficiencies.
Towlrd the end of his school career, he did occasionally say that he wanted to be
a delivery truck driver. He said he would like this because it would give him a
chance to visit with people while loading or unloading the truck. In the tenth grade,
he had a very depressed attitude in his general outlook on life. After a while, he
seemed to get better. For example, in his eleventh year, he was a nice, sincere boy
who on some occasions displayed an "insight" into his problem. On some occasions,
he was almost on the aggressive side. The boy often said that he realized he would
have to finish high school in order to get a job.

Despite his improvement in the eleventh year, he had another "flareup." By spring
of his eleventh-grade year, he was very depressed and ready to quit school. The boy
felt that he was inferior in school. He claimed the whole school setup made him
feel bad and made him feel stupid. Nevertheless he continued in school. He participated in no extracurricular activities and had a below-average attendance record.
By the "skin of his teeth" he was able to graduate.
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Graduated

Yes

"" ii

Course Followed

Best Subject

/ 2. 0

Group intelligence Test Score

Degree to Which Liked by Others

Mai

iGtdyg.

Poorest Subjects

RATING SCALE:

Co / /7e Rep

_

1

Appearance

1

Leadership

1

Participation in athletics

1

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

ApatheticEnergetic .

2305
2045
2305
2305

2045
1 2® 4 5

07

tic s

Gradepoint Average 2.
..5"-i

f

Aesk.

104f e'er

School Attendance

AfVerafe

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1
Interest in Environment.

1

Participation in Group Activities_ 1

2 3® 5
2 3® 5
2 3® 5
2 3® 5
2045
2045

Interest in Opposite Scx

1

SubmissiveAggressive

1

CautiousImpulsive

1

DepressedCheerful

1 203 4 5

DependentIndependent

1

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1 2Q4 5
1 2 04 5

IrresponsibleDependable

1

2045

CarelessPerfectionistic

1 204 5

Overall School Adjustment_

1

2 36 5

Mental Health

1

Manifest Anxiety

2045

2 3 05

STAFF COMMENTS :

He was one of the great baseball and basketball stars of his class. He was a
college prep student and his grades placed him in the top one-third of his class.
He was a boy who was easy to work with. Sometimes his attendance was not as
desirable as it could have been. However, in most instances, his absence was due
to colds and upset stomach. Occasionally he was tardy to his first period class
when there seemed to be no reason for it. He lived quite close to school and he
would just not start in time to make it.
Despite his high IQ, he really never, produced in the classroom as he might have.
He was a person who made good in the easy courses, but never came through when
the chips were down in the difficult courses.
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Per_ Gradepoint Average a- 2-

=52.41/2Ce/ nfe3rn 1777e.
ce*}/62/e0r.:5,
sublecti/

Graduated

Poorest Subjects___
Group Intelligence Test Score

/40

ot /

School Attendancet

RATING SCALE:

Regulations_ 1 2 3 0

Degree to Which liked by Others... ___

10345

Conformity to Rules and

1 2 04

Interest in Environment

Appearance

5

10345

Participation in Group Activities

Participation in Athletics

103 4

Interest in Opposite Sex______

Overt Expression of Hostility

1 203 4 5

Leadership

ApatheticEnergetic

1

5

345

SubmissiveAggressive

CautiousImpulsive

Manifest Anxiety

10345

DepressedCheerful

ComplainingHoncomplaining

1 2 04 5

DependentIndependent

1 2 004 5

Ca re lessPerfectionistic

IrresponsibleDependable
Overall School Adjustment

12

45

Mental Health

5

12045
1 2C) 4 5
10345

1 20 4 5
1 2 C) 4 5

10 3 4 5
45

1

2

1

2305

103 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :

five per cent of his graduation class.
This was a boy who finished in the top
He gave no trouble. At no time

c

program.
boy
He followed a strict academic preparatory
attendance or behavior. He was a well-adjusted
question
about
his
good
as
those
of
was there a
ability, he made grades as
verbal
and a "hard pusher." For his academic
part,
he
was
a
very
school. For the most
anyone we had ever seen in that
reading. Perhaps this
in
the
word
world as long as he was for a slight speech
boy. He was skillful
been
really was. If it hadn't
made him seem smarter than he speaking
would have been really "slick
ability,
he
defect which detracted from his
he was a very frail boy, quite underweight,
with words." In physical appearance, preoccupied with his success. He asked very
and wore glasses. He seemed to be
seemed that he was always coming to the
frequently about his work standards. It
school.
to how he was doing in
to be a pharmacist.
teachers and counselors and inquiring astali
about
his
chances
He wanted to go to college and wouldin these discussions because we felt that he
He wasn't given much encouragement in high school that he would have no reserve
worked so very hard to get good grades
work in college. One of his counselors was quite
to fall back on in the more difficult high grades in high school would not hold up
his
than he did,
emphatic about this. He felt that
about his ability to make better grades
in college. Other than worrying
or concern while in this school. clubs and our state
this boy showed little anxiety
belonged
to one of our foreign language
While in school he
scholastic honor society.
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YS

Best SJIste

Course Followed

?

Poorest

.

ge4eteri

/ ac0147

Gradeoint Average 2.. 4

441,011e ecio/

t

g4,/IIaitJOTlc

Croup Intelligence Test Score

//3

School Attendance

6°0i
V

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others_ 1

2045

Conformity to Rules and Regulations 1

1

2 3 fr

2 3C) 5

Appearance

Interest in Environment..

Leadership

1

2305

Participation in Group Activities_ 1

Participation in Athletics

1

2340

Interest in Opposite Sex_____ 1

2 30 5
2 301t
2 04 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

2045

SubmissiveAggressive

1

ApatheticEnergetic

1

2 3 05

CautiousImpulsive

1

Manifest Anxiety_

1

2 3® 5

DepressedCheerful

1

CompLtiningNoncompaining

1

204 5

Dependentindependent

1

2045
2305
2305
2305

IrresponsibleDependable

1

CarelessPerfectionistic

1

230 4 5

Over a!! School Adjustment

1

Mental Health

1

2 340 5

2045
2305

1

STAFF COMMENTS :
He was "the greatest basketball player
ever had in this school." Although some
of the boys felt that he may have been awe
little on the "All Star" side, he was quite
popular. He was a person who took an active part in school activities,
particularly
as they related to school music. He was active in the band
boy of good habits and one whom you felt would make his and glee club. He was a
place in the world.

i
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eS

alV)e/441

Course Followed

044re
E410:04 s-,chil

4,0k4i 6 IBC.

Poorest Subjecte,
Group Intelligence Test Score

Ays

11

Apo,

School Attendance.

Appearance

1

45

2 (34

5

23 45

Leadership

A

03

Participation in Athletics

1 (.1) 3

Overt Expression of Hostility

1

ApatheticEnergetic

1

45

2 045
2 04 5

ceeace,

494"meit'Ci4P/

A

e

RATING SCALE:
Degree to Which Liked by Others_______ 1

S

Grad, point Average

Conformity to Rules end Regulations_

10 3 4 5

Interest in Environment__ 1 03
Participation in Group Activities

Interest in Opposite Sex__
SubmissiveAggressive

CautiimsImpulsive

45

02 345
102 3 4 5
12
1

305

2 3® 5

DepressedCheerful

103 4 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

102 3 4 5
1 2 04 5

DependentIndependent

1 203 4 5

IrresponsibleDependable

10 3

4 5

CarelessPerfectionistic

13 4 5

Overall School Adjustment

Q2 3

4

Mental Health

103 4 5

Manifest Anxiety

5

STAFF COMMENTS :
This boy was always being made the butt of jokes by his classmates. They would
to adults;
go out of their way to rib him. He seemed to be reasonably well adjustedSometimes
but he seldom, if ever, discussed with them anything of concern to him.
you got the impression that he did want to talk to someone.

For the most part, the students felt that he was a real "fringe" character and
was
that he was a coward. He didn't seem to be able to do anything very well. He him,
not well liked and seemed never to make any attempt to have anyone like

His interest in school life was almost zero. The same could be said for his out-ofschool life. Although he himself never started any trouble in school, he was always
on the borderline of causing trouble because of his inability to get along with his
fellow students.

Once he talked briefly about his moral responsibility to his foster parents and
stated that he lived alone in a cottage near their house and had little contact with
them. This was the closest contact we were ever able to make with him.
4
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enerQ/

GraduatedKS.... Course Followed

a40/

Best Sublect6e 2 La

Gradep oint Average

a 47 re,

2

.5"

Poorest SubjectseSe
Group Intelligence Test Score

73

School Attendance

RATING SCALE:

23

5

Degree to Which Liked by Others__ 1

2

4 5

Conformity to Rules and Regulations_ 1

Appearance

1

2

4 5

Interest in Environment..

Leadership

1

2

4 5

Participation in Group Activities_ 1

Participation in Athletics

1

2

4 5

interest in Opposite Sex_

1

2045
2045

2 04

5

SubmissiveAggressive

1

20 4 5

1

Apathetic -- Energetic.

1

2® 4

5

CautiousImpulsive

1

2

Manifest Anxiety

1

2 04

5

DepressedCheerful

1

2 CO 4 5

ComplainingNoncomplaining

1

204

5

DependentIndependent

1

2045

IrresponsibleDependable

1

204

5

Ca relessPerfectionistic

1

2®45

Overall School Adjustment

1

2

Mental Health

1

204 5

Overt Expression of Hostility

4 5

1

2e 4 5

45

STAFF COMMENTS :
A quiet, unassuming boy. He attended school regularly, was never late, and gave
us no trouble. In most of his activities, he ranked in about the middle one-third of his

class. He maintained this position all through his four years. Although his IQ was
not quite as high as that of the average student, he was a good all-around youngster.
He had an exceptional interest in agriculture and photography and wozked particularly well in those two fields, and with great regularity. I guess the best way to sum
up the description of him is that he was a real "middle-roader."
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Course Followed

6ehetijo/

Grade-point Average

i 4C

Best Subjects

tiAlc)Ai

dr.5;c7iioye 4..74a4e4_,At

Poorest Subic

Group Intelligence Test Scores

4?

School Attendance

ROO

RATING SCALE:
Conformity to Rules and Regulations___

I0345

Appearance

345
1 204 5

Interest In Environment

1

103 45

Participation in Group Activities

102 3 4 5

Leadership

Interest in Opposite Sex________

10345

Overt Expression of Hostility

234 5
1 03 4 5

ApatheticEnergetic .

12045

CautiousImpulsive

10 3 4 5
1 20 4 5

DepressedCheerful

10345
J0345

Careless--Perfectionisric

Degree to Which Liked by Others

Participation in Athletics

Manifest Anxiety

ComplainingNoncomplaining
IrresponsibleDependable
Over-all School Adjustment

I0

SubmissiveAggressive

DependentIndependent

Mental Health

O2

4

5

1 20 4 5
12045

10 3 4 5
10345
1 (3 3 4 5
1 ()43 4 5

STAFF COMMENTS :
achieved poorly in school. In his
This boy had very low academic ability and alsoschool after he obtained a job that
sophomore year, he transferred to a continuation
everything else he did, he soon failed on
permitted the transfer. However, like almost
the job and in continuation school too.
Because of his poor
It seemed as though he was always a sub-par performer.
As
soon
as
he reached eighteen,
attendance record, it was difficult to work with him.
have
any
plans
to graduate from
he quit continuation school. He never seemed to
high school.
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